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2ABSTRACT
The theory of probability and stochastic processes is applied to a current issue in population
genetics, namely that of genealogy and genetic differentiation in subdivided populations.
It is proved that under a reasonable model for reproduction and migration, the ancestral process
of a sample from a subdivided population converges weakly, as the subpopulation sizes tend to
infinity, to a continuous-time Markov chain called the "structured coalescent".
The moment-generating function, the mean and the cond moment of the time since the most
recent common ancestor (called the "coalescence time") of a pair of genes are calculated explicitly
for a range of models of population structure.
The value of Wright's coefficient FST, which serves as a measure of the subpopulation differ-
entiation and which can be related to the coalescence times of pairs of genes sampled within or
among subpopulations, is calculated explicitly for various models of population structure. It is
shown that the dependence of FST on the mutation rate may be more marked than is generally
believed, particularly when gene flow is restricted to an essentially one-dimensional habitat with
a large number of subpopulations.
Several more general results about genealogy and subpopulation differentiation are proved.
Simple relationships are found between moments of within and between population coalescence
times. Weighting each subpopulation by its relative size, the asymptotic behaviour of FST at
large mutation rates is independent of the details of population structure. Two sets of symmetry
conditions on the population structure are found for which the mean coalescence time of a pair of
genes from a single subpopulation is independent of the migration rate and equal to that of two
individuals from a panmictic population of the same total size. Under graph-theoretic conditions
on the population structure, there is a uniform relationship between the FST value of a pair of
neighbouring subpopulations, in the limit of zero mutation rate, and the migration rate.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION	 13
1.1 Kingman's coalescent
All coalescent theory relies on two key assumptions. The first is that individuals are haploid,
which means that each individual has only one parent. While this is true for some species, most
populations of interest (for example, the human population) are diploid, that is, each individual
has two parents. However, the coalescent approach can apply to diploid populations if, rather than
working with the diploid individuals, one works with the genes at a particular locus, which are
haploid. The second assumption is that the individuals are neutral, that is, there are no inherited
differences of fitness or fertility between individuals. In the case of genes, this assumption means
that there is no selection affecting the locus in question.
Kingman's coalescent (Kingman 1982a,b,c) assumes in addition that the population is pan-
mictic. For a haploid population this means that, fixing an individual in a particular generation,
all individuals in the previous generation are equally likely to have been its parent, i.e. the popu-
lation has no substructure or subdivision. Kingman's work also assumes that the population size
is constant in time. However, as was pointed out by Kingman (1982a), the latter assumption is
not essential and the coalescent applies in many contexts to populations of variable size if one
chooses an appropriate non-linear time-scale (see also Marjoram and Donnelly 1994b).
The mathematical form in which the above four assumptions are used is by assuming an "ex-
changeable" model of reproduction (introduced by Cannings 1974), in which the offspring num-
bers of the individuals in each generation are exchangeable random variables, offspring numbers
in different generations being independent. The most commonly assumed exchangeable model is
the neutral Wright-Fisher model, in which the offspring numbers have a symmetric multinomial
distribution (see Cannings 1974 or Ewens 1979, or see Section 2.1). Another frequently used
exchangeable model is the Moran model (see Moran 1958 or Cannings 1974).
Consider a population of constant size N individuals which evolves in discrete generations. At
a particular generation (which we call time zero) a sample of fixed size n 0 individuals is drawn from
the population, and we label the individuals in the sample as 1,2....
. no. Tracing the ancestral
lineages of the individuals in the sample, Kingman (1982a,b,c) defined a genealogical process
{R,..r(r) : r = 0,1,2,...) whose state space is the set of all equivalence relations on
{1, 2, .. ., ne,) and where (i, j) E l?.N(r) if and only if individuals i and j have the same ancestor r
generations ago. Clearly R-N(0) = {(i,i);i= 1,2,...,no} and RN(rl) lN(r2) if r1 < r2 , since
two individuals sharing the same ancestor r1 generations ago will also have the same ancestor r2
generations ago. Each equivalence class of 1j(r) corresponds to a distinct ancestor of the sample
alive r generations ago. If two such ancestors have the same parent in the previous generation
(r + 1 generations ago), the two equivalence classes of R.N(r) that correspond to these ancestors
merge, or "coalesce", to form one equivalence class in R jv(r+ 1). If individuals choose their parent
at random, independently and uniformly from among the individuals of the previous generation
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(which is the backward structure of the neutral Wright-Fisher model), the probability that two
distinct ancestors r generations ago have the same parent (and their equivalence classes coalesce)
is 1/N. We denote the number of equivalence classes of an equivalence relation €
	
by j. For
, '7 E £, we write -< i if can be obtained from by combining two equivalence classes of
into a single equivalence class of q, i.e.
-< '7 ::e C and ,= II— 1.
Assuming the neutral Wright-Fisher model of reproduction and measuring time in units of N
generations, Kingman (1982 a) proved that the process RN converges weakl), as N tends to infinity,
to the coalescent, which is the continuous-time Markov chain {R(t) t ^ O} whose Q-matrix
R = (R,,) is given by
- 2) 
if'7=e
Rq {
	
(IeI
=	 1	 if-.<'7
o	 otherwise
for	 E flO• Kingman (1982c) proved that this result is robust, in the sense that it is valid for the
entire class of the exchangeable models satisfying certain (weak) conditions on the moments of the
distribution of the offspring number of a typical individual, provided an appropriate time-scaling
is used (usually in units of N/o 2 generations, where o.2 is the variance of the offspring number of
a typical individual, in the limit as N - oo).
In many applications it is irrelevant which individuals are related to each other and it suffices to
keep account of the number of distinct ancestors of the sample at each time in the past. A simpler
version of the coalescent is the ancestral process {(t) : i O}, where (t) IR(t)I gives the
number of distinct ancestors of the sample, time t ago. This ancestral process is a pure death
process whose transition rate from k to k - 1 is ( ), as k ancestral lineages give ( 
k ) 
pairs
of lineages which can coalesce and every two lineages coalesce at rate 1 (see (1.1)). In particular,
the time since k individuals descended from k - 1 distinct ancestors is exponentially distributed
Ik\'
with mean 
2 )
1.2 The structured coalescent
Whereas Kingman's coalescent assumes a panmictic population, most real populations are ge-
ographically structured. As a model of a structured population we will consider in this thesis
populations that are subdivided into large colonies of fixed size which interchange genes by migra-
tion. A detailed such model will be given in Chapter 2. When modelling genealogy in a subdivided
population, it is not sufficient to trace the ancestry of the individuals in the sample under study,
(1.1)
but one also needs to keep track of the locations of the ancestors of the sample at each time in the
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past, if the Markov character of the coalescent is to be maintained. The resulting coalescent-like
process for subdivided populations is called the "structured coalescent". The ancestral process
associated with the structured coalescent was introduced by Takahata (1988) for a population
consisting of only two subpopulations, and formulated in its general form by Notohara (1990). For
simplicity, we refer to this ancestral process as the structured coalescent.
The population considered is haploid and divided into subpopulations or "colonies" which are
all large and panmictic and which are partially isolated from each other. We denote by $ the set
of the subpopulation labels (S may be finite or infinite). The size of subpopulation i is N1 = 2c1N
haploid individuals, where Cj is a positive integer constant and N is large. In diploid applications,
2cjN is the number of genes in subpopulation i, at a particular locus, so that cN is the number
of diploid individuals in subpopulation i. At a particular generation which we call time zero, we
draw a sample of fixed size n0 individuals from the total population (where n0 is finite), and we
trace the ancestry of the individuals in the sample. At each time in the past, we count how many
distinct ancestors the n0 sampled individuals have in each subpopulation. We denote by a(r)
the number of distinct ancestors the sample has in subpopulation i, r generations ago (i E 5),
and by aN(r) the ordered set (a,,(r))18, with a component for each subpopulation. If there are
K subpopulations and K is finite, then aN(r) is a K-tuple. If the number of subpopulations is
infinite, aN(r) is a sequence with index set S. In standard mathematical notation, we write that
QN(T) .1WS , which is the set of all functions from S to ITV, where N is the set of the natural
numbers, including zero: 1W = {0, 1,2,.. .}. The process N = {QN(r) : r 0, 1,2, .. .} will be
called the ancestral process.
Tracing the ancestral lineages of the individuals in the sample, two types of events can occur.
Two particular lineages can coalesce at the most recent common ancestor of the corresponding in-
dividuals in the sample (this can only occur when these lineages reside in the same subpopulation),
in which case the number of distinct ancestors in that subpopulation (i.e. the value of a(r))
decreases by one. The rate at which such a coalescence event occurs is, for many exchangeable
models of reproduction (Cannings 1974), inversely proportional to the size of the subpopulation.
If an ancestor in subpopulation i is an immigrant from subpopulation j (which we also describe
as a "migration" of the ancestor from subpopulation i to subpopulation j backward in time), the
number of distinct ancestors in subpopulation i decreases by one, while that in subpopulation j
increases by one. Following the notation of Notohara (1990), we denote by S the element of 1V'
with components
1 1 ifj=i(f') =	 =2	 0 otherwise
and we define addition and subtraction of elements of IN8 to be component-wise, i.e. the sum
or difference of two sequences (or K-tuples) in INs is obtained by adding or subtracting their
Qa,13 
= {
_E{+ I I a.
sES	
c.2)}
I	 .
2)
0
if f3 = a
if/3=a—e1 +& (j^i)
if [3= a -
otherwise
(1.2)
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corresponding components. If aN(r) = a and two lineages in subpopulation i coalesce, the value
of aN(T) is changed to a - e'; the migration of an ancestral lineage from subpopulation i to
subpopulation j (backward in time) changes the value of aN(r) from a to a - € + S.
Under reasonable assumptions about reproduction and migration, the ancestral process N
is, with the appropriate re-scaling of time, well approximated by the "structured coalescent",
which is the continuous-time Markov chain {a(t); t ^ 0} with Q-matrix Q whose entries are
(Notohara 1990), where M15 is the scaled migration rate (forward in time) from subpopulation j
to subpopulation i and M5 
= 
Me,. For example, if reproduction in each subpopulation
follows the neutral Wright-Fisher model and a constant proportion qj, of the individuals born in
subpopulation j migrate to subpopulation i every generation (i,j E S), time-scaling is in units of
2N generations and M11 = limN.... 00 (4Nqji). Intuitively the matrix Q is understood as follows:
tracing the ancestral lineages of a sample from the population, any two lineages in subpopulation i
have coalescence rate 1/ct , while the rate at which a lineage moves from subpopulation i to
subpopulation j is M11 /2 (the factor of 1/2 is standard and is convenient in applications involving
pairs of genes).
The structured coalescent has proved valuable in understanding and modelling the genetic
and demographic processes of interest in a variety of applications concerning structured pop-
ulations. Applications of the coalescent approach to subdivided populations include those by
Griffiths (1981), Takahata (1988, 1991), Tajima (1989), Notohara (1990), Hudson (1990) and ref-
erences in the latter. Marjoram and Donnelly (1994a,b) used the coalescent approach to simulate
structured populations of variable size, in a study of pairwise comparisons of mitochondrial DNA
sequences and the time since Eve, the most recent common ancestor of human mitochondrial DNA.
Studying Wright's coefficient FST (Wright 1951), which serves as a measure of the genetic
differentiation among subpopulations and which is used to estimate the effective level of gene
flow between subpopulations, Slatkin (1991) related FST in an approximate way to the mean
coalescence times of pairs of genes drawn within and between subpopulations. Slatkin (1993)
showed these results provide a way of testing for isolation by distance in a natural population.
In fact, FST can be expressed in an exact way in terms of the moment-generating functions of
coalescence times of pairs of genes. This will be done in Chapter 4, where we will also examine
the dependence of FST on the parameters of population structure and on the mutation rate.
This thesis is concerned with the structured coalescent. In Chapter 2 a rigorous proof is
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given that, under a particular discrete-time model for reproduction and migration, the genealogy
of a sample from a subdivided population is indeed, in the diffusion time-scale approximation,
described by the structured coalescent. This result was stated by Notohara (1990) for a different
model for migration and reproduction. However, certain steps in Notohara's proof are not entirely
clear to us (more details will be given in Chapter 2). By standard probabilistic methods we derive
systems of linear equations for the mean, the second moment and the moment-generating function
of the time since the most recent common ancestor of a sample from the population, and for those
of the time since k sampled individuals descended from k - 1 distinct ancestors.
In Chapter 3, these equations are solved for a sample of two individuals under a range of
models of population structure, leading to explicit formulae for the mean, the second moment and
the moment-generating function of the time since the most recent common ancestor of a pair of
individuals under the symmetric island model, the finite and infinite stepping-stone models in one
and two dimensions and some less symmetric structures (a general two-population model, a "con-
tinental island model" and a four-population model with geographic barrier). For the symmetric
island model, a more complete analysis is given and the effect of the population subdivision on
the coalescence time of a pair of individuals is shown explicitly by comparison with a panmictic
population.
Chapter 4 is concerned with the genetic differentiation among subpopulations of a subdivided
population. Wright's coefficient FST, which serves as a measure of the amount of subpopulation
differentiation, is expressed in exact and approximate ways in terms of the time since the most
recent common ancestor of a pair of genes sampled from a single subpopulation and the time
since the most recent common ancestor of two genes sampled from the total population. Using the
genealogical results of Chapter 3, the values of FST and its approximations are calculated explicitly
for the various models of population structure introduced in Chapter 3. The dependence of FST on
the parameters of population structure and, in particular, on the neutral mutation rate is studied.
The accuracy of Slatkin's approximation for FST (Slatkin 1991) is also examined.
Chapter 5 contains a variety of "general" results on both genealogy and subpopulation differen-
tiation. Some simple relationships are given (valid when the different subpopulations are weighted
by their relative sizes) between the moments of the coalescence time of two individuals from a
single subpopulation and those of the coalescence time of two individuals sampled from the total
population, and between the corresponding probabilities of identity by descent. We prove that
under weighting by size, the asymptotic behaviour of FST for very large mutation rates is indepen-
dent of the details of population structure and dependent only on the mutation rate and on the
number of subpopulations considered. The link between population structure and graph theory
is made and two sets of (graph-theoretic) symmetry and regularity conditions on the population
structure are given under which the mean time since the most recent common ancestor of a pair of
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individuals from any single subpopulation is independent of the migration rate and equal to that
of two individuals from a panmictic population of the same total size. We also show that, under
graph-theoretic symmetry and regularity conditions, there is a uniform relationship between the
FST value of a pair of neighbouring subpopulations, in the limit of zero mutation rate, and the
migration rate.
Note that the work in this thesis is exact only for haploid species, and for diploid species
with exclusively gametic migration (that is, migration of the sex cells, which are haploid; gametic
migration occurs in many species of plants). Nagylaki (1983) and Sawyer (1976) have set out
conditions under which models of truly diploid migration are well approximated by the model
of gamete migration. The results on probability of identity by descent and on subpopulation
differentiation are for selectively neutral genes at a single locus, subject to mutation and migration
but without intragenic recombination. The results on FST are exact only for the infinite alleles
model of mutation, in which every mutation produces a novel allele.
Chapter 2
THE STRUCTURED
C OALES CENT
The major goal of this chapter is to show that under reasonable assumptions about reproduction
and migration, genealogy in a subdivided population is well described by the structured coalescent.
Considering a population divided into a finite or infinite number of subpopulations and evolv-
ing in discrete generations, Notohara (1990) showed that the genealogy of a sample from this
population is approximately described by the structured coalescent. In Notohara's model, each
generation is made up of two discrete steiis, the first one due to migration and the second one
due to reproduction. In the migration step the individuals migrate independently between the
subpopulations. After the migration step, Wright-Fisher type reproduction brings the size of each
subpopulation back to its size before migration. Although under this model the individuals mi-
grate independently forward in time, their migration is not independent backward in time, as
migration backward in time necessarily brings the size of each subpopulation to a fixed number,
constant in time. Therefore, it is not entirely clear to us that Notohara's argument, which inap-
propriately relies on individuals migrating independently backward in time, is valid. Some minor
additional complications may arise from the fact that under Notohara's model, the mechanisms of
migration and reproduction are not independent, since at reproduction, the offspring distribution
of the individuals in a particular subpopulation depends on the number of individuals present in
that subpopulation after the migration step, from the fact that the offspring distributions (and
hence coalescence events when we look backward in time) in different subpopulations are not inde-
pendent, as the subpopulation sizes after migration are not independent, and from the possibility
that migration empties a subpopulation. It is plausible (but not obvious) that these problems
disappear in the limit as the subpopulations become infinitely large. In this chapter (Section 2)
it is proved in detail that, for a slightly simpler model than Notohara's, the ancestral process
19
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converges to the structured coalescent.
The first section of this chapter contains a precise description of the population model we will
assume throughout this thesis. In Section 2 it is proved that under this model, the ancestral process
converges weakly to the structured coalescent as the subpopulations become large. In Section 3,
a first-step argument yields systems of linear equations for the moment-generating function, the
mean and the second moment of, respectively, the time since the most recent common ancestor
of a sample from the population (Subsection 3.1) and the time since a sample of k individuals
descended from k - 1 distinct ancestors (Subsection 3.2). These systems of equations will be
solved in Chapter 3 for samples of size two under various models of population structure.
2.1 The discrete-time model
We consider a haploid population divided into a finite or infinite number of subpopulations which
are all large and panmictic and which are partially isolated from each other. We denote by S the
set of the subpopulation labels, where we assume that S is countable. The subpopulation sizes,
migration pattern and migration rates are assumed to be constant in time. The number of haploid
individuals in subpopulation i is N1 = 2cj N, where c1 is a positive integer constant and N is large.
(In diploid applications, 2cN is the number of genes in subpopulation i, at a particular locus,
rather than the number of individuals.) Denoting c = c,, the total population size is 2cN
(where c = 00 if the number of subpopulations is infinite). The population evolves in discrete
non-overlapping generations. Every generation is made up of two discrete steps, the first one due
to reproduction, the second one due to migration.
Reproduction is haploid (each member of a certain generation is the child of exactly one mem-
ber of the previous generation) and takes place within each subpopulation according to the neutral
Wright-Fisher model. This means that in each subpopulation, the joint distribution of the off-
spring numbers of the different individuals at any particular generation is symmetric multinomial,
maintaining the size of that subpopulation: denoting by Yj the number of offspring of the jth
individual in subpopulation I (i E 8, j = 1,.. . , N1),
(	 N.' N	 N,	 - N
P{ 1 =y1,...,Yi,N.	 YNJ =	 y1!..YN,'	
1	
0	 otherwise.
Offpring numbers in different subpopulations or at different generations are independent. This
description forward in time is equivalent to the following backward description: each individual in
subpopulation i immediately after the reproduction step chooses its parent at random, indepen-
dently and uniformly from among the N1 individuals in subpopulation i just before reproduction.
This simple structure backward in time is the major advantage of the Wright-Fisher model for re-
production. While the convergence result proved in the next section explicitly assumes the neutral
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Wright-Fisher model, it is likely to be valid (under mild moment conditions) for any exchangeable
model of reproduction (Cannings 1974), provided an appropriate time-scale is used; if in the limit
as N - oo, the variance of the number of offspring of an individual in a subpopulation varies
among subpopulations, the coalescence rates 1/cj in (2.2) also need to be adapted.
At each generation, the reproduction step is followed by a migration step. We assume that
in every generation, a fixed proportion q, (q 8, ^ , >-,^, qii ^ 1) of the individuals born in
subpopulation i migrate to subpopulation j (these migrants are chosen at random, independently
and uniformly, without replacement, from subpopulation i), where q, is constant in time (i, j E 8).
It is assumed that the size of each subpopulation is maintained under migration, which requires
Assumption 2.1	 Vi E $ : c	 q =	 cjq3j.
While each individual in subpopulation i has probability qi, of migrating to subpopulation j, the
requirement of constant subpopulation sizes implies that the individuals do not migrate indepen-
dently of each other. Among the N individuals making up subpopulation i just after the migration
step at any particular generation, there are N1 q3 who are immigrants from subpopulation j. The
"backward migration rate" m 1 from subpopulation i to subpopulation j, defined as the propor-
tion of the individuals in subpopulation i immediately after the migration step who were born in
subpopulation j, is therefore given by
N1q11c1
rn,3 — 
7.T —iVj	 Ci
(i,j E 8). We also denote ' 
= ,^; lflj1, which is the proportion of the individuals in subpopu-
lation i after migration who were born in another subpopulation.
Assume that the population has been evolving in this way indefinitely. At a particular genera-
tion which we call time zero, we draw a sample of n 0
 individuals from the total population (where
n0 is finite and fixed) and we trace back the ancestry of the individuals in the sample, generation by
generation. At each time in the past we count how many distinct ancestors the n0 sampled individ-
uals have in each subpopulation. We define the ancestral process aj = {aN(r); r = 0, 1,2, . .
where Vr E 1W : QN(r) E IN8 with ith component	 (r) denoting the number of distinct ances-
tors the sample has in subpopulation i, r generations ago (i E 8). As an initEa'l sample of fixed
size n0 can have at most n0 distinct ancestors at any time, the state space of this ancestral process
is the set
E := {a E JPJ8	 ^ no}.
IES
This set is infinite when the number of subpopulations is infinite. Each element a of E can
be obtained by assigning a 
= 
a, individuals to the subpopulations in S and counting the
number of individuals thus assigned to each subpopulation. As different elements of E require
different assignments of individuals, E is in one-to-one correspondence to a subset of
	
8a• As
(2.1)
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$ is countable,	 S6 is countable and hence E is countable. We denote by DE [0, oo) the space
of right-continuous functions from [0, co) into E having limits from the left. It is proved below
(see the next section) that, measuring time in units of 2N generations and making the appropriate
assumptions, the ancestral process converges weakly to the structured coalescent, as N tends to
infinity.
2.2 Convergence to the structured coalescent
All of the work presented in this thesis is based upon the assumption that the structured coalescent
is an appropriate description of genealogy. We now proceed to establish that, under the model set
out in the previous section, genealogy is indeed well described by the structured coalescent.
Theorem 2.1 Assume that
(i)	 Vi, j E S with j i, 4Nmj3 increases monotonically with increasing N, with
lim(4Nm,) M13,
and, denoting M1 :=	 M11, assume thai
(zi)	 sup&s M1 <00.
Then as N - 00, the process {N([2Nt]) i ^ 0] converges weakly in DE[0 , 00) to the structured
coalescent {a(t) : t 0) with Q-mairix Q given by
af3
	 2
	 jff3=c—&+e1 (j^i)	 (2.2)
C1	 2
	 if/3 = -
0	 otherwise
for cr,f3 e E.
Note that 4Nm15 is, up to the constant c, twice the number of immigrants into subpopula-
tion i from subpopulation j per generation. The assumption that 4Nm 5 (j ^ i) monotonically
increases as a function of N is equivalent to assuming that the number of migrants between any
two subpopulations per generation increases as the subpopulation sizes increase. This assumption
ensures, by the monotone convergence theorem, that Vi € S: M1 = lirnN.._(4NmI ), so that cM1
is twice the limiting number of migrants from (or into) subpopulation i per generation. Assump-
tion (ii) requires that the number of migrants from each subpopulation per generation remains
bounded as the subpopulations become large.
Proof of Theorem 2.1: In order to prove the theorem, we show that the finite-dimensional
distributions of the process cN([2N.]) converge to those of the structured coalescent as N -+ 00
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and that the family of processes {aN([2N.])}NEW0 is relatively compact. As E is countable, and
hence separable, Theorem 7.8 in Ethier and Kurtz (1986) then yields the weak convergence of
aN([2N.]) to the structured coalescent, as N - 00.
Convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions. From the description of the model it is
clear that the ancestral process N is a (multi-dimensional) discrete-time Markov chain. We will
calculate its transition matrix PN and we will show that, for fixed i ^ 0, the transition matrix of
aN over [2Ni] generations, converges entry-wise to the transition matrix of the structured
coalescent over time t, e Q (where Q is the infinitesimal generator of the structured coalescent,
given by equation (2.2)), as N -, oo. This means that the one-dimensional distributions of
aN([2N.]) converge to those of the structured coalescent, as N - oo. Because of the Markov
character of both the ancestral process and the structured coalescent and as E is countable, this
is easily seen to be equivalent to the convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions.
Taking a step of one generation backward in time, we first have to take a migration step
and subsequently a reproduction step. In order to find the transition probability of the ancestral
process from state a E E to state /3 E E in one generation,
PN(/31a) := P{aN(r +1) = 131aN(r) = a},	 (2.3)
we calculate separately the probabilities p7)(f3) and P(/3a) of a transition of the ancestral
process from a to /3 in, respectively, one backward migration step or one backward reproduction
step.
In the migration step, mkNk individuals from subpopulation k (k E S) move, backward in
time, to another subpopulation. These migrants are a random sample without replacement from
subpopulation k. The number of possible ways to draw mkNk migrants without replacement from
among the Nk individuals in subpopulation k is ( Nk	 The individuals counted in a (the\ m,Nj, /
present value of the ancestral process) are the ancestors of our initial sample of no individuals; we
call them individuals "belonging to" a. If an individual belonging to a is a migrant, the ancestral
process may change value. Migrants drawn from outside a do not affect the ancestral process.
The probability R(a) that more than one ancestor in a is a migrant is the probability that at
least two of the migrants are drawn from a and, counting the number of possible ways to do this,
satisfies
N-2	 (\f N-1 \	 f1\f N,-1
RN (a)	 2 )mkNk_2)	 i )mkNk-1)	 1 )mzN,_1)(m)	 ___________ __	 ______________ ______________
	
Nk \	/Nk I N,
ICES	
( mkNk )
	
ICES	
mkNk )
	
mjN, )
ICES	 ICES	 I^tc
= (k7flk)2.
\ICE8
(i ^ i)
otherwise,
(2.4)
(2.5)
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The probability that exactly one individual in a migrates backward in time from subpopulation i
to subpopulation j( i) while all other migrants are drawn from outside a, is
( o, '\ ( N,-o.	 ( N.-m,N.-or.+1	 (Nb-ok
	1 ) m,,N,-1 ) \_ m,N,-m.,N,	 )	 m,,N,,
( N	 ( N,-m,,N,	 j ( N,,
\ m,1N, J	 \ m,N,-m.,N )	 \ m,,N,,
o,,-1N1	 1I. I-I N,, — rn N,, — a
	
= a$m$,NN1IIII
	 N,,—a
where H 1. In that event, the backward migration step changes the value of the ancestral
process to a - € + S. The ancestral process also takes this value when there are several mi-
grations of individuals belonging to a which, except for one migration from subpopulation i to
subpopulation j, all compensate each other. Denoting by R(a, /3) the probability that the
backward migration step changes the value of the ancestral process from a to /3 and more than
one individual in a are migrants, the transition probability in one backward migration step is
given by
p(m)
'N ($Io)=
	
_____________	 __________	 (m)I 1a1m1	
N1	 _____
IES	
1-mjN,-a1+1 liEu-	 RN (a,i) iff3=akESa=O	 N,,-a
l 1m1
N1	 _____________
_________ _______ 
(m)
	kES a=O	 N,, - a	
+RN (a,a - + €)
R(a,/3)
where
> R(a,/3) <R(a) 
< (>c,,m,,)2
/3^a	 kES
In the backward reproduction step, all individuals in subpopulation i choose their parent at
random, independently and uniformly from among the N1 individuals which made up subpopu-
lation i just before reproduction (i E S). Two individuals in subpopulation i choose the same
parent with probability 1/N1 . If a is the present value of the ancestral process and exactly two
of the	 ancestors counted in subpopulation i share their parent, while all other ancestors in a
have distinct parents, the value of the ancestral process changes to a - e. The probability of this
transition is
or,' 1	 (r)(r)
N (a-Ia) 
= ( 2 
)--RN (a,a — €'),	 (2.6)
if /3 = a - c' + €
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where R(a, a - e') is a non-negative term arising from the possibility that two or more pairs
of individuals belonging to a each share a parent. As
P(a - 
€'Ia) = P{exactly one pair of individuals in a share a parent)
'ES
and
(	 ) _ =	 ziP{exactly v pairs of individuals in a each share a parent),
it follows that
> R(a, a - t) = > vP{exactly ii pairs of individuals in a each share a parent). (2.7)
IES
We denote by v =	
( G ) 
the number of pairs of individuals in a in which both individuals
iES
belong to the same subpopulation and hence can have a common parent. As there are at most n0
individuals in a (no is the size of the initial sample), we know that i < ( 
0 ) 
Hence, since
(r)	 .	 .Vi E S N = 2c1 N ^ 2N, the probability RN (a) that two or more pairs of individuals belonging
to a each share a parent is bounded by
2
R(a) 
^ ( : ) (2N) - 32N2'	 (2.8)
and from equation (2.7) it follows that the quantities R(a, a—e') in equation (2.6) are bounded
in terms of the probability R(a) by
2R(a) < >R7(a,a-€') < "°
iES	 2 
) 42(a).	 (2.9)
Denoting by R(a, /3) the probability that the backward reproduction step changes the value of
the ancestral process from a to /3 {a} U (a - : i € 8), we have that
R(a) =	 R(a,/3).	 (2.10)
/3E{a}u{a-: iES}
Combining the above, the transition probability of the ancestral process in one backward repro-
duction step is given by
PZ(/3Ia) =
I	
°' ') +>R(a,a-)-	 4(a,-y)
	
I i" a . '\	 (r)
sES	 2 j	 iES	 y{a}u{a-€'.iE5)
if/3=a—e'
(r)
	
RN (a, /3)	 otherwise,
(2.11)
if a = /3
otherwise,
iff3 = a
if/3=a—e'+€1 (j^i)
otherwise
if/3 = a
if f.3 = a -
otherwise
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where
R(Q/3)<{('bo )+1}R2(a).
/3^a
As migration and reproduction operate independently, the one-generation transition probabil-
ities of the ancestral process, (2.3), are found from the transition probabilities in one backward
migration step and one backward reproduction step as
PN(/3a) 
= j2 
p(m)()p(r)()
1
In matrix notation:
PN= p•p,	 (2.12)
where PN, p) and p) are the transition matrices in one generation, one backward migra-
tion step and one backward reproduction step, respectively (for example, the entries of PN are
(PN)aj = PN(f3Ia)). Denoting by I the identity matrix, with entries
'af3 = 5a,f3 
= {
equation (2.4) for pj ,m)(/3Ia) can be written as
p3) 1+ 1	 (rfl)
=	 -yQN +R,
where Q	 and	 respectively denote the matrices with entries
(2.13)
(Q(m)\	 -N
ak—i Nb - mk Nk - a
{_ai(2Nm1NN1llll
N1	 _________
1ES	
ak-i 
Nb - mkNk - aN1	 II H Nb—a1(2Nm15). N1 - mj N1 - a 1 + 1 kES a=O
0
and
p(m)
( 
R)_{	
(a,'y)
-	 p(m)ALN (a,f3)	 otherwise.
(r)From equation (2.11) it is seen that the matrix N can be partitioned similarly as
p) 
= j + 
--Q +2N
where Q (' ) is the matrix with entries
a.)
2
1ES \
(q(r) a/3{	 2 )
)	 I a
0
(2.14)
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(independent of N) and	 is the matrix with entries
I ES
(R))= { 
—4)(a,a—e)
R(a, 13)
R(a,y) if/3=a
1E{a}u{a-e': IES}
otherwise.
Note that when the number of subpopulations is infinite, the state space of the ancestral process,
E, and hence the above matrices, are infinite. We consider the following norm on these matrices:
D A lI := sup
aeE 13€E
where the matrix A has entries Aa13 (a, j3 E E). Using assumptions (i) and (ii), restricting to
N > SUPIES M1 + n0 and using the bounds in (2.5), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), all the matrices
above have finite norm:
1
IIQN II -(m) < 4noN1 -
	
-
IIQ'II < 2( o )
II R II < 2n
n
IIRII
	 32N2'
while all three transition matrices have norm 1. Hence the product of any two of the above
matrices exists (with finite entries) and has finite norm (bounded above by the product of the
norms of these two matrices). Substituting equations (2.13) and (2.14) into equation (2.12), the
one-generation transition matrix of the ancestral process ajq can be written as
PN = I +	 (QN + AN),	 (2.16)
where
QN = Q + Q(r)
= 2N (Rr + +	 +	 +	 +
(2.17)
As only a finite number of the , (i E S) are non-zero and with Q denoting the infinitesimal
generator of the structured coalescent, given by equation (2.2), where and M are defined by
the assumptions (i) and (ii), it is clear that
lim QN = Q, entry-wise,N-.c
i.e.
(2.15)
Va,f3 E E: lim (QN)aj3 = Qaj3	 (2.18)N-.c.
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We prove that for fixed t ^ 0, the transition matrix of the ancestral process cx over [2Nt]
generations converges entry-wise to the transition matrix of the structured coalescent over time t:
tim p(2N21 = etQ, entry-wise.	 (2.19)
First note that
IIQISnosuM+2( ': ) <00,
so that e tQ	 V'°°L..,v=O t'! exists, as
00 jV (QV) 13
	00 
IIQII" 
= 1IQ1I <Va,f3E:1'eQ	 i^>a/3	
v=O	 v=O
[2Nt]Using equation (2.16), the matrix N can be written as
(2NtJ
p[2NtJ 
= {i +
	 (QN + IN)}
[2Th)
= > ([2N1 ) (i)' (QN + N)°
[2Nd]
= > 
[2Nt]([2N1} - 1) .... ([2Nt] - v +1) (QN + N)
(2N)'
v0
Hence for c,/3 E E:
00
I (2Ngl\
IN )
	
= > av,N	 (2.20)
v=O
with
[2NL]([2Nt] - 1) . .. . ([2Nt] - v + 1) ((QN +
a,N = '{v<[2N]}	 (2N)v	 (2.21)
where
1 1
'{v<[2N]} =
0 otherwise.
As N -+ oo and for fixed v, the first factor in the right-hand side of (2.21) converges to 1 and the
second factor converges to t". We focus on the third factor. Assumptions (i) and (ii) imply that
supmj = 0(1/N), as N - 0°.	 (2.22)
iES
Hence it follows from (2.5) that
/
II R II <2n (supm* ) = 0(k),
\IES
while (2.15) yields that also
1
II R II = 0().
Restricting to
N> !supMj+n0,
2 jE3 (2.23)
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we have that
IIQII <no sup M1 . <2nosupM,
iE$	 1 - SUPiES M -	 -' 2N	 sES
which is independent of N. Substituting this information into equation (2.17), it follows that
IINII = O(), as N - 00.	 (2.24)
For N subject to (2.23), we have in addition that
IIQNU ^ IIQII + flQ'I ^ C,	 (2.25)
where
c := (2n0 sup M1
 + iIQfr)Ii)	 (2.26)
IES
is finite and independent of N. Expanding the matrix (QN + SN), it takes the form
(QN + N) = Q + AN	 (2.27)
with
IIANII =
AN being a finite sum of products of matrices QN and N, where each product contains at least
one factor N. A fortiori, AN = °(*) entry-wise, i.e.
VQ,/3 E E: (AN)c = O().	 (2,28)
Denoting by V the matrix with entries
if f3 = a
iES
- a1 M5,	 ifi3=a—e'+S(ji)
af3'
if/3=a—e1
0	 otherwise,
we have for N subject to (2.23) that
Va,13E E:I(QN)aI^ V13.
As V does not depend on N and II V II ^ 27ZO SUPIES M5 + no(no - 1) < oo, it follows from (2.18)
by the dominated convergence theorem that
= ,jim	 (QN)a,-11 (QN)11,..y2
-Y
=	 Q.QY..Q13
11 ,...'Y._1
= 
(QV)
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From (2.27) and (2.28) we obtain that
urn (QN + AN) = Qv,entrywiseN—.00
Hence the quantities aN defined by equation (2.21), have as their respective limits
jV (QV)
urn aV,N =N-.00	 v!	 '	 (2.29)
for all v E IV. Using (2.24) and (2.25), we have for N sufficiently large that IIQNII < C and
IINII < 1, and hence that
Ia NI < 
IV IIQN + NlI" < t" (C + 1)" Vv E N.
-
As >IIJ	 = et(C+) <co it follows from (2.20) and (2.29) by the dominated convergence
theorem that
iv (QV)a13 
=	 .	 (2.30)(p(2NJ)	Va, f3 € E: lirn	 N	 =	 k / a,/3
	
N—.00	 a
v=O
Because of the Markov character of both the ancestral process aq and the structured coalescent
and because E is countable, this result implies that the finite-dimensional distributions of the
process {aN([2N1]); t ^ 0} converge to those of the structured coalescent {a(i); t ^ 0} as N - co.
Relaiive compaciness. We regard E as a subspace of iR (where Ii? is the set of the real
numbers), endowed with the norm
IxII = sup
	 (2.31)
IES
for x = (xj)Es €	 With this norm, E is complete, as every Cauchy-sequence in E is in the long
run constant. According to Corollary 7.4 in Ethier and Kurtz (1986), the relative compactness of
{QN([2N.])} is guaranteed if we prove the following two conditions':
(a) For every i > 0 and I 0, there exists a compact set 	 C E such that
liminfP{aN([2Nt]) € 1' } ^ 1 -N—co
(b) For every i > 0 and T> 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that
limsupP{w'(aN([2N•]),6,T) ^ ,} <j,	 (2.32)
N—co
where w' is the modulus of continuity:
w'(aN([2N•J), 6, T) = inf max sup	 IIaN([2Ns]) - aN([2Nt])I,{t.}	 $	 ,t.)
where {t} ranges over all partitions of the form 0 = i < ij < ... <	 < T < tk with
mm (t1 —ti_i)> 6 and k^ 1.
'The condition (a) stated here is slightly stronger than that of Ethier and Kurts. In particular, we have used
that r,,, is a subset of the set	 in condition (a) of Ethier and Kurtz.
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To verify condition (a), fix t ^ 0 and 0 < q < 1. With the norm (2.31), E is not compact if the
number of subpopulations is infinite. However, as E is countable, there exists a finite (and hence
compact) set r, C E such that
P{a(t) E	 ^ 1 - i.	 (2.33)
Since we have proved that the one-dimensional distributions of the ancestral process aN([2N.J)
converge to those of the structured coalescent a( .) as N - oo,
P{a(i) E	 = lim P { QN([2Nt]) EN-.00
Combining this with (2.33), condition (a) is proved.
Condition (b) essentially requires that the ancestral process av, which is a pure jump process,
does not jump too quickly, in the limit as N -i oo, so that a partition {t,} = {t'} can be found
which satisfies the requirements set out in the definition of w' and which contains all the jump
times of the ancestral process. To prove this, we couple the jumps of aN to those of a process with
a higher jump rate but whose inter-jump times are identically distributed and which is therefore
easier to handle.
For N € 1W0 we denote
1
PN :=	 (C+ 1),
where C is given by equation (2.26). In the remainder of the proof we restrict to N sufficiently
large so that PN < 1 and IIQN + A NlI ^ (C + 1) (see equations (2.24) and (2.25)). For each such
N, we define the discrete-time Markov chain (ZN,.N) {(ZN(r),.N(r)) ; r = 0, 1,2, . . .} to have
state space 1W x E and transition probabilities
P{(ZN(r+ 1 ),N(r + 1)) = (j,13)I(ZN(r),eN(r)) = (i,a)}
1— PN	 ifj=iandf3=cx
PN	 Pjv('yIa) ifj=i+1and3=a
=
PN(13!a)
	
ifj=i+1andf3a
0	 otherwise,
(2.34)
where PN(13 1 a) is the transition probability of the ancestral process aj from a to 8 in one
generation. Using equation (2.16) and the restrictions made on N, we have Va E E that
_1
> PN( y 1 a) -
EE:^a
S PN,
so that (ZN,.N) is well defined, as the elements of its transition matrix, (2.34), are non-negative
and, when summing over (j,/3) E 1W x E, add to one. From (2.34), it is clear that the marginal
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distribution of N is that of the ancestral process a, so that
P{w'(aN([2N]),6,T) ^ q} = P{w'(N([2N•]),t5,T) ^ }
	
(2.35)
for every q> 0 and T> 0. The process ZN jumps with probability PN, every generation; at each
jump, its value increases by one. The construction is such that every time N jumps, ZN jumps
as well.
We denote by 0 =
	 < 
pf 
< ... the jump times of the process (ZN,N) and by ;P1 :=
- Pa-i (i E 1N 0 ) its inter-jump times. Because of the Markov character of (ZN,N), the i-
are mutually independent. As the probability of a jump of (ZN,eN) is PN every generation, each
,N is geometrically distributed with mean 1/PN.
Now fix q> 0 and T> 0. If for some J E Wo and for some 8 > 0,
p'^2NTandrt'>2N8fori=1,...,J,
then denoting kN := min{i :	 ^ 2NT} we have that 1 kN J and the partition
i ' := R (i=0,...,kN)
satisfies
O=2'<t<.<i'N_l<T^ikN
arid
tr—t.1>o (i=1,...,kN);
as the process (ZN,N) is constant between the jump timespr, we have in that case that N([2N])
is constant on each interval [t 1 , ti") (i = 1,. . ., kN), so that
= 0.
Hence for every J E 1N and 8 > 0:
P{w'(N([2N.]), 8, T) < 'i} ^ P{prf ^ 2NT and r1 '1 > 2N8 for i = 1, . . ., J}.	 (2.36)
Thus in order to prove condition (b) it is sufficient to find J E IN'o and 8> 0 such that
lirninfP{p7>2NTandif'>2N6fori=1,...,J}>1—q.
Now
2NT and	 > 2N6 for i= 1,.. ., J}
= P{p' ^ 2NTIrj ' > 2N6 for i= 1,...,J}P{rt'> 2N6 for i 1....
. J}
= P{p '/ 2NTIrI" > 2N8 for i = 1, . . ., J} (P{r1" > 2N8}),	 (2.37)
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because the	 (i = 1, .. ., J) are i.i.d. As p 
=	
i, it is seen either by direct calculation or
by a straightforward correlation argument that
P{p' ^ 2NTIrN > 2N6 for i = 1,.. ., J} ^ P{p' ^ 2NT}.	 (2.38)
Since pj'/ is the time of the Jth jump of the process (ZN , N) and ZN counts the number ofjumps
of (ZN,N),
> 2NT} = P{ZN ([2NT]) - ZN(0) < J}.	 (2.39)
Combining (2.35), (2.36), (2.37), (2.38) and (2.39) we have that
P{w'(cN([2N.]), 6, T) < 'i} ^ P{ZN ([2NT]) - ZN(0) < J} ( { r > o}) ,
	
(2.40)
for every J E N0 and 6 > 0. Because the distribution of rf' is geometric with mean 1/pN and
as limN....co(2NpN) = C + 1, r11'/(2N) converges in distribution, as N -' oo, to an exponentially
distributed random variable, X, with mean 1/(C + 1). As the probability of a jump of the
process (ZN,N) is PN every generation and ZN([2NT]) - ZN(0) is the number of jumps up to
generation [2NT], the distribution of ZN([2NT]) — ZN(0) is binomial with parameters [2NTI and
PN, so that as N -	 , ZN([2NTJ) - ZN(0) converges in distribution to a random variable, Z,
which is Poisson distributed with mean equal to limN...co([2NTJpN) = T(C+ 1). Using (2.40), we
obtain that
urn inf P{w'(ckN([2N.]), 5, T) < } ^ P{Z < J} (P{X > 5})J,	 (2A1)N—co
which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by first choosing J sufficiently large and subsequently
choosing 5 small. Thus (2.32) follows and the proof is completed. 0
2.3 Coalescence times
The structured coalescent, being a time-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain, lends itself
very well to analytical study. In population genetics applications, one is often interested in the
time since the most recent common ancestor of a sample from the population, or, in some cases,
in the time since a sample of k individuals descended from k - 1 distinct ancestors, as these
times are closely related to genetic variation and differentiation. These "coalescence times" can,
in principle, be calculated from the structured coalescent by a first-step argument. In this section
we derive systems of linear equations for the moment-generating function, the mean and the
second moment of the time since the most recent common ancestor of a sample of individuals
(Subsection 1), and of the time since k individuals descended from k - 1 ancestors (Subsection 2).
In Chapter 3 these equations will be solved for samples of size two under a variety of models of
population structure. The resulting coalescence times will be used in Chapter 4 to study genetic
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differentiation among subpopulations under specific population structures. Chapter 5 contains
some findings on coalescence times and on subpopulation differentiation which are valid under
fairly general conditions on the population structure.
2.3.1 The coalescence time of a sample from the population
Throughout this work, the time since the most recent common ancestor of a sample of individuals
will be called their coalescence time. Every sample from the population corresponds to an
element of 1V3 , by counting the number of individuals sampled from each subpopulation. The
coalescence time of a sample with configuration a E I¼T will be denoted by Ta. It is the time
until the structured coalescent a( . ), starting from a(0) = a, enters into the absorbing set of states
{e1 ;i E S}. Denoting fri = E1ES7Z, for every-y = (7i)iEs € 1s18,
Ta =inf{t^0;la(t)I	 1},
where the structured coalescent a( . ) is started from a(0) = a.
The structured coalescent is the same limiting process as that studied by Notohara (1990), and
is closely related to an interacting particle system analyzed by Shiga (1980). Denoting by X 1 and
X2 two independent Markov chains in continuous time, both generated by the matrix of the scaled
migration rates, M = (M,)j 3E$' where Vi E S : M11 := —Me, and assuming that these Markov
chains are irreducible, Shiga (1980) introduced the following classification:
Cas I
	
{ jI
{ xi(t)=x3(t)} dt = +ooI (X1(0),X2(0)) = (i1 i2 )} = 1	 for all (1 1 ,i2 ) 
€5 x S
Case II
	
p { j I{ x1( g )=x2(t)} dt < +00 I (X1(0),X2(0)) = (i 1 i2)} = 1	 for all (i 1 ,i2 ) ES x S
Case III
0< p { j I{X,(j)=X2(t)}dt = +001 (X1(0),X2(0)) = (i 1 i2 )} <1	 for all (i 1 ,i2 ) ES x 5,
where V(z i ,z2 ) ES x 8:
1 1 ifx1=z21{z1=z3} = S 0 otherwise.
Under the assumption that X1 and X2
 are irreducible, the above three cases exhaust all possibilities
(Shiga 1980). The theorem below (Notohara 1990) gives a necessary and sufficient condition under
which any finite sample from the population has with probability one a common ancestor within
a finite time. Notohara's result is analogous to Lemma 3.2 in Shiga (1980); both results are the
same if all subpopulations have the same size.
Theorem 2.2 (Notohara 1990) Assume the Markov chain generated by the matrix of the scaled
mzgratzon rates, M = (M$,);IES , is irreducible. The following statements are equivalent:
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(1)	 M satisfies the condition of Case I.
(ii) Va 
€ IN8 with fr <00: P{Ta <oo} = 1.
Proof: see Notohara (1990) and the proof of Lemma 3.2 in Shiga (1980). 0
We will use the term migration chain to refer to the Markov chain generated by the scaled
migration rates (the continuous-time Markov chain X {X(t) : t ^ 0} whose Q-matrix has
off-diagonal elements M1, (i,j € 8)). Notohara (1990) mentioned that the condition of Case I
is always true if S is finite and the migration chain is irreducible. Thus for the case of a finite
number of subpopulations, the following theorem is obtained, which we also prove directly:
Theorem 2.3 Assume the population is divided into a finite number of subpopulations. If the
migration chain is irreducible, then Va E IN8:
P{Ta<c,o}=1	 (2.42)
and
ETa < 00.	 (2.43)
Proof: Assume $ is finite and the migration chain is irreducible. We first prove (2.42) and (2.43)
for samples of size two. Because the structured coalescent with initial sample size o = 2 is not
irreducible, we construct a modified process {a*(t) : t 0} with Q-matrix Q* = (Q 13 ) given
by
Q;:x,13 = Qc,13	 if lal =2,
iff3=€'
=	
iff3=2?
0	 otherwise
(i E 5). Starting from a € 1W8 with lal = 2, the "modified structured coalescent" {*(t) : t 0)
has the same distribution as the structured coalescent {a(t) : t ^ 0} until coalescence occurs.
Because of the assumptions, a*(.) is irreducible and has finite state space, and is hence positive
recurrent (for example, Grimmett and Stirzaker 1992). Denoting by Ta the first passage time
of a( . ) through the state e, starting from a(0) = a (la l = 2), and fixing i0 €5, it follows that
Va € IN with lal =2:
P{Ta,eo < 00} = 1
and
ETae.o <00.
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As the coalescence time Ta of a sample with configuration a satisfies
Ta miiTa ,e T.o,
statements (i) and (ii) hold, for every a E IN8 with al = 2.
Now consider a sample with configuration a € IN8 with lal > 2. Labelling the individuals in
the sample as 1, . . ., lal and denoting by T(u, v) the coalescence time of individuals u and v, we
have that
lal pal
Ta =max{T(u,v);u,v=1,...,Ialwithu^v}<>2 >2 T(u,v).
u=1 v=u+1
As individuals u and v form a sample of size two, the above argument gives
P{T(u,v) < oo} = 1
and
ET(u, v) <oo,
forevery u,vE{1,...,IaI}withu^v. Hence
Pal kI
P{Ta=oo}<>2 >2 P{T(u,v)=oo}0
u=1 Vu+1
and
pap Pal
ETa<>2 >2 ET(u,v)<oo.
u=1 v=u+1
0
Theorem 2.3 states that, in the case of a finite number of subpopulations, the irreducibility of
the migration chain is sufficient to guarantee that the coalescence time of every sample from the
population is finite with probability one and has finite expectation. In Theorem 5.5 (Chapter 5) we
will prove that under Assumption 2.1, the irreducibility of the migration chain is also a necessary
condition for (i) or (ii) to hold, if the number of subpopulations is finite. The same theorem will
in addition give an equivalent condition in terms of graph theory.
The distribution of the coalescence time of a sample from the population can, in principle, be
obtained from the structured coalescent. The distribution of a non-negative random variable Y
is uniquely determined by its Laplace transform, which is the function E[e'] of s 0. This
Laplace transform, evaluated in 8, is also the moment-generating function of Y, evaluated in —s.
We will abuse terminology and refer to the Laplace transform, E[e'], as the moment-generating
function. From the structured coalescent we will by a first-step argument derive systems of linear
equations for the "moment-generating function" of the coalescence time of a sample from the
population. In Chapter 3 we will solve this system of equations to find the distribution of the
coalescence time of a pair of individuals under various specific population structures.
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Theorem 2.4 The following system of linear equations holds for the moment-generating function
of the coalescence time of a finite sample from the population:
({( ) +a
t }+s) E[e_ sTa} _>J>a.I!E[e_*Ta...€+€3J
-	 ).[eTa_e] = 0 if2 <	 <co,	 (2.44)
sES
E[e_JTa] = 1 if kI = 1.
Proof: The statement for l a P = 1 is obvious since in that case Ta = 0.
For a E IN5 with 2 < Pal <oo, denote by Xa the waiting time of the structured coalescent
in the state a. The distribution of Xa is exponential with mean lQa,al 1 (where Q is the
infinitesimal generator of the structured coalescent). Because of the Markov character of the
structured coalescent, conditioning on the first step taken by the embedded jump chain of the
structured coalescent yields that
	
E[e_*Ta] = E[e_aXct]	 Qccj3 E[eST/3]
lQa,alf3^a
-	 tQa,al	 Qaj3 E[e'T$]
- IQa,al+s	 Qa,alf3^a
= lQa,aI + S	 QE[eTI3J,
3^a
so that
(lQa,al+s)EeT'} -
Substituting (2.2) into this equation, equation (2.44) is obtained. 0
In the following two theorems, similar equations are obtained for the mean and the second
moment of the coalescence time of a sample from the population.
Theorem 2.5 (Notohara 1990) If ETa < oo for every a 
€ 
INS with tal < oo, the follow-
ing system of linear equat:ons holds for the mean coalescence time of a finite sample from the
population:
)+ 2
tES j^i
-	
! ( . ) 
ETa_€. = 1 if 2 ^ ll < °o,
ETa 0 if la l= 1.
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Proof: The result follows from a first-step argument (Notohara 1990) similar to the one in the
proof of Theorem 2.4, or by differentiating the equations of Theorem 2.4 with respect to s and
subsequently taking the limit as s j 0. 0
Theorem 2.6 If E[T] < co for every a € IN8 with IaI < cc, the following system of lin-
ear equations holds for the second moment of the coalescence time of a finite sample from the
population:
M1
>{-( ) +ai--}E1T]
IES	 IESJ^*
_!(o. )i1Tx....e.]=2ETa if 2IaI<oo,
iES
E[T]=0ifIctI=1.
Proof: The result follows from a first-step argument similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 2.4
or by differentiating the equations of Theorem 2.4 twice with respect to 8 and then taking the
limit as $ J. 0. 0
2.3.2 The "k to k - 1" coalescence time of a sample from the population
We call the "k to k - 1" coalescence time of a sample of size k ^ 2 the time since the k
sampled individuals descended from k - 1 distinct ancestors. If a sample from the population has
configuration a E IN8 with lal = k, its "k to k - 1" coalescence time, denoted by T'a, is the time
until the structured coalescent {a(t) : t 0}, starting from a(0) a, enters into the set of states
{.y E INS; H = k - 1}. Formally, for every a E 1W8 with 2 ^ kl < cc:
T'a = inf{L ^ 0; Ia(t)I = II - 1},
where the structured coalescent a( . ) is started from a(0) a.
For the "k to k - 1" coalescence time of a sample of size k, systems of linear equations can be
derived, similar to the ones found in the previous subsection for the coalescence time of a sample.
Theorem 2.7 The following system of linear equations holds for the moment-generating function
of the "k to k - 1" coalescence time of sample of k individuals from the population (k ^ 2):
( {;.( . ) + ai} 
+ ) E{e_ ST'a] -	 jE[eT'a€+€3] =	
i (	 )sES i^s
for a	 with lal = k.
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Proof: The result follows from the same first-step argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.4. 0
Theorem 2.8 If ET'a < oo for every a E 1?V with lal = k, the following system of linear
equations holds for the mean "k to k - 1" coalescence time of a sample of size k (k ^ 2):
a
lci\. 2iES	 sES J^i
for a E j11S with lal = k.
Proof: The result follows by a first-step argument or by differentiating the equations of Theo-
rem 2.7 with respect to s and taking the limit as 8 j 0. 0
Theorem 2.9 If E[T'] < oo for every a E INs with	 k, the following system of linear
equations holds for the second moment of the 'k to k - 1" coalescence time of a sample of k
zndividuals (k ^ 2):
>{ ( 
\	 M) E[T']
- 2 /
	
J	 iESj^iiES	 *
for a E INS with lal = k.
Proof: The result follows by a first-step argument or by differentiating the equations of Theo-
rem 2.7 twice with respect to .s and taking the limit as s j 0. 0
Chapter 3
GENEALOGY UNDER
VARIOUS MODELS OF
POPULATION STRUCTURE
This chapter is concerned with the coalescence time of a sample of two individuals under various
specific population structures. The models considered are the symmetric island model (Section 1),
the finite and infinite stepping-stone models in one and two dimensions (Section 2) and some
less symmetric structures (Section 3), namely a general two-population model (Subsection 3.1), a
"continental island model" (Subsection 3.2) and a four-population model with geographic barrier
(Subsection 3.3). For each model, the moment-generating function, mean and second moment of
the coalescence time of a pair of individuals are calculated. For the symmetric island model we
also derive the density function of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals. To illustrate the
effect of population structure on genealogy, the density function of the coalescence time of two
individuals from a single subpopulation under the symmetric island model is compared to that of
two individuals from a panmictic population of the same size as the total subdivided population.
For the symmetric island model, we will also calculate the mean coalescence time and the mean
"3 to 2" coalescence time of a sample of three individuals.
The results obtained in this chapter will be used in Chapter 4 to study the genetic differentiation
among subpopulations under the various models of population structure considered.
Whereas most analytical results obtained in the remainder of this thesis assume only that the
structured coalescent, given by equation (2.2), is an appropriate description of the genealogy of a
sample from the population, our interpretation of some of the results assumes that, with a single
time-scaling, coalescence rates in different populations are inversely proportional to the sizes of
these populations. In particular, whenever in this thesis we compare a subdivided population with
40
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a panmictic population of the same total size, we assume that, with the same time-scaling as used
for the subdivided population, any two individuals in the panmictic population coalesce at rate
(1ES Cj), where c• is defined by equation (2.2) (that is, c 1 is the coalescence rate of a pair of
individuals in subpopulation i). When studying populations with unequal-sized subpopulations,
we assume that the c1 (i E 5) in equation (2.2) correspond to the relative subpopulation sizes
(that is, if subpopulation i has size N1 for every i E 8, then Nj/Nj = c/c3 for every i,j E 8).
One example of a reproductive model which meets these assumptions is the neutral Wright-Fisher
model described in Section 2.1.
3.1 The symmetric island model
oo
oo
Figure 3.1: Symmetric island model with n = 4 subpopulations. Each circle stands for a subpopulation and the
arrows indicate migration.
The symmetric island model, first formulated by Wright (1931), is by far the simplest and most
commonly studied model of population structure. Under this model the population is divided into
n equal-sized subpopulations (n ^ 2 and finite) with the same migration rate between any two
subpopulations.
Under the appropriate assumptions and time-scale (see, for example, Section 2.1 and Theo-
rem 2.1), the genealogy of a sample from this population is well described by the structured coales-
cent {a(i) : t 0) with infinitesimal generator Q given by equation (2.2), where S = (1, . . ., n},
c1 = 1 for i = 1, - - ., n, where all M1 are equal, say M1 = M for i = 1,. . ., n, and where
M15 = M/(n - 1) for j i. With this notation, the scaled migration rate of an individual to any
specific other subpopulation is M/(2(n - 1)). Under the model set out in Section 2.1, time-scaling
is in units of 2N generations, where 2N is the number of haploid individuals in each subpopula-
tion, and M = limN .(4Nm), where m is the proportion of each subpopulation that is replaced
by immigrants every generation. So under that model, M is (in the coalescent approximation)
twice the number of individuals migrating from (or to) each subpopulation every generation. The
migration rate from subpopulation i to subpopulation j in discrete time is q13 = m/(n - 1) for
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i,j=1,...,nwithji.
Drawing a sample of size two from the population, denoting by T0 the coalescence time of
two individuals from the same subpopulation and by T1 that of two individuals from different
subpopulations, the system of equations given in Theorem 2.4 or, equivalent for a sample of two
individuals, Theorem 2.7, reduces to
f(1 + M + s)E[e_ 8T0 ] - ME[e8T1] = 1
{M + (n - i)s} E[e_ 8T1] - ME[e_5T0] = 0.
The solutions of this system of linear equations are
Ete_tTo] =	 M+(n—l)s
M+(nM+n— i)s+(n— l)s2	 (3.1)
E[e_9T1] =	 M
M + (nM + n - i) + (n - 1)82	 (3.2)
(Hudson 1990). These or similar results have been found before without consideration of the struc-
tured coalescent, by numerous authors, including Maruyama (1970; in which a small correction
is needed, as was pointed out by Latter 1973), Nei (1975), Griffiths (1981), Nagylaki (1983) and
Crow and Aoki (1984).
The mean and the second moment of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals are found
by differentiation of (3.1) and (3.2) or by solving the systems of equations given in Theorems 2.5
and 2.6 (or Theorems 2.8 and 2.9). We obtain:
ET0=n	 (3.3)
ET1 =
	 n—i	 (3.4)
(Hudson 1990, Notohara 1990, Hey 1991) and
(n1)2
E[To] = 2n2 + 2 M	 (3.5)
(n - 1)(2n - 1)
	
(n - 1)2
E[Tfl = 2n2+2	 M	 +2 M2	 (3.6)
(equivalent to results in Hey 1991).
For the symmetric island model it is possible to calculate the probability density function of
the coalescence time of a pair of individuals explicitly. A partial fraction expansion of the moment-
generating function of T0 , equation (3.1), shows that the distribution of T0 is a mixture of two
exponential distributions:
E[e_ $T0 ] = A1E[e_8z1] + A2E[e_3Z2] ,
	 (3.7)
where Z is exponentially distributed with mean 1/), with
nM+n— 1—v1
=	 2(n-1)
nM-f n-1+V'Th
=	 2(n-1)
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and where
D = (nM-I-n—i) 2 —4(n-1)M
A1 - _____
-
—1
A2 
=
(Griffiths 1981). From (3.7), the density of T0 is easily found:
fr0(t) = A1 A 1e' + A2)i2e2*
It/ \ - (n - 2)M + n - 1 
sinh /ii/ \)= e(') {cosh 2(n —1))
	 2(n —1))	 (3.8)
To calculate the density of T1 , we note that the coalescence time of two individuals in different
subpopulations is the time T,. until these two individuals are present in a single subpopulation for
the first time, plus the coalescence time of two individuals in the same subpopulation:
T1
 Tr+To.
Because of the Markov character of the structured coalescent, both times are independent, so that
their probability density functions satisfy
fT1 = IT,. * IT0,
where * denotes the convolution product. As Tr is exponentially distributed with mean (L1.) —1
a straightforward calculation yields
	
fT1 (t) = A 1 ) 1 I fT,. (x)e A1	 dx + A2 )t2 I fT,. (x)e A2 ( t	 dx
Jo	 Jo
= —e	 ,.-ilrsinh2M _(aL' .
	 (	 ).	
(3.9)2(n-1
Results (3.8) and (3.9) were obtained earlier by Takahata (1988) and Nath and Griffiths (1993) in
the case of n = 2 (two subpopulations), but appear to be new in their general form (n colonies).
To illustrate the effect of population structure on genealogy, we compare in figure 3.2 the density
of the coalescence time T0 of two individuals from a single subpopulation in a symmetric island
model with n = 4 subpopulations with the density of the coalescence time Tpan of two individuals
in a panmictic population of the same total size (2nN, if the subpopulations in the symmetric
island model each contain 2N haploid individuals). From equation (2.2) with one subpopulation
or from Kingman's coalescent for a panmictic population (see equation (1.1)), the distribution of
is, in the same time-scaling as used for the island model, exponential with mean n (see also
the assumptions immediately preceding this section). Figure 3.2 shows that for a small migration
rate, two individuals from the same subpopulation in the subdivided population (solid line) are
more likely to have a very short coalescence time than two individuals in the panmictic population
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Figure 3.2: The coalescence time of two individuals in a single subpopulation of a subdivided population, compared
to that of two individuals in a pazunictic population of the same total size.
The solid line is the density function fr0 ( t ), given by equation (3.8), of the coalescence time T0 of two individuals
in a single subpopulation under a symmetric island model with n = 4 subpopulations and a scaled migration rate
of M = 0.5. The dashed line is the density function (i) of the coalescence time Tpan of two individuals
in a panmictic population of the same total size (and with the same lime-scaling). The distribution of T 5 is
exponential with mean n. The distribution of T0 is a mixture of two exponential distributions.
(dashed line). This is because the subpopulation is much smaller than the total population, so
that the probability that two individuals share their parent in the previous generation is larger in
a single subpopulation of a structured population than it is in a large panmictic population. Once
one of the individuals' lineages moves to a different subpopulation, however, coalescence cannot
occur until the two lineages are present in a single subpopulation again, which is likely to take a
long time if the migration rate is small. This explains the longer and thicker tail of the density
of T0 , compared to that of Tpan. In fact, fT0 (i)/fT.(t) -, oo as t - oo. These observations also
explain why the variance ofT0
 (obtained from results (3.3) and (3.5); see also Hey 1991) is much
larger than that of
	 and increases as the migration rate decreases:
(n_l)2
Var(To)=n2+2 
M 
>n2=Var(T).
However, it is interesting to note that both distributions have the same mean:
ETo=ET=n.
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In the next sections we will see that this is in fact the case for various, though not all, population
structures. In Chapter 5, two sets of graph-theoretic conditions on the population structure will be
given under which the mean coalescence time of two individuals from any single subpopulation is
independent of the migration rate and equal to that of two individuals from a panmictic population
of the same total size. The mean coalescence time of two individuals from different subpopulations
in the symmetric island model, given by equation (3.4), is larger than that of two individuals from
a panmictic population of the same total size. The variance of T1,
Var(Ti ) = n2 + 2
(n - 1)2
 (n - 1)2
M + M2
(obtained from results (3.4) and (3.6); see also Hey 1991), is also larger than that of
If we let the scaled migration rate M increase to infinity in the moment-generating func-
tions (3.1) and (3.2), we find that
tim E[e_8T0] = Jim E[e_3T1] - 1/n = E[e_9TP]
M—.00	 M—.00	 1/n+s
for every s	 0. By Theorems X11I.1.2 and XI11.1.1 in Feller (1966) it follows that T0 and T1
converge in distribution to as M -' oo, as one would expect intuitively: as the migration rate
becomes very large, the population becomes effectively panmictic. From results (3.3) to (3.6) we
see that also
tim ET0 = lim ET1 = n = ET an
M—.00	 M—.00
and
lim E[T] = urn E[T] = 2n2 = E[T0].
M—.00	 M—.00
If M = 0 (no migration), the population is made up of n isolated subpopulations. As each
subpopulation is panmictic, the coalescence time of two individuals from the same subpopulation,
denoted by has in that case a unit exponential distribution. Letting the scaled migration
rate M decrease to zero in equation (3.1), we find
1
tim E[e_ 3T0 ] =	 = E[e_T	 (3.10)
MI D 	 I,
for every s 0, so that To converges in distribution to 	 as M 1 0. However,
tim ET0 = n E7°,	 (3.11)
MID
which implies that T0 does not converge to O) in £, as M j 0. This interesting behaviour
as the migration rate tends to zero, equations (3.10) and (3.11), was noted earlier by Nath and
Griffiths (1993). Indexing the coalescence time of two individuals from a single subpoputation by
the scaled migration rate, T0 = TO(M), it follows by Proposition 2.3 in the Appendix of Ethier and
Kurtz (1986) that the collection of random variables {TM); M > o} is not uniformly integrable.
The coalescence time of two individuals from different subpopulations is, in the case of isolation
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(M = 0), infinite with probability one. Taking the limit of equations (3.2) and (3.4) as M 0, we
have indeed
tim EIe_ aTh ] = 0,
MIO
for s > 0, and
urn ET1 = +00
MjO
(see also Nath and Griffiths 1993). Note also that both
tim Var(To) = +00
MjO
and
tim Var(Ti ) = +00.
M1O
Drawing a sample of three individuals from the population, there are, if there are three or more
subpopulations, essentially three configurations possible, represented by the states 3€ 1 , 2€1 + €2
and 
€' + 2 3• Recalling the notation T' introduced in Section 2.3.2 for the time until the first
coalescence event, tracing the ancestral lineages of a sample with configuration a, Theorem 2.8
gives the following system of equations for the mean "3 to 2" coalescence time of the sample:
(3 + ) ET'a -	 = 1
2(n_1))) ET'26l2 - 2(n l) ET'a€l - M(1 - -J-r)ET'i+€a+€s = 1( 1+M(1— 1	 ____
1	 ET1+€2+€3 -	 = 1,
for n 3, with solutions
n	 2(n-1)2	 (3.12)ETi = -- _________3 3{2(n - 1) + Mn)
n	 2(n-1)	 (3.13)ET12 = 3 + 3{2(n - 1) + Mn)
(n— 1)(n+2)	 2(n— 1)2
- 3 + 3{2(n - 1) + Mn) + 3M{2(n - 1) + Mn}
Results (3.12) and (3.13) are easily seen to be valid for the case of n = 2 subpopulations as
well and have been found earlier, for n = 2 subpopulations, by Takahata (1988) and Nath and
Griffiths (1993). In contrast with the mean coalescence time of a sample of two individuals from
the same subpopulation, ET'3€i does depend on the migration rate. In a panmictic population
of the same total size and with the same time-scaling as the subdivided population, every pair of
ancestral lineages has coalescence rate 1/n (see the structured coalescent, given by equation (2.2),
with one subpopulation, or see Kingman's coalescent, given by equation (1.1), with the appropriate
re-scaling of time), so that the mean "3 to 2" coalescence time of a sample of three individuals is
exponentially distributed with mean . So, the mean "3 to 2" coalescence time of three individuals
from a single subpopulation of the subdivided population is smaller than that of three individuals
from a panmictic population of the same total size. Regardless of the configuration of the sample,
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the mean "3 to 2" coalescence time of a sample of three individuals from the subdivided population
converges to that of three individuals from a panmictic population of the same total size, as the
migration rate tends to infinity.
For the mean time since the most recent common ancestor of all three sampled individuals,
Theorem 2.5 gives the following equations, for n 3:
(3+ ) ET3 i - ET2€1+€2 =1+ 3ET0
(i+ M(1 - 2(fl _ l) ))ET2f +f2 Z( _ 1) ET3€i - M(1 -
	
= 1 + ET1
-	 ET2f1+E2 - 1,
where ET0 and ET1 are given by equations (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. The solutions of these
equations are
4n	 (n—i)2ET3 1 =	 + 3{2(n - 1) + Mn}	 (3.14)
4n	 (3n— 1)(n-1)	 2(n— 1)2ET2162 
= 3 + 3{2(n - 1) + Mn} + M{2(n - 1) + Mn}	 (3.15)
4n	 (4n— 1)(n-1)	 8(n— 1)2
= 3 + 3{2(n - 1) + Mn} + 3M{2(n - 1) + Mn}'
where (3.14) and (3.15) are valid for n 2. For the case of n = 2 colonies, results (3.14) and (3.15)
were also found by Nath and Griffiths (1993). Note that ET3 1 also depends on the migration
rate. The mean coalescence time of three individuals in a panmictic population of the same total
size (and with the same time-scaling as used for the subdivided population) is their mean "3 to 2"
coalescence time plus the mean coalescence time of two individuals in the panmictic population,
and is hence equal to + n = . So, the mean coalescence time of three individuals from a
single subpopulation under the symmetric island model is larger than if there were no population
subdivision. Note that ET3€i, ET2CI^€3 and ET€1+€3+€3 all converge to as the migration rate
tends to infinity.
3.2 The stepping-stone models
In natural populations, migration tends to be more frequent between neighbouring subpopulations
than between colonies a further geographic distance apart. A model that incorporates this is the
stepping-stone model, introduced by Malécot (1948; English translation: 1969) and Kimura (1953).
In this model, the subpopulations are situated at the points of a finite or infinite rectangular
lattice in one or more dimensions and migration occurs only between adjacent colonies. When the
number of colonies in a certain dimension is finite, it is usually assumed that the corresponding
subpopulations at both ends are connected by migration, in order to avoid edge-effects. In this
section, we calculate the moment-generating function, the mean and the second moment of the
time since the most recent common ancestor of a pair of individuals under the finite and infinite
stepping-stone models in one and two dimensions.
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3.2.1 The circular stepping-stone model
/0 0\
0	 0
0\ _ /0010
Figure 3.3: Circular stepping-stone model with n = 8 subpopulations.
The population is divided into n equal-sized subpopulations (where n is finite) which are located
on a circle. Every generation, a proportion m of each subpopulation is exchanged for immigrants,
half of which come from each of the two neighbouring colonies. This model could resemble colonies
around a lake or a mountain, or along the edge of a forest or the shore of an island.
The genealogy of a sample from this population is, under the appropriate assumptions and
time-scale (for example, those given in Chapter 2), well described by the structured coalescent
with Q-matrix given by equation (2.2), where S = {1, .. ., n} and
= 1 for i= 1,...,n
M, - { M/2 ifji-jI €{1,n— 1}
0	 otherwise (j ^ i),
where M is the scaled migration rate. Each individual has scaled rate M/4 of migrating to each
of the two neighbouring subpopulations. Under the model of Section 2.1, time-scaling is in units
of 2N generations (where 2N is the subpopulation size), q i = m/2 if i - jI E {1, n - 1) and
qjj = 0 otherwise (j 1), and M = limN...(4Nm), which is twice the number of immigrants per
subpopulation per generation.
The distribution of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals under this model depends on
their locations only through their distance, d, defined as the number of subpopulat ions separating
the two individuals (a formal definition of distance in a general subdivided population will be given
in Chapter 5); d ranges from zero to [n/2], the largest integer not larger than n/2. Denoting by
Td the coalescence time of two individuals at distance d, the equations given in Theorem 2.4 thus
(3.16)
for d= 1,..., [a. ] —1 (3.17)
ifnis even
	 (3.18)
if n is odd.	 (3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
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reduce to recursive equations in d:
(1 + M + s)E[e_ sT0] - ME[e_ STIJ = 1
(M + s)E[e_*Ta] - !.IE[e_ aTd_1] - iE[e_sTd+1] = 0
(M + s)E[c_ $Tt] - ME[e_8Tt_1] = 0
M	 —sTe_i	 M —sT_j(--+s)E[e	 1 ---E{e	 'J z0
Note that the coefficients in this system of recursive equations are constant in d. The general
solution of equation (3.17) is
a
M )
±!1where M and M are the solutions of the characteristic equation
MA2 - (M + s)\ + = 0,
that is,
= M +s+ (2M + s)s
= M+s—(2M+s)s.
In (3.20), A+ and A_ are constants, to be found from the boundary conditions, equations (3.16)
and (3.18) or (3.19). For example, if the number of subpopulations is even, A+ and A_ are
obtained by substituting the general solution, (3.20), into equations (3.16) and (3.18):
{ (1 + M + s)(A^ + A_) - (A+\+(s)+A__(s)) = 1
a_i	 a_i'
A+ M ) + A_ (f.1) 2 } - M {A	 2 + A_ (\ 2	 = 0.(M+8){	 a	 a +kM)	 M)	 j
Solving this system of linear equations (or the corresponding system of equations in the case of
an odd number of subpopulations) for A+ and A_, and substituting the solutions into (3.20). the
solution of the above recursive equations, (3.16) to (3.19), is found: for d = 0, . . ., [n/2],
E[e_ sTd] =
1+ J(2M+s
M"{a+ (s).\ (8)(n/2]_a + a_ (s).\_ (3)[n/2]_d (3.22)
a^(s)A±(s)('/2] + (i - + s)s') a_(s))t_(s)(f12]
where
a+(s) = a_(s) = 1 if n is even
at (s) = (2M + s)s + s 1 .	 .	 (3.23)
ifnis odd.
a_(s) = 1J(2M + s)s - a J
Maruyama (1970) performed an eigenvector analysis to solve a similar system of recursive
equations for the probability of identity by descent (to be defined in Chapter 4) of a pair of
genes under the circular stepping-stone model. In Chapter 4 we will show that in the coalescent
approximation, the probability of identity by descent of a pair of genes is the Laplace transform of
(LONDON)
(3.25)
(3.26)
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their coalescence time, evaluated in the scaled mutation rate. Maruyama's results (with a minor
correction: [!.i] should be [i]), which are complicated, apply to the finite population case.
Taking their limit as the subpopulation size tends to infinity (as is appropriate in the coalescent
approximation), an alternative expression for the moment-generating function of the coalescence
time of two individuals at distance d is obtained:
EIet] - fls+M(l—cos)
cos2Q4
-	 n—i	 (3.24)
1
k=O s + M (1 - cos
for d = 0,. . ., [n/2]. Using Simpson's rule it is easily verified that, indeed, (3.24) solves the
above system of recursive equations, (3.16) to (3.19). As the solution of this system of recursive
equations is unique, results (3.22) and (3.24) are equal. Also in the context of probability of
identity by descent, Malécot (1975) found a (slightly simpler) approximation of (3.22), valid for
s << M.
For the mean and the second moment of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals d steps
apart, Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 give recursive equations similar to those above ((3.16) to (3.19)).
Solving these equations or, alternatively, differentiating result (3.22) with respect to s, we find:
d(n -d)
ETd = fl+ M
E[T2}	 2	
6d(n - d) + fl2 - 1 + d(n - d) {d(n -d) + 2 + i}
= 2n +n
3M	 3M2
for d = 0,. . ., [n/2}. Note that for d = 0, result (3.25) gives ET0 = n, as was also the case
under the symmetric island model: the mean coalescence time of two individuals from a single
subpopulation is independent of the migration rate and equal to that of two individuals from a
panmictic population of the same total size. The mean coalescence time of two individuals at
distance d, equation (3.25), was calculated earlier by Slatkin (1991) using standard results on
random walks. In fact, all results in this subsection could also have been obtained using results
on first passage times of one-dimensional random walks. This random walk approach will be
illustrated in detail in the subsections on the two-dimensional stepping-stone models.
3.2.2 The infinite linear stepping-stone model
Here the population consists of an infinite line of equal-sized subpopulations. Every generation,
a proportion m/2 of each colony is exchanged with each of its two neighbouring colonies. This
model might be appropriate for a very long array of colonies along a shore or a river-bed.
Under the appropriate assumptions and time-scale, the genealogy of a sample of individuals
from this population is well described by the structured coalescent: in equation (2.2) for its Q-
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Figure 3.4: The infinite linear stepping-stone model.
matrix, put S = Z and for every i, j E S with j
= 1
- J M/2 ifli-iI=1
1. 0	 otherwise
where M is the scaled migration rate. Under the discrete-time model described in Section (2.1):
= m/2 if i - j = 1 and q j = 0 otherwise (j i), and, if each subpopulation contains 2N
individuals, time-scaling is in units of 2N generations and M = 1imN...(4Nnz).
Theorem 2.4 gives for the moment-generating function of the coalescence time of two indi-
viduals at distance d the same equations as (3.16) and (3.17) in the previous subsection, where
equation (3.17) now holds for every d E 11V0 . The general solution of (3.17) is (3.20). Equa-
tion (3.16) provides one boundary condition. As a second boundary condition, we know that
as d —. oo, E[e_JTd] remains bounded by 1. Because > 1 for 8 > 0, this implies that
A+ = 0. The value of A_ is found subsequently by substituting E[e_T4] = A_ (j!.I) into
equation (3.16). The resulting expression for the moment-generating function of Td is
E[e_8TdI - (
M + s -/(2M + s)s) 
d
- Md (i + s/(2M + s)s)	
(3.27)
for d = 0, 1,2.....This result could also have been obtained by noting that the distance between
the two individuals, until it first becomes zero, performs a one-dimensional symmetric random
walk and by using results on first passage times (see for example Feller 1966, Section XIV.6).
Note that (3.27) is the limit of the corresponding result for the circular stepping-stone model,
(3.22), as the number of colonies on the circle becomes infinitely large. This convergence, which was
to be expected intuitively, can also be shown as a consequence of the fact that the first passage
time through zero of a symmetric random walk on {0, 1, .. ., [n/21}, starting at d, converges in
distribution to that of a symmetric random walk on IIV, starting at d, as n - oo (the detailed
argument will be given for the two-dimensional stepping-stone models). Alternatively, one could
have noted immediately that the limit as n tends to infinity of the moment-generating function
of the coalescence time of two individuals d steps apart in a circular stepping-stone model with
n colonies solves equations (3.16) and (3.17) and satisfies the additional boundary condition,
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limd.... E[c_sTd] ^ 1. Since the solution is unique, this limit is the value of E[e_5Td] for the
infinite linear stepping-stone model.
Approximations of result (3.27), valid for s << M, were obtained earlier by Malécot (1948)
and by Maruyama (1970), in the form of the probability of identity by descent of a pair of genes.
As an approximation valid for a circular stepping-stone model with many colonies, Maruyama also
obtained a result whose limit as the subpopulation size tends to infinity provides an alternative
expression for the moment-generating function of the coalescence time of two individuals d steps
apart in the infinite linear stepping-stone model:
cos(xd)
EEe} —	 M+s—Mcosx
dx
-T
2r+ I _____________	
(3.28)
dx
J—T M+s—Mcosx
for d = 0, 1, 2.....This expression is the limit of result (3.24) for the circular stepping-stone
model as n —' oo. That both values, (3.27) and (3.28), are equal follows from the unique-
ness of the solution to the equations (3.16) and (3.17) with the additional boundary condition,
limj	 E[e_ sTd] ( 1.
Differentiating (3.27) with respect to 8 and taking the limit as 8 j. 0, we find that the mean,
and hence also the second moment, of the coalescence time of any pair of individuals are infinite:
ETa = 0°	 (3.29)
E[T4?] = 00	 (3.30)
for d = 0, 1,2.....This is effectively a consequence of the null-recurrence of the symmetric random
walk in one dimension.
3.2.3 Two-dimensional stepping -stone model on a torus
In this model a two-dimensional array of equal-sized colonies is situated on a torus. Denoting by
K the number of subpopulations in one dimension and by L that in the other (K, L ^ 2), the total
number of subpopulations is n = K x L. Every generation, a proportion m of each subpopulation is
exchanged for immigrants, a quarter of which come from each of the four neighbouring subpopula-
tions. The assumption that corresponding colonies on opposite sides of the two-dimensional array
are linked by migration, although standard (Maruyama 1970, Malécot 1975, Crow and Aoki 1984,
Slatkin 1991, 1993), may be unrealistic. Without this assumption however the model is intractible.
This model may still provide a good approximation for a large two-dimensional lattice of colonies.
Choosing S = {0,. . ., K — 1) x {0,.. ., L — 1}, choosing c(j ,j ) = 1 for i = 0,. . ., K - 1 and
j = 0, . . ., L - 1 and denoting by M the scaled migration rate, the genealogy of a sample from this
population is, under the appropriate assumptions and time-scale, well described by the structured
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coalescent, whose Q-matrix is given by equation (2.2), where for (i, i) (k, 1) E S with (i, i) (k, 1):
I M/4 if(Ii—kIE{1,K-1}andj=1)or(Ij-1I€{1,L_1)andi=k)
= c 0	 otherwise.
Every individual has scaled rate M/8 of migrating to each of the four neighbouring subpopulations.
In the notation of the discrete-time model of Section (2.1), q(;j)(kl) = m/4 if either I i - kI €
{1, K - 1} and j = 1, or Ii -11 € {1, L - 1} and i = k; q(ij)(kI) = 0 otherwise, for (k, 1) (i,j).
Under that model, time-scaling is in units of 2N generations, 2N being the subpopulation size,
and M = hmN_c,o(4Nm).
The distribution of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals from this population is a
function of the numbers of colonies, d1 and d2 , separating the two individuals in the respective di-
mensions of the torus (d1 = 0,.. ., [K/2]; d2
 = 0, .. ., [L/2]). We denote by T(d1 ,d2 ) the coalescence
time of a pair of individuals at "distance" (d1 , d2 ). The equations of Theorems 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6
are, for a sample of two individuals at distance (d1 , d2 ), recursive equations in the two recursion
indices d1 and d2. Rather than solving these recursive equations directly, we found it easier to
obtain results using the theory of random walks.
The coalescence time of two individuals d1 steps apart in the first dimension of the torus and
d2 steps apart in the other dimension is the time 1d2) until the ancestors of the two individuals
are for the first time present in a single colony plus the coalescence time of two individuals in a
single colony:
T(d1,d3) - (d1da) +T(o,o).
Because of the Markov character of the structured coalescent, the two times on the right-hand
side are independent, so that
[e_ 5T i2 ] = E{e_8T((4.a2)] E[e T(oo)] .
	 (3.31)
I	 r'	 1For d1 = d2 = 0: E[e 8 (d 1 ,d2)j = 1. Assume (d 1 , d2) ^ (0,0). Until the two individuals
are present in a single colony for the first time, their "distance" (seen as a bivariate process
with one component for each dimension) performs a symmetric random walk on the rectangular
lattice {0,.. ., [K/21} x (0, . . ., [L/2]}. The distribution of	 is that of the first passage time
through (0,0) of this random walk, starting at (d1 , d2) (0,0). To calculate this distribution,
it is easier to label the individuals, one and two, and to measure the distance between the two
individuals "anti-clockwise" from individual one, in both dimensions of the torus. By "anti-
clockwise" we mean the direction corresponding to a transition from location 0 to location 1
in that particular dimension of the torus. The distance between the two individuals (measured
anti-clockwise from individual one) thus performs a symmetric random walk on the "K x L torus"
{ 0,. . ., K - 1} x {0,.. . , L— 1}, where transitions occur at rate M and where each transition is with
it follows that
—aT	 1
E[e	 (d1,d3)j = E[
EE[
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probability 1/4 to each of the four adjacent states. The distribution of
	 is the same as that
of the first passage time through (0, 0) of the latter random walk, starting at (d1 , d2) ^ (0, 0). We
denote by (D1 ,D2) {(D1 ,D2),, : i/ = 0,1,2,. ..} the jump chain of the random walk described
by the distance between the two individuals, measured anti-clockwise from individual one, and
by Ud) the first passage time of (D1 ,D2) through (0,0), starting from (d1,d2) ^ (0,0). The
relationship between	 and U,d2) is given by
d)
(d,,d) -
	
Xi
where the X are mutually independent, exponentially distributed random variables with mean
1/M, which are also independent of U(d2). Denoting by F(d1,d2)(O,O) the generating function of
that is,
:= E[zT3((21.d3)J
1
(d j ,d2 )	 I
II	 I
i=1
	
I	 1
(a 1 ,d 2 )	 I	 I
	
I	 (,)	 IJ•J	 e'' i	 ,d3)
i=1	 J	 J
(di,da)
E[ 
u'
=
= E[(M)(2)]
IM\
= F(d1d2)(o,o) (M+s)
In order to find F(d1,d2)(o,o), we calculate the probability
p()	
•- P{(D1 , D2) = (0,0) { (Di , D2 ) 0 = (d i , d2)}(dj,d2)(OO)
(3.32)
(3.33)
that the discrete-time random walk (D1 , D2 ), starting at (d1 , d2), is at the origin immediately after
the zith transition. Note that K steps in the same direction (clockwise or anti-clockwise) of the
first dimension of the torus, or L steps in a single direction in the second dimension of the torus, do
not alter the position of (D1 , D2 ). Assume that among the first ii steps of (Dj , D2 ), z steps were
in the first dimension of the torus, while z' - x steps were in the second dimension. Starting at d1,
D1 takes the value 0 at step x if among these z steps, there were d 1 + kK more steps clockwise
than anti-clockwise, for some k E Z (where —K steps clockwise are to be interpreted as +K steps
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(3.34)
r-,T'	 1E{e	 (did2)] =
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anti-clockwise). Thus
V	 +00 /
	 +00
p(Y) z	 V—E(dj,d3)(o,0)=	 ( : )
	 ( (x+d1 +kK)/2 / 100 \ (v-z+d2+L)/2 )k=-oo
where for a E IN: ( : )
	
0 if 6 {0, 1, . . ., a}. The following lemma follows from a slight
extension of Theorem 4.3 in Teugels (1986):
Lemma3.1 For all a,bEI'J andCElNo
i	 hvlr'	 2bvir>:	 a+00 (
	
Ci1
(a+b+kC)/2 ) =
	
cos__, cos——.
k=-oo "	 v=0
Using this lemma, equation (3.34) gives
	
____	 ____	
2wir\	 2d2w,rp(v)	 -	 1	 K 1	 2vx	 2d1v7r L 1
	
(d,,d2)(00) - 4KL	 ( : ' >j (2 cos	 cos K	 (2 cos	 cos Lz=0	 / v=0	 w0
K-I	 L-1 \X/	 2 \- 1	 ___ ___
	
_____	 __ __ ç-	 2d2wir
	
- 4VKL	 COS K L..... cos L	 I (: ) (2cos) 2cos_.)
v=0	 w=0
K-i L-i
	
____	 2d1v,r	 2d2wx / 2vir	 2w,r1
	
= 2KL	 K	 L (,cos_k_+cos_-L_).
v=0 w=0
Introducing the generating function
00
p(v)	 VP(d1,a2)(o,o)(z) :=	 (d,,d2)(0,0)Z
i' =0
we have for 0 ^ z < 1:
K-i L-1 2d j vIr	 2d2w7r °° /	 2vr	 .wir	 (z
	
P(d1,d2)(oo)(z) 
= KL ii	
COS 
K 
COS 
L	 i	 + 
COS L)	 2)
v0 w0
K-iL-i
= KL1-
	
=	
z (cos	 + cos 2.) /2
	
(3.35)
The generating function Of U	 is, for (d1 ,d2 ) ^ (0,0), given by(d1,d2)
- P(d,,d2)(oo)(z)
F(d, ,d2)(0,0)(Z)
- P(o,o)(o,o)(z)
(see for example equation (5.3) in Chapter XV of Feller 1968). Combining this with (3.32)
and (3.35), we obtain:
IMP(d1,d2)(o,o) I,m
o	 (M
°,°)(°,°) '.Mi
çK-1 L-1	 cos(2div/K)coa(2d2w,r/L)
L.,v=0	 w=O M+s-M[cos(2vT/K)+cos(2wlr/L)]/2
-'K-1 .-L-1	 1
L.dvO L.,w=0 M-fs -M[cos(2v/K)+cos(2wr/L)]/2
(3.36)
(3.37)
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which is valid for d1 = 0, . . ., [K/2], d2 = 0, . . ., [L/2] and for s > 0.
For the moment-generating function of the coalescence time of two individuals from a single
subpopulation, Theorem 2.4 gives the following equation:
M	 M(1 + M + s)E[e_8T(0.0)] - _E[e_8T1.o)] - _E[e_9T(0.1)] = 1.
Substituting (3.31) into this equation, it follows that
E[e_8T(0.0)] =	 1
1 + M + s - 1LE[e_ 8T((1.3)] - !iLE[e_1To?1)]	
(3.38)
Substituting this and (3.37) into equation (3.31), we find for d1 = 0, . . . , [K/2], d2 = 0, . . ., [L/2]
and s > 0:
e_sTdl.d2)] 
=	 E[e_8T.d2)]
1 + M + s - *E[e_ST((1.)o)] - 1LE{e_5T((o.)1)] 	
(3.39)
-K-1	 1	 coa(2divT/K) cos(2dawT/L)
-	 LvrO LwO M-l-s-M[cos(2vw/K)+cos(2wT/L)]/2
	 (3.40)
KL + 
v=O L.w=O M+8-M[cOs(2vw/K)+cO8(2wi/L)]/2
For a stepping-stone model on a square torus (K = L) with possibly different migration rates in
the two dimensions of the torus, Maruyama (1970) earlier calculated the probability of identity
by descent of a pair of genes by solving a system of recursive equations, without using coalescent
techniques or the theory of random walks. Apart from a minor error in Maruyama's results ([.i]
there should be [-}), Maruyama's value, in the limit of infinite subpopulation size, agrees with
our result.
The easiest way to calculate the mean and the second moment of the coalescence time of
two individuals at distance (d 1 , d2 ) is by differentiation of the moment-generating function, equa-
tion (3.40). Denoting So := S \ {(0, 0)}, we find for d1 = 0,.. . , [K/2] and d2 = 0,. . ., [L/2J:
1 - cos(2vrd j /K) cos(2w7rd2/L) (3.41)ET(d1d) = KL + >1 M {1 - [cos(2vir/K) + cos(2wir/L)] /2)(v,w)ES0
and
2—co(2v,rdi /K)co(2w,rd2/L)
E[T 1,d2)] = 2(KL)2 + 2KL VW)EsO M{1—[co(2vir/K)+co42ww/L)j/2}
2}	 1—co(2u,rd1/K)co(2v,rdpfL)+ 2	 (v,w)ESo M ( 1— Lces( 2uw /K )+co42w,r /L)1/	 (v,w)€So M {1—jco(2v,r/K).fco(2w,r/L))/2)
I —cos(2v,rd 1 /K)cos(2w,rd2 /L)
+ 2	 (vw)ESo M2{1_(cos(2v,/K)+cos(2w,/L)JI2}2 	 (3.42)
For the mean coalescence time, Slatkin (1991,1993) obtained (up to minor typographical errors)
the same value as (3.41) by solving a matrix equation (using the technique of Maruyama 1970).
Note that equation (3.41) gives for d1 = d2 = 0: ET(o ,o) = KL, which is the mean coalescence
time of two individuals from a panmictic population of the same total size.
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3.2.4 The infinite two-dimensional stepping-stone model
•	 $	 o	 *
• .
$	 $	 •	 $
• .
$	 t	 $	 $
• .
$	 $	 •	 $
• .
*	
$	 $	 $
Figure 3.5: The infinite two-dimensional stepping-stone model.
The population consists of a two-dimensional rectangular lattice of equal-sized colonies. The
number of colonies in each dimension is infinite. Every generation a proportion vn/4 of each
subpopulation is exchanged with each of the four neighbouring colonies.
Under the appropriate assumptions and time-scale, the genealogy of a sample from this pop-
ulation is described by the structured coalescent with its Q-matrix given by equation (2.2) with
S = Z x Z, C(J) = 1 for every (i,j) € S and, denoting by M the scaled migration rate,
M(jj)(k'){Mh,4 
ifli-kI+Ii-1I=l
0	 otherwise
for (i,j),(k,1) S with (i,j) (k,l). If the particular model of Section 2.1 is assumed, time-
scaling is in units of 2N generations, where 2N is the subpopulation size, and M = limN..(4Nm),
which is twice the number of immigrants per subpopulation per generation. In the notation of
that model: q(i,j)(k,z)	 nz/4 if I i - k + Ii - = 1 and q(ij)(k,1) = 0 otherwise, for (i, j), (k, 1) E S
with (i,j) ^ (k,1).
Denoting by T(d1 ,d2) the coalescence time of a pair of individuals d1 colonies apart in the first
dimension of the lattice and d2 colonies apart in the second dimension (d1 , d2 E IN), Theorem 2.4
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gives the following system of recursive equations for the moment-generating function of T(d1
 ,d3):
(1 + Al + s)E[e_ST(o.o)] - iE[e_ 3T(1.o)] - ME[e-8T(o.1)] = 1
(Jf + s)E[e'?4i.o] - 1 .E[e_ 3T(d l_1.0)] -	 E[e_9T(dl+1.0)] -	 E[e_'"(i.i)] = 0
for d1 E 1W0
(Al + s)E[e_ 5T(0.da)] - !'LE[e_sT(1.da)] -	 E[e_ 8T(o.42_ i)] -	 E[e_9T(o.d2+i)} = 0
for d2 E 1\T
(Al + s)E[e_*T(dl.dz)] - 	 - *E[e_sT(+1,d2)]
- f.E[e_$T(l.a3_1)] - !!E[e_8T(d,.da+1)] = 0 for d1 , d2 E 1Wo.
(3.43)
As for the previous model, we calculate the moment-generating function of T(d 1 ,d2 ) using the theory
of random walks rather than by solving these equations directly.
Denoting by	 d2) the time until two individuals initially at "distance" (d 1 , d2 ) are present
in a single subpopulation for the first time,
d7.,(r)
- (d,,d3)+T(00)
as before, with d1,d2) and T(o ,o) independent, so that
E[e_ sT( l .d 2 )] = E[e 3T d2 )] E[e_T(o.0)]	 (3.44)
Until the two individuals are present in a single subpopulation for the first time, their distance (seen
as a bivariate process with a component for each dimension of the lattice) performs a symmetric
random walk on 1W x 1W, where transitions occur at rate M. If (d 1 , d2) ^ (0,0), the distribution of
'd1.d2) is that of the first passage time through (0,0) of this random walk, starting at (d 1 , d2). We
denote by (Dj ,D2) {(D 1 ,D2) : v= 0, 1,2,...) the jump chain of this random walk ((D 1 ,D2) is
a discrete-time symmetric random walk on 2W x 1W). The probability that (D 1 , D2 ), starting from
(d 1 , d2), is at the origin immediately after the vth step is given by Feller (1968), Chapter XIV,
problem 28:
p(v)
(d,,d)(0,O)	 P{(D1,D2) = (0,0)1 (Dj,D2 )o = (d 1 ,d2 )}	 (3.45)
1	 f i'
=	 J J (cosz+cosy)'cos(dix)cos(d2y)dxdy(27r) 2 2" — t —T
for d 1 , d2
 E N. The generating function of the sequence	 is hence given by
00
P(d1,d2)(o,o)(z) :=
	
i: P?d2)(0O)Z
i'=O
1 [7W 	 00
v=0
1 fT jfT cos(d1x)cos(d2y)(2ir) 2 J_7j_ 1 —(cosz+cos	 dxdy	 (3.46)
cosy)" () dxdy
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for 0 ^ z < 1. As in the previous subsection (see equation (3.36)):
(M)P(di,d2)(o,o)	 (3.47)E[e_aT1.a2)j = 
p	 ( 
M(oO)(oO) An1
for d1 , d2 E 11'!. Substituting (3.46) into this equation, we find for s> 0:
E[e	
f fT	 cos(dir)cos(dy)-	 = — T — T M+a—M(cosr+cosy)/2 dxdy
f— Ti--IF M+s_M(cosx+cosy)/2th7Y
(d1 , d2 E N). Because of the first equation in (3.43), equation (3.38) is valid also for the infinite
two-dimensional lattice. Using (3.44) we obtain:
E[e_ 3T d2)]
=
1 + M + $ - iLE[e_ 3T((1?0)] - E[e_9To.)1)]	
(3.48)
f
IF i-IF	 co(diz)cos(d2y)	 dxdy
_,r - M+s—M(cosz+cosy)/2
	 (3.49)
= (2x) 2
 + J,rf:,. M+—M(cosx-f.cosy)/2 dx dy
for d 1 , d2 E N and s> 0. In the context of the probability of identity by descent, Maruyama (1970)
suggested a similar expression as an approximation valid under a stepping-stone model on a large
square torus. The limit of Maruyama's result as the subpopulation size tends to infinity agrees
with our value.
Equation (3.49) is in fact the limit of the corresponding result for the torus, equation (3.40),
as the number of colonies in both dimensions of the torus tends to infinity. This convergence
could easily have been proved directly from properties of the random walk performed by the
distance between the two individuals before they enter a single subpopulation. Denoting the
v-step transition probabilities from (d1 , d2 ) to (0, 0), introduced in equations (3.33) and (3.45),
by (dd2)(o,o)(" L) and Pd3)(OO)(oo, oo), respectively, indicating whether they refer to the
discrete-time symmetric random walk on the "K x L torus" (0, . . ., K - 1) x {0,.. ., L - 1} or to
that on the infinite two-dimensional lattice, we have for fixed d1 , d2 , ii E N:
p(v)	 (K L) - p(v)(d,,d2)(O,O) '	 - (d1,d2)(O,O)(°°'°°) for K > 2(d 1 + v) + 1 and L > 2(d2 + v) + 1,
because for such K and L, the two components of the random walk cannot reach the positions
[K/2] or [L/2], respectively, in ii steps. Hence
tim lim	 (K, L) - p(v)
K—co L—oo (d1,d2)(O,O)	  (d1,d2)(O,O)(00, oo)
for every d 1 , d2 , ii N. By the dominated convergence theorem we also have convergence of the
generating functions, for 0 ^ z < 1:
00	 00
tim lim	 p(v)	 (K, L)zV =	 p(v)	 (co, oo)z"(ai ,d2)(OO)K—co L—.co z	 (dj,d2)(O,o)y0
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for d1 ,d2
 E q• Because of equations (3.36) and (3.47) it follows that the first passage time through
(0,0) of the (continuous-time) random walk performed by the distance between two individuals
initially at distance (d1 , d2 ) on a K x L torus converges in distribution to that of the random walk
described by the distance between two individuals initially at distance (d1 , d2) in the infinite two-
dimensional lattice, as K and L tend to infinity. Because of equations (3.39) and (3.48), it follows
that the coalescence time of two individuals under a stepping-stone model on a torus converges in
distribution, as the number of colonies in both dimensions of the torus tends to infinity, to that
of two individuals at the same distance on the infinite two-dimensional lattice.
The dcuble integrals in result (3.49) can be reduced to single integrals, which are easier to
evaluate by computer using numerical integration. To do so, the results for the infinite linear
stepping-stone model prove very helpful. Equating the two different expressions found for the
moment-generating function of the coalescence time of two individuals d steps apart under the
infinite linear stepping-stone model, equations (3.27) and (3.28), we find the following identity,
valid for every d E lV and for s > 0:
1 f'	 cos(xd)	 (M + $ - (2M +	 s)s)dx=	 ______j-.,r M+s—Mcosx	 Mdy(2M+s)s	 .	 (3.50)
Using this identity with s + (1 - cos x) instead of s, and with	 instead of M, we can re-write
the double integral in the numerator of (3.49) as
1	 j 
[7	 cos(djx)cos(d2y)	 dxd(2ir) 2 J_J_ M+s—M(cosx-i-cosy)/2 	 '
1 f	 1 1'	 cos(d2y)
=	 cos(djx) . J M(M(1	 ))MdY dx d2
1	
(M+s_cosx_V(M+s_cosx)2_(1)2)
= - I cos(dix)	 dx2r J_
	
(M)'2 ,/(M + 8 - cosx)2 - (M)2
2	 (2+ 2s/M - cos x - /(2 + 2s/M - cos x)2 - i) d2
= -J cos(di x) 	 dxJ(2+2s/M_cosx)2_1
sothat	 ______________
7	 (2+2s/M_cosx_v'(2+2s/M—cosz)—i) d22f cos(dix) 	 dx0	
./(2+2a/M—cosz)-1 	 (3.51)
7rM+2f	 1	 dx0
for d 1 , d2 E N and s> 0. Malécot (1950, 1975) obtained a similar expression for the probability
of identity by descent of a pair of genes under a more general stepping-stone model than the
one described in this paper. It can be shown that under our model, Malécot's result gives an
approximation of result (3.51) (with little actual simplification) by focusing on the value of the
integrand in the neighbourhood of the singularity x = 0, valid when both s/Al and d2s/M are
negligible relative to 1.
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Because the unbounded two-dimensional symmetric random walk is null-recurrent, the mean
and the second moment of the coalescence time of any two individuals are infinite:
	
ET(d1,d2) = 00	 (3.52)
	
E[7 1d2) ] = 00.	 (3.53)
3.3 Some less symmetric structures
The symmetric island model and the stepping-stone models studied in the previous sections are
the models traditionally dealt with in the literature. The structure of natural populations is, of
course, far less symmetric. In particular, most real populations have subpopulations of unequal
sizes. However, little effort has been made to investigate what effect asymmetries in the popu-
lation structure may have on both the genealogy and the genetic composition of the population.
In this section we study three particular models of population structure which allow for unequal
subpopulation sizes, different migration patterns from different subpopulations or different migra-
tion rates between different pairs of subpopulations. In the first subsection we consider a general
two-population model, in which the population consists of two subpopulations of possibly different
sizes. In Subsection 2 we introduce the "continental island model", where one subpopulation (the
"continent") has a migration pattern different from that of the other subpopulations. Subsection 3
focuses on a four-population structure with unequal migration rates.
3.3.1 The general two-population model
Figure 3.6: A general two-population model with c > C2.
The population is divided into two subpopulations (n = 2) of possibly different sizes. Every
generation, a fixed number of individuals is exchanged between the two subpopulations.
We assume the model of Section 2.1. In the notation of that model, S = {1, 2}. Subpopula-
tion 1 contains 2c1 N haploid individuals, while the size of subpopulation 2 is 2c2 N. Reproduction
in each subpopulation follows the neutral Wright-Fisher model, introduced in Section 2.1. Every
generation, a proportion q12 of subpopulation 1 is exchanged for a proportion q21 of subpopula-
tion 2, where
clql2 = c2q21	 (3.54)
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(see Assumption 2.1) so that the number of migrants in both directions is the same and the
subpopulation sizes remain constant under migration. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1
and measuring time in units of 2N generations, the genealogy of a sample from this population is
well described by the structured coalescent, whose Q-matrix is given by equation (2.2), where for
i,j 
€ { 1,2} with j
M1 = M11 =
	
(4N2-qis)
= urn (4Nq13),
N—co
(see the definition of M11 in Theorem 2.1 and see equation (2.1)), where the last equality follows
from (3.54). Working backward in time, each individual in subpopulation i has scaled rate M1/2
of migrating to the other subpopulation (1 = 1,2). Because the scaled migration rates M1 and
M2 are in part determined by the subpopulation sizes and because in Chapter 4 we shall compare
results for different relative subpopulation sizes, we express all results in terms of the absolute
quantity
M := cj M1 = c2 M2	 (3.55)
(see equation (3.54)), which is twice the number of individuals exchanged between the two sub-
populations every generation. In this context, the term "migration rate" will refer to M. For
C1 = C2, the two-population model is, up to a factor of time-scaling, the symmetric island model
described in Section 1, with n = 2 colonies.
Denoting by T1, the coalescence time of an individual in subpopulation i and an individual in
subpopulation j (i,j = 1,2), Theorem 2.4 gives the following equations for the moment-generating
function of the coalescence time a pair of individuals from this population:
{ ( + M1 + ) E[e_ STII] - M1E[e_sT12] - 1- Cl
(	 +	 + s) E[e_ T12] -	 E[e_3T1l] -	 E[e_ 8T22] = o
( + M2 + ) E[e_
8T22] - M2 E[e_ 3T12] - 1
- c2•
We recall the notation c = c1
 + c2 (making the total population size 2cN) and we denote by
P := c1 /c the proportion of the total population that lives in subpopulation 1. Expressed in terms
of P, c and the "migration rate" M, the solution of this system of linear equations is given by
- {M+2P(1—P)cs}{1+M+(1—P)cs}E[e_aTll] -
	 A	 (3.56)
E[e_8Tl2]	 M {1 + M + 2P(1 - P)cs}	 (357)
A
E[e_5T22] = {M + 2P(l - P)cs} {1 + M + Pcs}	 (3.58)A
where
A = P(1 - F) {Mcs(4 + 3cs) + 2cs(1 + cs) + 2P(1 - P)(cs) 3 } + M(1 + M)(1 + es).
(3.59)
(3.60)
(3.61)
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The mean and the second moment of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals are ob-
tained either by differentiating these results for the moment-generating function with respect to 8,
once and twice, respectively, and taking the limit as s 0, or by solving the equations given by
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. We find:
(1 - P)(1 - 2P)cET11 = c- 1+M
2P(1 - P)cET12
 = c+ M.
P(1 - 2P)cET22
 =	 1+M
and
E[T} =
E[T 2] =
r''r2L[.L22	 -
M(3P - 1) P - 1 + lOP2 - 8P3 4P2(1 - P)\
+ 2(1 - P)c2 ((1 + M)2 +	 (1 + M)2	 + M(1 + M)2) (3.62)
4P(1 - P)(1 + 2M) + M(2 + 3M)2c2 + 2P(1 - P)c2	 M2(1 + M)	 (3.63)
2c2
 + 2Pc2 
fM(2 - 3P) 2 + 3P - 14P2 + 8P3 4P(1 - P)2
 \
(1 + M)2 +	 (1 + M)2	 + M(1 + M)2) .	 (3.64)
In the previous sections we observed that in the symmetric island model and in the stepping-stone
models on the circle and the torus, the mean coalescence time of two individuals from a single
subpopulation is independent of the migration rate and equal to that of two individuals from a
panmictic population of the same total size. Note that this is not the case under the general two-
population model, unless the two colonies have the same size (P = 1/2). Results (3.59) and (3.61)
show that under this model, the mean coalescence time of a pair of individuals from the larger
colony is larger than c (which is the mean coalescence time of two individuals from a panmictic
population of the same total size and with the same time-scaling), while the mean coalescence
time of two individuals from the smaller subpopulation is smaller than in the panmictic case.
Both ET11 and ET22 converge to c as the migration rate M tends to infinity. In Chapter 5 we
will study under what conditions the mean coalescence time of a pair of individuals from a single
subpopulation is independent of the migration rate and equal to that of two individuals from a
panmictic population of the same total size.
3.3.2 The continental island model
The population is divided into a central subpopulation (the "continent") surrounded by a
number of "islands". Migration occurs only between the continent and each island. Individuals
cannot directly (that is, in one generation) migrate from one island to another but have to go via
the continent. We assume all the islands are identical with respect to size and with respect to
migration rate to the continent.
We label the continent as subpopulation 0 and the islands as subpopulations 1 to n—i (n is the
number of subpopulations, including the continent); S = {0, 1,.. ., n—i). The size of the continent
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0
oQo
0
Figure 3.7: Continental island model wiLh co > c.
is 2coN, while the islands each contain 2c1 N haploid individuals. Every generation an equal
number of individuals are exchanged between the continent and each of the islands. Reproduction
and migration are assumed to follow the model of Section 2.1. In the notations of that model, qoj
is the proportion of the continent migrating to each of the islands, every generation, and qio is
the proportion of each island that migrates to the continent every generation (for i 1, . . ., n - 1:
qo = qoj and qjo = qio) . The requirement that migration does not affect the subpopulation sizes,
Assumption 2.1, gives
coqoj	 ci q io.	 (3.65)
Measuring time in units of 2N generations, the genealogy of a sample from this population is (under
the assumptions of Theorem 2.1) well described by the structured coalescent. In equation (2.2)
for its Q-matrix, the scaled migration rates are given by
M01 = limN....€,,(4Nqol) for i	 1,. . ., Ti - 1
M10 = limN....(4Nq lo) for i = 1,..., n - 1
M11 =O	 fori,j=1,...,n-1withji,
where we have combined the definition of M1 (see Theorem 2.1), equation (2.1) and equa-
tion (3.65). The total scaled migration rate from the continent is Mo = (n - 1)M01 , while
that from each island is M1 = M10 . Working backward in time, each individual in the continent
has scaled rate Mo/(2(n - 1)) of migrating to any particular island, while every individual in the
islands has scaled rate M1 /2 of migrating to the continent.
We denote by T the coalescence time of an individual from subpopulation i and an individual
from subpopulation j. Because all islands are equivalent, there are essentially four possibilities for
(3.69)
(3.70)
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the locations of a pair of individuals from the population. So
T
	
fori=1,...,n-1
fori=1,...,n-1
T1	T12	 fori,j=1,...,n-1withji,
and the equations of Theorem 2.4 reduce for a sample of two individuals to
+ M
0 + ) E[e_ 3T00] - MO E[e_9T01] -( 11
- Co
'1 + M + ) E[e_ aTh1] - M1 E[e_ 8T01] -
— Cl
M0 E[eTh1] - Mo(n-2)+	 + .․) E[e_ aTo1] - i±iE[e_8TO0] - 2(n-1)	 2(n-1) E[e_1T12] = 0
(Mi + s) E[e_ 9T17} - M1E[e_1T01] = 0,
where the last equation and the last term in the left-hand side of the third equation are present
only if there are at least two islands (n ^ 3). In order to compare results for different relative sizes
of continent and islands, which we will do in Chapter 4, it is convenient to define the "migration
rate"
M := cj M1 = coMo/(n - 1)	 (3.66)
(see equation (3.65)), which is twice the number of individuals exchanged between the continent
and each of the islands every generation. Expressed in terms of the parameters M, n, c =
co + (n - 1)c i (making the total population size 2cN) and the proportion P := CO/C of individuals
in the continent, the solution of this system of linear equations gives for i,j = 1, . . ., n - 1 with
i:
E[e_3T00]
E[e_8T]
E[e_8T0]
E[e_3T3]
where
- B + 2(1 - P2 )(n - 1)2 M2 cs + (1 + 4P)(1 - P)2 (n - 1)M(c3)2
 + 2P(1 -	 3 67D	 ()
- B + (n - 1 + 2P - 2P2 )(n - 1)2 M 2 cs + 3P(1 - P)(n - 1)2 M(cs)2
 + 2(n - 1)P2 (1 - P)2(cs)3
D
(3.68)
- (ri-1)M{(n— 1)M+(1—P)cs}{14-(n— 1)M4-(r&-2)P+2P(1—P)ca}
D
- (n— 1)2 M 2 {1+(n —
 1)M-4-(n— 2)P+2P(1 - P)cs}
D
B = (n - 1)3 M3
 + (1 - 2P + nP)(n - 1) 2 M2 + (1 - P)(1 + 2P)(n - 1)2Mcs
+ 2(n - 1)P(1 - P)2(cs)2,
D = B + {(n - 1)M + n + 3P - 4P2 } (n - 1)2M2cs
+ (1—F) {i +3Pn - 4P2
 + (1 +3P)(n - 1)M} (n - 1)M(cs)2
+ P(1 - P)2 {2 - 4P + 2nP + (3 + 2P)(n - 1)M} (cs)3 + 2P2 (1 - P)3(cs)4.
For n = 2, results (3.67) to (3.69) reduce to the results found in the previous subsection.
(3.71)
(3.72)
(3.73)
(3.74)
(3.75)
(3.76)
E[T]
EIT]
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The mean and the second moment of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals are obtained
from the equations of Theorems (2.5) and (2.6) or by differentiation of the results for the moment-
generating function. We find for i,j = 1,.. .,n— 1 with j
c(1— P)(2P-I-n-3)ET00 = c+ 1 + (n - l)M + (n - 2)P
cP(2P + n —3)ET = c- 1 + (n - 1)M + (n - 2)P
c(1—P)(2P+n-2)	 c(1—P)(nP-i-n--2)ETo 
= C+1+(1)M+(2)P+(1)M{1+(1)M+(2)P)
c(1—P)(2P+n-1)	 c(1—P)(2P-l-1)ET1 
= C+1+(1)M+(2)P+M{1+(1)M+(2)P}
and
2n-5+3P
= 2c2 + 2c2 (1 - P) {(n - 1)M {1 + (n - 1)M + (n - 2)P}2
n2 - n —3 + Pn2 - 3P - 3P2n + 16P2 - 8P3
+	 {1-i-(n-1)M+(n-2)P}2
n-2+3Pn-6P+4P2 1
+(1—P)
M (1 + (n - 1)M + (n - 2)P}2]
n-2-2Pn+6P-3P2
= 2c2
 + 2c2 [( -
	 (1 + (n - 1)M + (a - 2)P}2n 1)M
+ 2n - 4 - Pn + 4P + liP2 - 2P2n - P2n2 - 20P3
 + 3P3n + 8P4
{1 + (n - 1)M + (n - 2)P}2
n-24-3Pn-6P+4P2
(a - 1)M {l + (n - 1)M + (n - 2)P}2]
2n-4+3P
= 2c2+2c2(1—P) {
	
{1+(n-1)M+(n-2)P}2(n—l)M
+ (1 + P)n(n + 1)— 6—P + 14P 2 - 3P2n - 8P3
(1 + (a - 1)M + (n - 2)P}2
2(n - 1)2 + (1 - P)(3Pn2
 + 6P2n - 5Pn - 2 - 2P)
+ (a - 1)M {1 + (n - 1)M + (n - 2)P}2
n - 2 + 3Pn - 6P + 4P2
+(1—P) (a - 1)M2 {1 + (a - 1)M + (n - 2)P}2I (3.77)
(n— 1)M	 2n-3(1—P)= 2c2+2c2(1—P) [
	
{1+(n-1)M+(n-2)P}2
+ n(n + 2)(1 + P) - 5 - 2P - 3P2n + 12P2 - 8P3
{1 + (a - 1)M + (a - 2)P}2
(n - 1)(3n + 1 - 4P3) + (1 - P)(3Pn2 - n2 - 6Pn + 4P2n)
+ (a - 1)M {1 + (a - 1)M + (a - 2)P}2
a— 1+4Pn-6P+2P2n
(n - 1)M2 {1 + (n - 1)M + (n - 2)P}21+(1—P) (3.78)
Note that again, the mean coalescence time of two individuals from the continent, result (3.71),
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and that of two individuals from a single island, result (3.72), both depend on the migration rate,
whatever the relative sizes of continent and islands may be (unless n = 2 and P = 1/2, which is
a symmetric island model with two colonies). If there is more than one island (n> 2), the mean
coalescence time of a pair of individuals from the continent is always larger than c, while that
of two individuals from the same island is always smaller than c, even if the continent is smaller
than the islands (c is the mean coalescence time of two individuals from a panmictic population
of the same total size and with the same time-scaling as the subdivided population). Note that
limM.,,,,E7=cfori=O,1,...,n-1.
3.3.3 Four-population model with geographic barrier
ED fM
(1_e)Mj	 jcl_e)M
eM
Figure 3.8: The four-population model with geographic barrier.
The population consists of four equal-sized subpopulations, with a geographic barrier (such as
a river or a mountain) separating colonies 1 and 2 from colonies 3 and 4. Every generation, a
proportion m of each subpopulation is replaced by immigrants, of which a fraction (1 - c) come
from the other subpopulation at the same side of the barrier and a fraction e come from the
"neighbouring" subpopulation at the other side of the barrier (0 <e < 1). A value of e close to
zero indicates there is little gene flow across the barrier, while e = 1/2 yields the circular stepping-
stone model with four colonies (no barrier). A value of e larger than 1/2 corresponds to a barrier
in the other direction, separating subpopulations 1 and 4 from subpopulations 2 and 3.
Under the appropriate assumptions and time-scale, for example those of Section 2.1 and The-
orem 2.1, the genealogy of a sample from this population is well described by the structured
coalescent, with in equation (2.2) for its Q-matrix:
S= {1,2,3,4}
= 1 for i = 1,2,3,4
and the scaled migration rates
M12 = ill34 = (1 -
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M14 = M23 = EM
M13 = M24 = 0,
while for i, j = 1,2,3,4: M1, = If the Wright-Fisher model is assumed for reproduction
within subpopulations and each subpopulation contains 2N haploid individuals, time-scaling is in
units of 2N generations and M = limN_.(4Nm), which is twice the number of immigrants per
subpopulation per generation. In the notation of Section 2.1 we have for the migration rates in
discrete time: q12 = q34 = (1 - c)m, qi =	 = em, q ia = '724 = 0 and qi, = q,.
We denote by the coalescence time of an individual from subpopulation i and an individual
from subpopulation j. Because all four subpopulations (though not pairs of subpopulations) are
identical with respect to size, migration pattern and migration rates, there are essentially four
possibilities for the locations of a sample of two individuals from this population. So
d	 d	 d
= T22 = T33 = T44
dT12 = T34
dT13 =
dT14 =
The system of equations given by Theorem 2.4 for the moment-generating function of the coales-
cence time of a pair of individuals thus reduces to:
(1 + M + s)E[e_1Th1] - (1 - ME[e_ 3T12J - EME[e_sT14] = 1
(M + s)E[e_sT12] - (1 - e)ME[e_ sTh1] - EME[e_ 8T13 ] = 0
(M + s)E[e_ 8T13] - C ME[e_ 8T12] - (1 - e)ME[e_ 8T1 4 ] = 0
(M + s)ELe_ 3T14 ] - eME[e_ 8T11 ] - ( 1 - e)ME[e_ T'3 ] = 0.
The solution of this system of linear equations yields
E[e_ sTh1 ] = E[e_8T22]
EIe_8T12] = E[e_ 5T34] =
E[e_ 8T13 1 = E[e_ 8T24] =
E[e_ 8T14] = E[e_ 3T33] =
where
E[e_ 9T33 ] = E[e_JT44]
(M--s){s2 +2Ms+2e(1 —e)M2}
G
(1 - e)M {2 + 2Ms + 2cM2)
G
2c(1 - e)(M + s)M2
G
eM {2 + 2Ms + 2(1 -
G
(3.79)
(3.80)
(3.81)
(3.82)
G = s4
 +4Ms3 +4{1+c(1—c)}M 2s2 +8e(1 —)M3s
+(M+s){s2+2Ms+2e(1—e)M2}
ET11 = ET22
ET12 = ET34
ET13 = ET24
ET14 = ET23
=ET=ET44=4
1
= 4++(1)M
1
=4+
-
1
= 4++-
(3.83)
(3.84)
(3.85)
(3.86)
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Maruyama (1970) calculated the probability of identity by descent of a pair of genes under a
stepping-stone model on a K x K torus with different migration rates in the two dimensions of the
torus, in the case of finite subpopulation size. Taking the limit as the subpopulation size tends to
infinity, Maruyama's result simplifies for K = 2 to equations (3.79) to (3.82).
The mean and the second moment of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals are found
by differentiating the results for the moment-generating function or by solving the equations given
by Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. We find:
and
(3.87)E[T1] = E[T22] = E[T 3] = E[T 4] = 32+ + (1-
E[T2] = E[T 4] = 32 + +
	
+ (1 —f)M + (1 —e)M2 + E(1 ._E)M + (1 -f)2M2
(3.88)
12	 1	 2
E[T?3] = E[T 4 J = 32 + M + f(1 e)M - e(1 - f)M2 + (2 (1 - )2M2	 (3.89)
E[T] = E[Th] =	 (3.90)
Note that the mean coalescence time of two individuals from the same colony under this model,
result (3.83), does not depend on the migration rate and is equal to c 
= 
c = 4. In Chapter 5
this will be seen to be a consequence of the fact that all subpopulations are identical with respect
to size, migration pattern and migration rates, as is also the case under the symmetric island and
stepping-stone models studied in the previous sections.
Chapter 4
SUBPOPULATION
DIFFERENTIATION UNDER
VARIOUS MODELS OF
POPULATION STRUCTURE
Whereas the previous chapters were concerned with genealogy, we will in this chapter focus on
genetic variation, maintained by neutral mutation. The genealogical results obtained in Chapter 3
are used to study the genetic differentiation among the subpopulations of a subdivided population.
Measured by Wright's coefficient FST (to be defined below), the amount of subpopulation differ-
entiation can be expressed in terms of the respective coalescence times of pairs of genes sampled
within and among subpopulations. For the range of models of population structure for which we
calculated the moment-generating function, mean and second moment of the coalescence time of
a pair of genes in the previous chapter, we will now calculate the value of FST explicitly. The
dependence of the amount of subpopulation differentiation (as measured by FST) on the param-
eters of population structure and on the neutral mutation rate will be examined and compared
between the different population structures considered. We show that, contrary to common belief,
the dependence of FST on the mutation rate can be very strong, even at very small mutation rates,
particularly when the population occupies an essentially one-dimensional habitat and the number
of subpopulations is large.
In the first section of this chapter we introduce Wright's coefficient FST, which serves as a
measure of the genetic differentiation among the subpopulations of a subdivided population (Sub-
section 1.1). In Subsection 1.2, FST is expressed in exact and approximate ways in terms of
70
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coalescence times of pairs of genes. In Section 2 we calculate the values of FST and its approxima-
tions under the symmetric island and stepping-stone models studied in the previous chapter. For
each model, figures illustrate how depends on the various parameters of the model. Particu-
lar attention is paid to the dependence of FST on the mutation rate, which is compared between
the different population structures. Section 3 is concerned with the effect which asymmetries in
the population structure (for example, unequal subpopulation sizes) may have on the amount of
subpopulation differentiation, as measured by FST. The values of FST and its approximations
are calculated for the three "less symmetric" models of population structure introduced in the
previous chapter. Figures show for each model how FST depends on the different parameters of
the model and, in particular, on the level of asymmetry in the structure.
4.1 Wright's coefficient FST
4.1.1 Introduction
The effect of population structure on the genetic composition of a population has traditionally
been analyzed in terms of Wright's hierarchical F-statistics, which are essentially inbreeding co-
efficients. Inbreeding in a diploid population occurs when mates tend to be more closely related
than they would be if the population were randomly mating. Its effect is to decrease the amount of
heterozygosity (that is, the proportion of diploid individuals whose two genes at a particular locus
carry different alleles), compared to the amount of heterozygosity one would expect from the allele
frequencies if the population were under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium'. Population subdivision,
like inbreeding, has a reduction of heterozygosity for effect. Studying a population subdivided
into distinct colonies, Wright (1951) separated the respective contributions towards inbreeding of
non-random mating within colonies and of the population subdivision itself. The inbreeding-like
effect of the population subdivision is represented by Wright's FST, originally defined as the cor-
relation coefficient (relative to the total population) between two alleles drawn at random from
the same subpopulation. Under the assumptions that are implicit in Wright (1951), this correla-
tion coefficient is equal to the relative decrease in heterozygosity that is caused by the population
subdivision, i.e.
HT - H5
FST =	 rr	 (4.1)
where HT and Hs are the heterozygosities one would expect from the allele frequencies under
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in, respectively, the total population and each subpopulation. Equa-
'Under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, the heterozygosity expected at a particular locus is 7 (i—p,), where
J is the number of alleles in the population at the locus under consideration and p, is the frequency of the ith allele
(i = 1 .... . J). Hardy Weinberg equilibrium corresponds to the situation of neutral genes in a randomly mating
population (under conditions set out, for example, in Harti 1988).
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tion (4.1) now widely serves as the definition of Fs (Nei 1973, Hartl 1988), although other
definitions are also in use (see for example Chakraborty and Danker-Hopfe 1991 for a review).
The coefficient FST has commonly been used as a measure of the genetic differentiation among
subpopulations. Its major application is to estimating the level of gene flow between the sub-
populations (Slatkin 1985 and references therein, Slatkin and Barton 1989, Slatkin 1991, 1993).
Denoting by N the number of diploid individuals per subpopulation and by m the fraction of
each subpopulation that is replaced by immigrants every generation, the level of gene flow Nm is
estimated using the formula
Nm(__1)	 (4.2)
(Wright 1931), which is based on the symmetric island model of population structure, described in
Section 3.1, and on the neutral Wright-Fisher model of reproduction. Estimates of Nm obtained
for pairs of subpopulations can be used to detect isolation by distance in a natural population and
to test specific hypotheses about the structure and history of the population (Slatkin 1993). As
equation (4.2) assumes a symmetric island model with a large number of subpopulations and a
small mutation rate, it is important to understand how FST depends on the real structure of the
population and on the mutation rate.
Slatkin (1991) brought the relationship between FST and genealogy to the foreground and
introduced an approximation for FST, valid for small mutation rates, in terms of the mean time
since the most recent common ancestor of two genes sampled from a single subpopulation, and
that of two genes sampled from the total population. Calculating these mean coalescence times, he
obtained (approximate) analytical FST values for the symmetric island model and for the stepping-
stone models on the circle and the torus. Using the genealogical results obtained in Chapter 3, we
can calculate the exact2 values of FST under the various models of population structure considered
there. These exact FST values make it possible to investigate how FST depends on the mutation
rate in different structured populations, and to examine the accuracy of Slatkin's approximation
for FST (which is the limit of F5 as the mutation rate tends to zero). We will also investigate an
alternative approximation for FST.
In accordance with the intrinsic assumptions of the structured coalescent, the analysis in this
chapter is for selectively neutral genes at a single locus, subject to mutation and migration but
without intragenic recombination. Our study is exact only for haploid species, and for diploid
species with exclusively gametic migration. Nagylaki (1983) and Sawyer (1976) have set out
conditions under which models of truly diploid migration are well approximated by the model of
gamete migration.
2 Under the infinite alleles model for mutation (see the next subsection) and within the diffusion time-scale
approximation, which is inherent in the coalescent approach.
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4.1.2 FST in terms of coalescence times
As in the previous chapters, we consider a population divided into partially isolated subpopu-
lations, which are all large and panmictic, and we assume that the structured coalescent is an
appropriate description of genealogy. The coefficient FST can be related to the respective coales-
cence times of pairs of genes sampled within and among subpopulations. Slatkin (1991) did this
in an approximate way, and in fact it can be done exactly. The distribution of these coalescence
times can be found from the structured coalescent with n 0 = 2.
The exact FST value: The coefficient FST has been expressed in terms of probabilities of
identity (Wright 1951, Nei 1973, Slatkin 1985, 1991) as:
	
FST = fo - I
	
(4.3)
where fo is the probability that two genes sampled at random 3 from a single subpopulation are
identical (that is, carry the same allele), and f is the probability that two genes randomly chosen
from the collection of subpopulations considered 4
 are identical. We note that equation (4.3), which
is the definition of FST adopted throughout this thesis, is appropriate for haploid as well as diploid
populations. As is implicit in Slatkin and Barton (1989) and Slatkin (1985, 1991, 1993), we will
approximate the probability of identity of two genes by the probability that since their descent
from a common ancestor, neither gene has undergone a mutation (in which case the two genes are
said to be "identical by descent"). This approximation is exaci for the infiniie alleles model of
mutation, in which every mutant gene is assumed to be of a novel type.
Sampling two genes at random from the same subpopulation, the distribution of the time T0
since their most recent common ancestor follows from the structured coalescent. Given T0 , the
probability of identity of the two genes is, under the infinite alleles assumption, the probability that
no mutation has occurred on either gene's lineage during time T0 . In the coalescent approximation,
the probability that a particular gene has not mutated during time T0 is e_O, where 9 is the
scaled mutation rate. For example, if we assume that each subpopulation contains 2N genes and
evolves according to the neutral Wright-Fisher model, time-scaling is in units of 2N generations
and 9 = limN ... 00 (4N1z), where z is the probability of mutation per gene per generation. Assuming
that different genes mutate independently, it follows that
	
fo = E[e_OT0]	 (4.4)
3 1n this context, random sampling is to be interpreted as follows: first choose a subpopulation according to
some (specified) probability distribution on the subpopulations, and then choose a gene uniformly at random
from the chosen subpopulation. In the case of equal-sized subpopulations (Section 2), the distribution on the
subpopulations is assumed to be uniform. For the models with unequal-sized subpopulations, we will consider two
different distributions on the subpopulations, indicated as "equal weighting" and "weighting by size" (see Section 3).
4 The collection of subpopulations considered is in general either the total population (as is usually the case for
island models) or a pair of subpopulations a specified distance apart (as is common for stepping-stone models).
(4.7)
(4.8)
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(Hudson 1990). Similarly
	
1= E[e_OT],	 (4.5)
where T is the coalescence time of two genes randomly sampled from the collection of subpopula-
tions considered. The distribution of T also follows from the structured coalescent.
Note that (4.4) and (4.5) are the moment-generating functions of T0 and T, respectively,
evaluated in 0. So for the infinite alleles model, FST can be written in an exact way in terms of
the moment-generating functions of the coalescence times of different pairs of genes:
FST = E[e_ T0] - E[e_OT]	
(4.6)1_E[e_OTJ
Slatkin's approximation F): Slatkin (1991) suggested that FST might be approximated
by its limit as the mutation rate tends to zero, which, by applying l'Hôpital's rule, can be expressed
in terms of mean coalescence times as
F° := limFsTST	 910
- ET—ET0
-	 ET
provided these mean coalescence times are finite.
One advantage of Slatkin's approximation is the relative simplicity of both the calculation of the
mean coalescence times and the resulting expression for F). This is largely due to the fact that
for sufficiently symmetric models of population structure the mean coalescence time of two genes
from a single colony (ET0 ) does not depend on the migration rates or pattern, but depends only on
the total population size and the reproductive model assumed (Strobeck 1987; see also Chapter 5).
Another argument supporting the use of F°) is the fact that it is, of course, independent of the
mutation rate, which is helpful since in most cases, mutation rates are unknown, but known to
be very small. Furthermore, it is commonly believed that for small mutation rates, FST is nearly
independent of the mutation rate (Crow and Aoki 1984, Slatkin and Barton 1989, Slatkin 1985,
1991, 1993). However, as we will show in the next sections, the latter is not generally true.
Nevertheless, Slatkin's approximation turns out to be accurate under most realistic conditions.
The first order approximation Fr): By considering one more term in the Taylor expansion
of FST about mutation rate zero, one obtains an approximation for FST which is linear in the
mutation rate and which, for mutation rates close to zero, should be more accurate than F?:
F := limFsT + Ohm FST.	 (4.9)9 1 0	 910
By repeatedly applying l'Hôpital's rule, this first order approximation can be expressed in terms
of first and second moments (or mean and variance) of coalescence times of pairs of genes, as
FW ET—ET0 9E[T2]ET0—E[T]ET	 (4.10)ST - ET	 2(ET)2
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provided these second moments are finite. The first order approximation F'T takes in the limit
as 9 j 0 the same value as both FST and Slatkin's approximation F, but in contrast to F,
which does not depend on 0, F is (as a function of 0) linear with derivative equal to the
derivative of FST at 0 = 0. Retaining more terms in the Taylor expansion of FST would yield
other approximations for FST.
In Chapter 2 (Theorems 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6) we have derived systems of linear equations for
the moment-generating function, the mean and the second moment of the coalescence time of a
sample of genes from a subdivided population. In Chapter 3 we have solved these equations for a
sample of two genes under a range of models of population structure. These results now enable us
to calculate the values of FST and its approximations F°) and F'T explicitly under the various
models of population structure considered in Chapter 3, and to examine the dependence of FST
on the different parameters of population structure and on the mutation rate. In Section 2 we
do this for the symmetric island and stepping-stone models, in Section 3 for the "less symmetric"
structures introduced in Section 3.3.
4.2 The symmetric case
In this section, the analytical values of FST and its approximations are calculated under the
symmetric island model (Subsection 1) and under the finite and infinite stepping-stone models in
one and two dimensions (Subsections 2 to 5). For each model, figures illustrate how F5 depends
on the various parameters of the model and the accuracy of both Slatkin's and the first order
approximation for Fsr is examined. Particular attention is paid to the dependence of FST on the
neutral mutation rate, which is studied separately in Subsection 6. We show that the strength
of the latter dependence varies a lot between the different models of population structure, which
also explains the variation among population structures in the accuracy of the approximations
for Fs. In the discussion (Subsection 7) some of the observations made for the various models
are compared and some general properties of FST and its approximations are highlighted. Some
criteria are proposed for Slatkin's approximation to be an accurate approximation for FST.
In the symmetric island and stepping-stone models, all subpopulations are identical with re-
spect to size and migration pattern, and all non-zero migration rates are equal. Recall that
according to the notation used in Chapter 3, M is (for all models studied in this section) the total
scaled migration rate out of each subpopulation, while 0 is the scaled mutation rate. Time-scaling
is such that two genes in a single colony have coalescence rate 1 (working backwards in time).
Each gene leaves its subpopulation at rate M/2 and mutates at rate 0/2. If the subpopulations
each contain 2N genes and evolve according to the neutral Wright-Fisher model, time-scaling is in
units of 2N generations, M = limN.....(4Nm) and 0 = limjy... 00 (4Np), where ?fl is the proportion
fo = E[e OT0 ] =
11 = E{e_GTh]
M + (n - 1)9
M+(nM+n-1)0+(n-1)92
M
M+(nM+n— 1)9+(n— 1)92
(4.11)
(4.12)
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of each subpopulation that is exchanged for immigrants each generation (the specific migration
pattern determines which subpopulations the immigrant genes come from) and where p is the
probability of mutation per gene per generation. So under the Wright-Fisher model, M and 0 are
twice the number of migrant genes and twice the expected number of mutant genes, respectively,
per subpopulation5
 per generation. Under other models for reproduction, the time-scaling and
hence the relationship between M and rn and between 0 and p may be different.
For many loci it appears that mutation parameters 0 in the range from 0 to about 1 are believed
to be plausible (where a 0 value of order 1 is in fact considered as very high). For this reason we
focus on this range in most figures.
Note that an FST value is specific to the collection of subpopulations considered, which does
not necessarily include all subpopulations. There are two major types of FST value that appear
in the literature, and the distinction is not always clearly made. For island models, an FST value
is usually a global value, in which f, ET and E[T2] assume sampling of pairs of genes from the
iolal population. The collection of subpopulations considered is in this case the collection of all
subpopulations. For stepping-stone models, FST values are more often pairwise values, in which
f, ET and E[T2] are averages over a pair of subpopulations a specified distance apart. See also
the footnote on page 73. Because in pairwise FST values the contribution of genes from a single
subpopulation (which tend to be more similar) has more weight than in global ones, pairwise Fsr
values are systematically lower than the corresponding global FST values.
4.2.1 The symmetric island model
Denoting by fo the probability of identity by descent of two genes from a single subpopulation
and by 
fj 
that of two genes from different subpopulations, their values are the moment-generating
functions of the coalescence times T0 and T1 of, respectively, two genes from a single subpopulation
and two genes from different subpopulations, evaluated in s = 0 (cf. equations (4.4) and (4.5)).
These moment-generating functions were calculated in Chapter 3 and are given by equations (3.1)
and (3.2). So,
Two genes chosen uniformly at random from the total population are from the same colony with
probability 1/n and from different colonies with probability 1 - 1/n. Hence the probability that
5For a pamnictic population under the Wright-Fisher model, time is generally scaled in terms of the total
population size, and the scaled mutation rate, also denoted by 8, is twice the expected number of mutations in
the total population per generation. For a subdivided population, it is standard (see, for example, Takai-iata 1988,
Hudson 1990, Notohara 1990) to scale time by subpopulation rather than population size, with 0 and M defined
as in this thesis.
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two genes randomly sampled from the total population are identical by descent is
I =
n	 \	 nj	 (4.13)
nM + (n - 1)0
= n{M+(nM+n_1)O+(n_l)02}	 (4.14)
Substituting (4.11) and (4.14) into the definition of FST, equation (4.3), we find the (global) value
of FST:
1
FST = 1 + Mn2/(n - 1) 2 + On/(n - 1)	 (4.15)
which was obtained earlier by Nei (1975) and Takahata (1983) by means of classical techniques.
The value of Slatkin's approximation F° is found from equation (4.8), where the mean coales-
cence time of two genes randomly sampled from the total population, ET, is calculated analogously
to equation (4.13) from results (3.3) and (3.4). Alternatively, the value of F°) is obtained by di-
rectly taking the limit of result (4.15) as 0 j 0 (see the definition of F?, equation (4.7)). We
find:
1
- 1 + Mn2 /(n - 1)2	 (4.16)
(Slatkin 1991 and references therein). The first order approximation
	 is calculated similarly,
either from equation (4.10) and results (3.5) and (3.6), or directly from the definition of F3),
equation (4.9), and the result for FST, equation (4.15). We obtain:
1	 n/(n - 1)	 (4.17)—0ST = 1 + Mn2 /(n - 1)2	 {1 + Mn2/(n - 1)2}2
We note that, as the number of colonies becomes large, Slatkin's approximation F?) approaches
1/(1 + M), which is the well-known value first given by Wright (1931). This value is understood
intuitively by noting that when there are very many colonies, two genes from different colonies
need such a long time to get into a single colony, that (even for small mutation rates) a mutation
will (almost) certainly have occurred before the two genes even get the possibility to coalesce.
This means that the probability of identity by descent of two genes from different subpopulations
is approximately zero. As in addition two genes randomly sampled from the total population are
(almost) certainly taken from different colonies, the value of FST reduces to fo, the probability that
two genes from the same subpopulation are identical by descent. For the reasons just described
and small mutation rates, this is (approximately) the probability that the two genes coalesce before
a migration takes place. Knowing that the two genes coalesce at rate 1 and migrate at rate M/2
each, this probability is 1/(1 + M).
Figure 4.1 shows FST (given by equation (4.15)) as a function of the scaled migrationrate M, for
different values of the scaled mutation rate 0, for an island model consisting of two subpopulations
(figure 4.la) and 20 subpopulations (figure 4.lb), respectively. For more than 20 subpopulations,
the picture is almost identical to that in figure 4.lb. The thick line in both figures is Slatkin's
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Figure 4.1: FST values as a function of the scaled migration rate, under the symmetric island model of population
structure.
The thick solid line is the value of Slatkin's approximation Fr), the thin lines are the values of FST for, respectively,
ascaledmutationrate 9 = 0.1 (--------), 0 = 0.5(---) and 9 = 1 (- - - _). Infigurea, thereare n = 2
subpopulations, in figure b, the population is divided into a = 20 subpopulations.
approximation Fr), which is the limit of FST as 0 1 0. As M tends to zero, FST approaches
its value under complete isolation of the subpopulations, namely 1/(1 + -r°) Indeed, when
the subpopulations are completely isolated, two genes from different subpopulations cannot be
identical by descent (Ii = 0) as they do not have a common ancestor, while two genes from
the same subpopulation have probability ía = 1/(1 + 0) of being identical by descent (as this is
the probability that their lineages coalesce before a mutation occurs on either of them). As is
expected intuitively, the amount of genetic differentiation among colonies (as measured by FST)
rapidly decreases as there is more gene flow between them (i.e. gene flow exercises a homogenizing
effect on the genetic composition of the population, while isolation promotes differentiation among
subpopulations). Analytically, this fast decrease of FST is due to the rapid decrease of ía - j with
increasing migration rate: as M increases, it rapidly makes less difference (as far as probabilities of
identity by descent are concerned) whether a pair of genes is sampled from a single colony or from
the total population (ía is always larger than f; with increasing M, fo decreases and f increases).
As is seen from comparison of figure 4.la with figure 4.lb, the value of FST drops more rapidly
for a small number of colonies.
Mutation rates in natural populations are usually very small, while migration rates are, in
many species, much higher (Slatkin 1985). It is seen from figure 4.1 that in all those cases Slatkin's
approximation F° will be very good (if the symmetric island model is an appropriate description
of the structure of the population), becoming increasingly accurate as the migration rate increases
relative to the mutation rate. Only for large values of 0 (0 larger than 0.1, which requires a very
high value of the mutation rate z or an unusually large effective subpopulation size), combined
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with little gene flow, will there be a substantial difference between Slatkin's approximation and
the exact FST value.
Figure 4.2 shows the performance of the first order approximation F'? with increasing scaled
migration rate, for two different values of the scaled mutation rate and for two different numbers
of islands. For comparison, Slatkin's approximation F°? is included again in these plots (dotted
line). Except for very small migration rates (roughly speaking, m <p or in terms of the scaled
rates: M <0), F) is remarkably close to the exact FST value. Note in particular that for 0 = 0.1,
the graphs of FST and its first order approximation F'? coincide in both figures 4.2a and 4.2b.
As was the case for Fe?, the accuracy of increases with increasing migration rate (for fixed
mutation rate). The accuracy of both approximations F° and F) will be further discussed in
Subsection 6, where we study and compare the dependence of FST on the scaled mutation rate 0
under different migration patterns.
The dependence of FST and its approximations on the number of subpopulations is illustrated
explicitly in figure 4.3. It is seen that FST increases as the population is divided into a larger
number of colonies. This is because, as n increases, the probability, Ii, of identity by descent
of two genes from different subpopulations, decreases much more quickly than that of two genes
from the same colony, Jo; in addition, two genes chosen at random from the total population
belong with increasing probability to different colonies and the contribution of genes from distinct
colonies (which are on average more different than genes from the same subpopulation) towards
FST (via J) gains weight. For small numbers of colonies, this dependence of FST on the number
of colonies is considerable. With more than about 10 or 20 subpopulations, FST is very close to
its limit as n - oo, namely 1/(1 + M + 0), which is in turn close to Wright's value 1/(1 + M) if 0
is sufficiently small.
For the sake of completeness, we also calculate the exact and approximate pairwise FST values.
Whilst the population is made up of n colonies, the collection of subpopulations considered in the
definition of f (following the definition of FST, equation (4.3)) is in that case a pair of colonies.
Two genes sampled uniformly at random from the union of these two colonies are from the same
colony with probability 1/2. Hence
(4.18)
where fo and Ii are given by equations (4.11) and (4.12), respectively. Denoting the FST value of
a pair of subpopulations by FST(1), equation (4.3) gives
1
FST( 1 ) =
	
	 (4.19)1+2Mn/(n— 1)+2O
Taking the limit of this result as 0 . 0, the pairwise value of Slatkin's approximation is
F°)(1)=	 11 +2Mn/(n— 1)
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Figure 4.2: FST and its approximations under the symmetric island model.
The values of Fsr (thick lines) and its first order approximation F (thin lines) are plotted for both 0 = 0.1 (solid
lines) and 0 = 0.5 (long-dashed lines). The dotted line shows r. The number of colonies is n = 2 in figure a and
n = 20 in figure b. In both figures, the graph of
	 for 8 = 0.1 is indistinguishable from that of FST.
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Figure 4.3: FST values as a function of the number of subpopulations in the symmetric island model.
Values are plotted for migration rates M = 0.1 (diamonds), M = 1 (circles) and M = 10 (squares). The values of
F (open symbols), Fg (filled symbols) and F (dotted symbols) are shown. The mutation rate is U = 0.1.
Alternatively this value could have been found from equation (4.8), where ET is calculated anal-
ogously to equation (4.18) from results (3.3) and (3.4). The pairwise value of the first order
approximation, denoted by FW(1), is found from result (4.19) and equation (4.9), or from equa-
tion (4.10), calculating E[T2] analogously to equation (4.18) from results (3.5) and (3.6):
F,?(1)—	 1	 20
- l+2Mn/(n— 1) {1+2Mn/(n— 1)}2
4.2.2 The circular stepping-stone model
In calculating FST values for a stepping-stone model, sampling is usually restricted to pairs of
subpopulations at distance d, i.e. the collection of subpopulations considered is a pair of colonies
d steps apart. The probability of identity by descent of a pair of genes sampled at random from
the union of these two subpopulations is
- fo + Id
2
	 (4.20)
where fd is the probability of identity by descent of two genes at distance d. Substituting this in
the definition of FST, equation (4.3), the FST value of a pair of colonies at distance d is
- 101d (4.21)
FST(d)— 2—(fo+fdY
The value of Id is result (3.22) for the moment-generating function of the coalescence time Td of
two genes d colonies apart, with s replaced by 0. Substituting this result into (4.21), we find for
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d=1,...,[n/2]:
a^(0).\+(0)[t/21_d {(o)d - M'} + a_(0)A_(0)(uh/21_d {A(o)d - Md)
FST(d) 
= a(0))t(0)fr'/2] {b(0))(9)' - Md) + a_(9)\_(0)[?3/2)_ {b (o).\ (o)d - Md}
(4.22)
where a( .), a_( .), X.,( . ) and .X....( . ) are defined by equations (3.23) and (3.21) and where in
addition
b(9)= 1-l-2(2M+o)o
b_(9) = 1-2y(2M+o)o.
Alternatively, substitution of (3.24) into (4.21) gives the following equivalent expression for the
FST value of a pair of colonies at distance d:
n—i	 1—cos2
FST(d)— n9+M(l—cos)
2+!	 1—cos4
n	 9+M(1—cos)
ford=1,...,[n/2].
Taking averages as in (4.20), we have for Slatkin's approximation F, calculated for a pair of
colonies d steps apart:
F?(d) = ETd - ET0	 (4.23)
ETd+ETO
(Slatkin 1991), while the first order approximation F',? for a pair of colonies at distance d is given
by
F?(d) = ETd - ET0 - EETfl ET0 - E[T] ETd	 (4.24)
ETd +ETO
	(ETd+ETO)2
Substituting results (3.25) and (3.26) into equations (4.23) and (4.24), we obtain ford = 1,.. ., [n/2]:
F?(d)—	 1
- 1 + 2Mn/[d(n - d)]	 (4.25)
(Slatkin 1991) and
1	 On	 1 + 2/[d(n - d)]F(d) 
= 1+ 2Mn/[d(n - d)] -	 + 2Mn/[d(n - d)]}2
	
(4.26)
(0)	 .	 .In figure 4.4 the values of FST(d) (thick solid line) and FST(d), given by equations (4.25)
and (4.22), are plotted against the scaled migration rate M, for various values of the scaled muta-
tion rate 9, the number of colonies i and the distance d between the pair of colonies considered.
The value of FST(d) in the limit of complete isolation of the subpopulations (M .1 0) is the same
in all four plots in figure 4.4, namely 1/(1 + 29), independent of n and d. This limiting value
is different from that under the island model only because the FST values for the stepping-stone
models are calculated for a pair of subpopulations, while FST for the island model is a global value
using information on all subpopulations. Comparing figure 4.4a with figure 4.4b, and figure 4.4c
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Figure 4.4: Fg values as a function of the scaled migration rate, for a pair of colonies in a circular stepping-stone
model.
Two colonies at distance d on a circle with n colonies are considered, where d = 2 and n = 4 (figure a), d = 2 and
n = 20 (figure b), d = 10 and n = 20 (figure c), and d = 10 and n = 100 (figure d). The thick solid line i5 Slatkin's
approximation F)(d). The thin lines are the values of FST(d) at scaled mutation rates 0 = 1 (dot-dashed line),
O = 0.5 (long-dashed), 0 = 0.1 (dashed) and 0 = 0.01 (dotted; only shown in figures c and d).
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with figure 4.4d, one sees that for a fixed distance d, FST values fall off more slowly with increas-
ing migration rate when there are more colonies. This means that (at the same scaled migration
rate) two subpopulations ten steps apart in a circle consisting of 100 colonies, for instance, are
genetically more different (as measured by FST) than two colonies 10 steps apart in a circular
stepping-stone model with only 20 colonies. From comparison of figure 4.4b with figure 4.4c it is
seen that FST (d) drops much more slowly with increasing M as the distance d between the two
colonies under consideration is larger, leaving much higher FST(d) values for pairs of colonies a
further distance apart. Hence colonies at a large distance from each other are much more geneti-
cally differentiated than colonies that are near to each other, which is what one expects intuitively.
From figure 4.4 it is also seen that Slatkin's approximation F?(d) is very accurate for two colonies
a small distance apart in a circular stepping-stone model consisting of only few colonies, but be-
comes considerably less accurate when there are many colonies or the distance between the two
colonies considered is large. This has to do with the fact that FST(d) decreases more rapidly with
increasing mutation rate 9 as the distance d or the number of colonies n increase. In the case of
a pair of colonies at distance 10 on a circle consisting of 20 colonies (figure 4.4c) with mutation
rate 9 = 0.1, Slatkin's approximation may overrate the real Fsr(d) value by about 40%. For two
subpopulations at distance 10 on a circle with 100 subpopulations (figure 4.4d) and 0 = 0.1, the
discrepancy between F?(d) and FST(d) can be over 60%, relative to FST(d).
Because for a single model, global FST values are systematically higher than pairwise FST
values (as FST values for pairs of subpopulations include a higher contribution of fo towards f),
the values in figure 4.4 do not allow for comparison with those in figure 4.1 (symmetric island
model). Nevertheless it is seen from these figures that Slatkin's approximation is in general less
accurate for a circular stepping-stone model than it is for an island model.
The increase of FST(d) and both its approximations with the distance d is shown explicitly in
figure 4.5, from which it is seen that this increase is very important for small distances, but becomes
weak as the distance gets large. This is due to the very rapid (almost exponential) decrease of
ía with increasing d (noted earlier by Malécot 1948, 1975, and by Maruyama 1970), causing Id
to be close to zero and FST(d) to be close to fo/(2 - fo) as soon as d gets larger. This approach
is faster as the colonies are more isolated. The increase of (measures of) genetic differentiation
with increasing geographic distance is an intuitively evident and long known fact referred to by
Wright (1943) as "isolation by distance" (see also Slatkin 1993 and references therein). Figure 4.5
also shows that at fairly low levels of gene flow (and with a large number of colonies), the first
order approximation F,?(d) is more inaccurate than F?(d) even for 0 as small as 0.01. We will
return to the reasons for the inaccuracy of both approximations under this particular model in
Subsection 6.
In figure 4.6, FST(d) and both its approximations are plotted against the number (n) of sub-
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Figure 4.5: Pairwise Fsr values under the drcular stepping-stone model, as a function of the distance between
the two colonies under consideration.
Values of Fsr(d) (diamonds) and of both its approximations F°(d) (circles) and F(d) (squares) are shown
for migration rate M = 1 (filled symbols) and for migration rate M = 10 (no fill). We have assumed n = 100
subpopulations on the circle and a mutation rate U = 10-2.
populations on the circle, for two colonies a fixed distance d = 10 apart. As was the case for
the island model, both FST(d) and F?(d) increase with increasing n when iz is small, but soon
become approximately independent of n, approaching their limiting values. These limiting values
are the values of FST(d) and F?(d) under the infinite linear stepping-stone model which will
be discussed in the next subsection. The first order approximation F?(d) is accurate for small
numbers of subpopulations but useless for large numbers of subpopulations. Note that except
for small n, the discrepancy between FST(d) and F4?(d) increases approximately linearly with
increasing n.
We also calculate the global values of FST and its approximations for this model, in which f, ET
and E[T2] involve sampling from the total population rather than from a pair of subpopulations
d steps apart. These global FST values will be used in Subsection 6 to compare the circular
stepping-stone model with the symmetric island model.
The probability that two genes sampled uniformly at random from the total population are
identical by descent is
{	 ifniseven
-	 n	 n	 n2
d=1 (4.27)
-	 ifnisodd
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Figure 4.6: Pairwise FST values under the circular stepping-stone model, as a function of the number of subpop-
ulations on the circle.
Values of FST(d) and both its approximations are shown for two colonies d = 10 steps apart, for two values of the
scaled migration rate: M = 1 (circles) and M = 10 (squares). The scaled mutation rate is 9 = 10_ 2 . The open,
flUed and dotted symbols represent respectively the values of F (d), FST (d) and F (d).
which is calculated most easily from expression (3.24) for the moment-generating function of l's:
n—i 27rkd
1 nd=O
	
1 -	 nO+M(1—cos)
	
-	 n—i
1
n	 8+M(1—cos)k=O
1
	
=	 1	 ) '
	 (4.28)
'.	 kO+M(1—cosfl)i
recalling that
n-i	 2irkd	 1 0	 fork=1,...,n-1
cos	 =
d=O	 n fork=0.
Result (4.28) is the limit of infinite subpopulation size of a result in Maruyama (1970). Substitut-
ing (3.24) with d = 0 and (4.28) into the definition of FST, equation (4.3), we obtain the global
value of FST:
1
-'O+M(1—cos)
FST = k=i	
1	
(4.29)
+ 0 + M (1 - cos
(4.31)
(4.32)
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We can evaluate the sums in this result by noting that equating expressions (3.22) and (3.24),
with d = 0, gives the following identity:
1	 1	 1	 a^(0))i+(0)(/2J + a_(0)A_(0)[12/2l
0 + M (1— cos	 ) = (2M + 0)0 a^(0)A^(0)[/2) - a_(0)A_(0)[/2]
where a^( .), a_( .), A^( .) and )L( .) are given by equations (3.23) and (3.21). Substituting this
identity into the global value of FST, result (4.29), we find the following explicit expression:
FST =
(nO - .,/(2M + 0)0) a+(0)A+(0)f"2l + (nO + /(2M + 0)0) a_(0))t_ (9)(T/2]
nO - (1 - nO)/(2M + 0)0) a(0)A^(9)("/2l + (nO + (1 - n0)(2M + 0)0) a_(0).)h_(0)E1/2J
(4.30)
The global values of Slatkin's approximation and of the first order approximation for FST
are found from equations (4.8) and (4.10), where ET and E[T2] are calculated analogously to
equation (4.27). Alternatively they can be obtained from result (4.30) by directly evaluating
equations (4.7) and (4.9). The results are:
(0)	 n2-1
FST =
- 1 + 6nM
(1)	 n2-1	 On n4+10n2-11FST =
n2 -1+6nM 5 (n2-1+6nM)2
4.2.3 The infinite linear stepping-stone model
The FST value of a pair of colonies at distance d, denoted by FST(d), is calculated by substituting
result (3.27) for the moment-generating function of the coalescence time Td of a pair of genes at
distance d, evaluated in s = 0, into equation (4.21):
Md _ (M+o- /(2M+0)0)
FST(d) =	_______ a	 _______
Md
 - (M + 0 - /(2M + 0)0) + 2Md. V'( 2M + 0)0
for d = 1, 2.....An equivalent expression in terms of an integral can be found from result (3.28).
As the mean coalescence time of any two individuals under this model is infinite (result (3.29)),
Slatkin's recipe for F°?(d), equation (4.23), would give an undefined expression. However, the
value of F°?(d) can be found by directly calculating the limit of FST(d), result (4.33), as 0 j, 0
(see the definition of F?J?, equation (4.7)). Using l'Hôpital's rule, we obtain:
F°d' -	 1S2" " 1+2M/d
(4.33)
(4.34)
for d = 1,2.....This value was found by Slatkin (1991) as an approximation valid for a circular
stepping-stone model with a large number of colonies.
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Figure 4.7: Pairwise FST values as a function of the scaled migration rate, under the infinite linear stepping-stone
model.
Values of Fsr(d) (thin lines) and its approximation F°(d) (thick line) are shown for Iwo colonies at distance
d = 10 (figure a) and distance d = 100 (figure b). The Fsr(d) values were calculated for scaled mutation rates
9 = 1 (dot-dashed line), 9 = 0.1 (dashed), 9 = 0.01 (dotted), 9 = i0 (solid) and 9 = iO (long-dashed; figure b
only). The first order approximation F?(d) cannot be considered for this model, as its value is -00.
To find the value of the first order approximation F), defined by equation (4.9), for a pair of
colonies at distance d, we similarly calculated the limit of the derivative of Fs(d) with respect to
9, as 9 0, directly from result (4.33) and found (using l'Hopital's rule) that
.0hmFsT(d) = —00
for d = 1,2.....As a consequence,
F)(d)=-00
(4.35)
and is of no use as an approximation for FST(d). Further implications of (4.35) towards FST(d)
and towards the accuracy of F?(d) will be discussed in Subsection 6.
Figure 4.7 shows FST(d) and F(d) (thick solid line) plotted against the migration rate, for
different values of the mutation rate. In figure 4.7a, a pair of colonies at distance d = 10 is
considered. In figure 4.7b, the distance between the two colonies is d = 100. As was the case for
the circular stepping-stone model, FST(d) starts from its limiting value 1/(1 + 20), independent
of d, as M j 0. Its rate of decrease with increasing M is slower as the distance d between the two
colonies considered is larger. With increasing M, both the absolute discrepancy F)(d) - FST(d)
and the relative discrepancy (F(d) - FST(d))/FST(d) between FST(d) and its approximation
F?)(d) initially increase to a maximum, after which they decrease. For the relative discrepancy,
this decrease tends to be very 810w. As the distance d is larger, the maximum discrepancies are
larger and are reached at larger values of the migration rate M . For two colonies at distance
100 and for 9 = 0.01, the maximum relative discrepancy between the real FST(d) value and its
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Figure 4.8: Pairwise FST values wider the infinite linear stepping-stone model, as a function of the distance
between the pair of colonies considered.
Values of Fr(d) (diamonds) and its approximation F(d) (circles) are plotted for migration rates M = I (filled
symbols) and M = 25 (no fill). A mutation rate of 9 = io is assumed. One symbol is plotted every 10th value
of d.
approximation is as much as 67% and is reached about M = 31 (at that migration rate the values
(0)
of FST(d) and FST(d) are 0.617 and 0.369, respectively). For 0 = 0.001, the maximum relative
discrepancy is 18%, reached about M = 41. The M-value at which the maximum discrepancy is
reached increases with decreasing mutation rate 0.
Figure 4.8 shows the rapid increase of the amount of subpopulation differentiation (as measured
by FST(d)) with increasing distance d between the two colonies considered. This rapid increase
is caused by the exponential decrease of the probability of identity by descent of two genes at
distance d, first noted by Malécot (1948). It is seen that this increase is more rapid as there is
less gene flow between colonies. As the distance d becomes large, FST(d) approaches its limiting
value 1/(1 + 2/(2M + 9)0). Its approximation F(d) always converges to 1. as d grows to
infinity. Hence for a fixed scaled mutation rate 0, the discrepancy between Fsr(d) and F?)(d)
keeps increasing with increasing distance, with limiting value 2y(2M + 0)0/(1 + 2(2M + 0)0)
as d -' oo. This limiting discrepancy can be very large if the scaled migration rate M is large.
In that case, however, the increase of the discrepancy between FST(d) and F?(d) to its large
limiting value is slow and the limiting value will only be approached at very large distances d.
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4.2.4 Two-dimensional stepping-stone model on a torus
Values of FST for this model are usually pairwise values and are a function of the numbers of
steps, d1 and d2 , separating the two colonies in the respective dimensions of the torus. The exact
FST value, FST(dl, d2 ), of a pair of colonies at "distance" (d1 , d2) on a K x L torus is calculated
from result (3.40) according to equation (4.21) with 0 replaced by (0,0) and d by (d1 , d2):
—K-1 -L-1	 1—coI(2v1d1/K)cos(2wTd2fL)
Liv=O L..v=O M+8—Mco8(2vT/K)+cos(2ww/L)J/2 	 (4.36
sL- 1	 1 —cos(2vwdi /K) cos(2wda/L)FST(dl, d2) 
= 2KL +
	 w=O M+6—Mco2v/K)+cos(2wT/L)]/2
for di=O,...,[K/2] and d2=0,...,[L/2] with (di,d2)^(0,0).
The values of Slatkin's approximation F°?(d1 , d2 ) and the first order approximation F)(d1 , d2)
are found analogously according to equations (4.23) and (4.24), using results (3.41) and (3.42), or
are found by letting 0 1 0 in result (4.36) for FST(dl, d2) and in its derivative with respect to 0.
We obtain for d1 = 0, . .., [K/2] and d2 = 0,.. ., [L/2] with (d1 , d2 ) ^ (0,0):
1 —co2vTd j 1K) cos(2wTda/L)
F?)(d1 , d2)	 ,w)ESo 1—(coa(2vlr/K)+cos(2wT/L)]/21—cos(2vTdifK)cos(2wTd2/L)2KLM + (vw)Eso 1—[cos(2vir/K)+oa(2wir/L)]/2
(Slatkin 1991, 1993) and
1—cos(2vrdj/K)cos(2wrd2/L)
F,.?(d1,d2) = F?(d1,d2)	 2KL>2(UW)ESO {1—[cos(2vw/K)+cos(2w/L)]/2J2
{ 2RLM +
	
1—co8(2vTdi/K)cos(2wd2/L) }2
(v,w)ESo 1—[cos(2v7/K)+cos(2wr/L)]/2
where, as in Subsection 3.2.3, S0 = {0, .. ., K - 1) x {0, . . . , L - 1}\{(0, 0)}.
An interesting feature of this finite two-dimensional stepping-stone model is that it allows us
to investigate the dependence of FST on habitat shape. Figure 4.9 shows the values of FST(dl, d2)
and both its approximations for a torus with 900 colonies in total, whose shape varies from a
1 x 900 one-dimensional array on a circle to a 30 x 30 "square" torus. The FST values shown are
those of a pair of colonies 15 steps apart in the dimension with the larger number of colonies, for
three different values of the migration rate. The mutation rate is 9 = iO. It is seen that the
amount of genetic differentiation between the two colonies, as measured by FST(dl, d2), is much
larger in an essentially one-dimensional (i.e. one-dimensional or very narrow two-dimensional)
habitat and decreases very rapidly as the width of the habitat increases. Once the habitat is truly
two-dimensional (which appears to be from about the 10 x 90 torus onwards, say), FST(dl, d2)
depends only weakly on the precise shape of the torus and approaches the value for the square
torus. Similar observations were made by Crow and Aoki (1984) for the global FST values (calcu-
lated numerically rather than analytically). The large FST values in the long and narrow habitats
towards the left-hand side of the X-axis in figure 4.9 are really caused by the narrow width of
the habitat, rather than by its large length: two colonies 15 steps apart on a circle consisting of
only 30 colonies with scaled migration rate M going out of each colony (data not shown) still
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Figure 4.9: Pairwise FST values for a stepping-stone model on a torus, for various shapes of the habitat.
Values of Fg(di , d2 ) and both its approximations are shown for a pair of colonies at distance (d1 , d2 ) = (0,15) on
a torus with K x L = 900 colonies in total. The shape of the torus ranges from a circle (K = 1, L = 900) to a
"square torus" (K = L = 30). Values are plotted for three different migration rates: M = 1 (diamonds), M = 5
(circles) and M = 10 (squares). The symbols, joined by a solid line, represent the value of F5(di , d2 ). Slatkin's
approximation F (d1 , d2 ) is indicated by a dotted line, the linear approximation F (d1 , d2 ) by a long-dashed
line. The mutation rate is 9 = i0. For all true toruses (K ^ 2), the scaled migration rate is M, of which rate
M/2 is in each of the two dimensions. For the 1 x 900 circle, we have plotted the values for scaled migration
rate M/2 in its only one dimension, to maintain the continuity of the graph. Using a scaled migration rate of M
for the circle would lead to lower Fgr values than shown here.
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Figure 4.10: The decrease of FST (d1 , d2 ) with increasing scaled migration rate in a stepping-stone model on a
torus, compared between various shapes of the habitat.
We have plotted the exact FST (d 1 , d2 ) values of a pair of colonies (di , d2 ) = (0,15) steps apart in a torus with 900
subpopulations in total. The mutation rate is 0 = 10. The solid line represents a square torus (30 x 30), the
dotted line a 10 x 90 torus, the long-dashed line a 3 x 300 torus and the dot-dashed line a 1 x 900 circle. In all
cases (including the circle), M is the total (scaled) migration rate out of each colony.
have a substantially higher FST value than two colonies at distance (0, 15) on a 30 x 30 torus
with scaled migration rate M, although in the latter situation the number of subpopulations is 30
times larger. We conclude that with regard to FST as a measure of subpopulation differentiation,
two-dimensional dispersal of alleles has a much stronger homogenizing effect on the population
than has one-dimensional dispersal. It is also observed that both approximations F?(d1 , d2 ) and
F,?(d1 , d2 ) are very accurate for habitats that are truly two-dimensional but less accurate for
essentially one-dimensional habitats. For a truly two-dimensional habitat, the first order approxi-
mation is for small scaled mutation rates more accurate than Slatkin's approximation (unless the
number of colonies is very large, as we will see later). When the habitat is narrow, the first order
approximation becomes unreliable.
We also see from figure 4.9 that the dependence of FST on habitat shape is more important
for somewhat larger values of M. For small migration rates, subpopulations will be very different
under any model of population structure (when the population is subject to neutral mutation).
In a two-dimensional habitat, an increasing level of gene flow will soon decrease differences among
subpopulations, while in narrow habitats Fgr decreases only slowly with increasing M and a
substantial amount of subpopulation differentiation is preserved even at relatively large scaled
migration rates. This is illustrated explicitly in figure 4.10. At very large migration rates, there
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Figure 4.11: Pairwise Fsr values under a stepping-stone model on a torus, as a function of the distance between
the pair of colonies considered.
The values of FST (d , d2 ) (filled symbols), Slatkin's approximation F) (d1 , d2 ) (no fill) and the first order approx-
imation F(d1 ,d2 ) (dotted symbols) of a pair of colonies in a 100 x 100 torus are shown. In figure a, d is the
number of steps separating the two colonies in one dimension (d1 = d), while the distance in the other dimension is
zero ( d2 = 0). In figure b, the two colonies are d steps apart in each dimension, i.e. d1 = d2 = d. Migration rates
of M = 1 (diamonds), M = 5 (circles) and M = 20 (squares) are considered. The mutation rate is 8 = i0.
will of course be little differentiation even under a one-dimensional stepping-stone model.
Figure 4.11 shows the dependence of the FST values on the distance between the two colonies
considered in a 100 x 100 torus. In figure 4.11a, the distance between the two subpopulations
varies in only one dimension (assuming distance zero in the other) and the values of Fsr(d, 0) and
its approximations are plotted against d. In figure 4.11b, the two colonies considered are d steps
apart in each dimension, i.e. their distance is (d, d). It is seen that, except for small distances, FST
depends only weakly on the distance and two colonies separated by d steps in each dimension are
hardly any more differentiated than two colonies d steps apart only in one dimension. For small
values of d the increase of FST with increasing distance is important, but much less substantial
than in a one-dimensional stepping-stone model (as can be seen by comparing figure 4.11 with
figure 4.5). Both Slatkin's approximation and the first order approximation become less accurate
as d increases.
Figure 4.12 shows that for a pair of colonies a fixed distance apart on a square torus, the
value of FST(dj, d2 ) is nearly independent of the number of colonies on the torus (unless both the
distance and the number of subpopulations are very small). Both Slatkin's approximation and the
first order approximation become less accurate as the number of subpopulations increases. This
effect is more important for the first order approximation. However, comparison with figure 4.6
shows that the decrease of accuracy of the first order approximation is much less rapid than under
the one-dimensional stepping-stone model.
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Figure 4.12: Pairwise FST values under a stepping-stone model on a K x K torus, as a function of K.
The values shown are those of FST(5, 5) (filled symbols), Slatkin's approximation F? (5,5) (no fill) and the first
order approximation F J? (5,5) (dotted symbols) of two colonies that are 5 steps apart in each dimension of a
K x K torus. Three values of the scaled migration rate are shown: M = I (diamonds), M = 5 (circles) and M = 10
(squares). All values were calculated for a scaled mutation rate B = 10-2.
In Subsection 6 we will also use the global values of FST and its approximations under this
model. The probability of identity by descent of two genes drawn at random from the total
population is, with result (3.40),
-1
,	 cos(2divr/K) iO cos(2dzwT/L)1 -. K-1ç,L-1 s_o
YE L.v=O L.w=O	 M-4-8—M(cos(2vx/K)+cos(2w/L)]/2
1=	 ____________K-1—L-1	 1KL + > v=O Lw=O M+8—M(cos(2vr/K)+cos(2wr/L)]/2
1
o {'u 
ç-K-1 ç-L-1	 1
+ Lv=O L.,w=O M+8—M[cos(2vr/K)+cos(2w7/L)]/2 }
for K and L even or odd. Substituting this and result (3.40) with d1 = d2 = 0 into equation (4.3),
we find the global value of FST:
M+8—M[cos(2vr/K)+cos(2wr/L)]/2 	 (437)
FST = KL + (
v,w)ESo M+e—M(co2vr/K)+co2ww/L)]/2
Taking the limit as 8 1 0 of this result and of its derivative with respect to 0, we find the global
values of the approximations F° and F) for F5 from equations (4.7) and (4.9), respectively:
(0)	 >(v,w)ES0 1—[cos(2vr/K)4-cos(2wr/L)]/2FST = 	 ______________________	 (4.38)
KLM + (v,w)ESo 1—(cos(2vw/K)+cos(2wr/L)]/2
(0)	 KL>(V,W)ESO {1—[cos(2vx/K)+cos(2wr/L)]/2)2 (4.39)F$,) = FST— {RLM+>
	
1
(v ,w)ESo 1—(cos(2vw/K)+cos(2wT/L)]/2 }
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4.2.5 The infinite two-dimensional stepping-stone model
The exact FST value of a pair of subpopulations d1 and d2 steps apart in the respective dimensions
of the lattice, denoted by FST(dl, d2), is calculated according to equation (4.21) with d replaced
by (d1, d2) and 0 by (0,0), from result (3.49) in terms of double integrals or from result (3.51) in
terms of single integrals:
'	 r'	 1—coi(djr)cos(d2y)
J_WJ_T M+8—M(cosx4-cosy/2 ax ay	 (4.40)FST(dl, d2) =
•T T	 1_-cos(diz)cos(d2y)87r2
 + J—,rJ—,r M+9—M(cosz+cosy)/2 ax ay
rW 1_co5(dj,,)(2+29/M_cosz_/(2+28IM_cosr)2_1)d2 dxJo	
./(2+28/M_coax)2_1 (4.41)
T 1_co5(dia?)(2+28/M_co&X/2+29/M—cosz)3-1) dxirM +10
	 iJ(2+29/M—cosz)3-1
for d1,d2 E 1tT with (d1,d2) ^ (0,0).
Because the mean and the second moment of the coalescence time of any pair of genes are
infinite (results (3.52) and (3.53)), the values of the approximations F°?(d11 d2 ) and F(d1,d2)
cannot be obtained from equations (4.23) and (4.24), but have to be calculated directly from
FST(dl, d2) according to their definitions, equations (4.7) and (4.9). The integrand of the double
integral in result (4.40) is non-negative and increases as 9 decreases. The same is true for the
integrand of the single integral in result (4.41), as
1 —cos(d i x) (2-i-28/M — cosx — J'(2+2O/M_cosx) 2 - i)
/(2 + 20/M - cosx)2 - 1
M f	 1 —cos(djx)cos(d2y)
= 4J.M+9—M(cosx+cosy)/2'	 (4.42)
(see (3.50), with M replaced by and with s = 0 + L(i - cosx)), for M > 0, 0 > 0 and x E lfl.
Hence letting 0 0 in results (4.40) and (4.41) it follows by the monotone convergence theorem
that for d1,d2 e IN with (d1,d2) ^ (0,0),
- 1—(cosx-fcosy)/2 dxdy
	
F?)(d1,d2) =	
j.I ,r 1—cos(dix)cos(dy)
- - l—(cosz+cosy)/2 dxdy	
(4.43)
8r2M + 
f f 1—cos(d,z)cos(d2y)
0 1—cos(dia) (2_cosz_(2_cox)2_ i)
dxfT ________________________
	
=	 i/(2_cosx)2_1 (4.44)
irM + f 1_cos(dlT)(2_cosz_/(2_cosT)2_1) dx/(2_co8z)2_1
where we note that although the integrand in result (4.44) has a singularity at x = 0, its limit as x
0 is finite, so that the integral in result (4.44) is finite (which implies that also the double integral
in result (4.43) is finite). In the special case of d2 = 0, Slatkin (1991) obtained expression (4.44)
as an approximation valid for a stepping-stone model on a large square torus.
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To find the value of F)(d1 , d2), we calculate
o _________________________________irMlim -
	
1—cos(dir)(2+29/M—co8 r /(2+29/M cosx)2 1)'3
	
lirnFsT(dj,d2) =	 910 08	 V'(2+29/M_cz)2_1	
dx
{	
+ 1 1_cos(d,x)(2_co_/i_cosv)2_1)'2	 2
o	 (2_coaz)2-1	
dx}
TMlimj .... 1_cofl(dlz)(2+29/M_co5x_V((2+29/M_cosz)7_1)2
	
=	 ejo	 06	 (2+29/M—cosz)3-1	 dx
{ 
M + f 1_codiE)(2_cosx_(2_cosx)2_1)'3	
2	 (4.45)
o	 (2—c)2-1	
dx}
where we have applied Leibniz's rule (see for example Fikhtengol'ts 1965 p.141). The integral in
the denominator of (4.45) is the same as that in (4.44) and is finite. Using (4.42) and Leibniz's
rule, we have for 9 > 0
o 1— cos(di r) (2 + 29/M - cosx - /(2 + 28/M - cosx)2 - 
1)d3
06	 /(2+29/M—cosx)2-1
- M	 1—cos(dix)cos(d2y)	
d
41rJ_T {M+9—M(cosx+cosy)/2}2 y
which is non-negative and monotonically increasing with decreasing 6. By the monotone conver-
gence theorem,
rT l_cos(dix)(2+20/M_cosx_V(2+20/M_cosx)2_1)
lirn! -
	 _____________	 dx91°f0 09	 (2+20/M—cosx)2-1
1— cos(di x) (2+ 20/M —cosx - y(2+ 20/M - cosx)2 - i)
	
= J tim—	 dx.
	
9 1 0 00	 ./(2+20/M—cosx)2— 1
Calculating the derivative and the limit in the latter integral explicitly, a Taylor expansion of
all cosines in the resulting expression for the integrand (which is continuous on (0, ir] but has a
singularity at x = 0) shows that
8 1—co(d1 z) (2+2o/M—cosz—ij'(2+2e/M—cosz) 2 — i) d2
—lim-9j0 89	 (2+29/M_cosz)2-1	 - d + dtim
x 1 0	 1/x	 - M
Because
I!dx=+oo
Jo X
it follows by the quotient test for improper integrals (Fikhtengol'ts 1965, p. 116) that for d1 , d2 E
N with (d 1 ,d2) ^ (0,0):
/	 _____________________
r	 o l_cos(dix)(2+20/M_cosx_../(2+28/M_cosx)2_1)
I tim—	 dx=—oo.
J 0 Oj000	 /(2+28/M - cosx) 2 —1
Thus for d 1 ,d2 N with (d1 ,d2 ) ^ (0,0)
lim--FsT(dl ,d2) = —00,8j0 80
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Figure 4.13: The decrease of pairwise FST values with increasing scaled migration rate, compared between the
infinite stepping-stone models in one and two dimensions.
The thick lines are the values of FST(100, 0) (long-dashed line) and F (100,0) (solid line) of two colonies at distance
(100,0) wider a stepping-stone model on an infinite two-dimensional lattice. The thin lines are the corresponding
values of a pair of colonies at distance 100 in an infinite line. For the exact FST values, a mutation rate 0 = iO-3
has been used. For both models, M is the scaled total migration rate out of each colony.
as was also the case for the infinite one-dimensional stepping-stone model. Hence for
(d11d2) ^ (0,0),
F)(d1,d2) = —00
and it cannot serve as an approximation for Fsr(di, d2).
All figures for this model have been obtained using the results in terms of single integrals, equa-
tions (4.41) and (4.44), applying an adaptive Newton-Cotes rule for numerical integration. Fig-
ure 4.13 shows the values of FST(dl,d2) and F?(d1 ,d2) for the infinite two-dimensionaistepping-
stone model (thick lines), plotted against the scaled migration rate M. Two colonies at distance
(100,0) are considered. For comparison, the corresponding FST values of two colonies 100 steps
apart in the infinite one-dimensional stepping-stone model are also shown (thin lines). Much more
even than for the finite models, the enormous difference between the homogenizing effects of one-
and two-dimensional gene flow is noticed. In the two-dimensional model, an increasing level of
gene flow rapidly decreases differences between the colonies, while in the one-dimensional model,
the amount of subpopulation differentiation decreases only slowly with increasing migration rate,
leaving very high FST values even at large scaled migration rates. For a two-allele model, Kimura
and Weiss (1964) and Slatkin (1985) observed that the amount of genetic variation between two
colonies d steps apart as measured by the probability of non-identity of two genes at distance d,
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Figure 4.14: Pairwise FST values as a function of the distance between the two colonies considered, compared
between the infinite stepping-stone models in one and two dimensions.
The filled symbols are the values of FST(d, 0) (diamonds) and F (d, 0) (circles) of a pair of colonies in an infinite
two-dimensional lattice. The symbols without fill indicate the corresponding values of a pair of colonies at distance d
in an infinite line. One symbol is plotted every 20th value of d. Scaled migration and mutation rates of respectively
M = 5 and 0 = iO 3 have been used.
1 - Id or 1 - f(d,o), is much larger under the two-dimensional stepping-stone model than under the
one-dimensional model (at all d, including d = 0). This is also the case for the mutation model
assumed in this thesis. However, under two-dimensional dispersal the fraction (1— fo )/( i—f) (and
hence the relative importance of variation within colonies) is larger, so that the relative importance
of variation between the subpopulations, and hence the value of FST, is smaller than under the
one-dimensional model (unless the two colonies are neighbouring, in which case the exact pairwise
FST value is slightly higher under the two-dimensional model than under the one-dimensional one,
if the scaled migration rate M is the same under both models). It is also seen that F ,?J? is a better
approximation for FST in the case of an infinite two-dimensional lattice than it is for an infinite
line.
In figure 4.14, the increase of genetic differentiation with increasing distance d between two
colonies in the infinite two-dimensional lattice (filled symbols) is compared to that in the infinite
line (open symbols). It is seen that for the two-dimensional lattice, the increase of FST(0, d) with
d is only important for small distances d (smaller than 20, under the parameters of figure 4.14)
and is much less substantial than under the infinite one-dimensional stepping-stone model. From
equations (4.34) and (4.44), it can be seen that in both the infinite one- and two-dimensional
stepping-stone models, the pairwise value of F° converges to 1 as the distance tends to infinity,
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while that of FST approaches a limiting value smaller than one. Unless M is very small, the
limiting value of FST for the infinite two-dimensional lattice is much lower than that for the
infinite line, giving for the infinite two-dimensional lattice a very large discrepancy between the
values of FST(0, d) and F°(0, d), in the limit of d -^ oo. Under the parameters of figure 4.14,
the limiting value of FST(0, d) for the infinite two-dimensional lattice is 0.25, as d -+ 00, yielding
a limiting discrepancy of 300% between FST(0, d) and F?(0, d) (relative to the true FST value).
However, whilst FST quickly approaches its limiting value, the increase of F° to 1 is extremely
slow and these large discrepancies occur only for pairs of colonies an enormous distance apart
(unlikely ever to be encountered in a real study).
4.2.6 The dependence of FST on the mutation rate
In this subsection the dependence of FST on the 8caled mutation rate 0 and, related to this, the
accuracy of both approximations F°? and F, are more closely examined and compared between
the different models of population structure studied in the previous subsections. Because FST
values for pairs of colonies (as calculated for the stepping-stone models) are systematically lower
than global FST values, the global FST values for the symmetric island model can be compared
only with the global Fsr values of the (finite) stepping-stone models, given by equations (4.30)
to (4.32) and (4.37) to (4.39).
In figure 4.15, the global values of FST (thick line), Slatkin's approximation F° (thin solid
line) and the first order approximation F') (dashed line) are plotted against the scaled mutation
rate 9, for a symmetric island model (figure 4.15a), a square torus (figure 4.15b), a narrow torus
(figure 415c) and a circle (figure 4.15d). In all cases the population consists of 100 subpopulations
and the total scaled migration rate out of each colony is M - 5. It seems a general fact that the
amount of subpopulation differentiation (as measured by FST) decreases with increasing mutation
rate 9. This means that although the amount of genetic variation in the population, as measured
by i—f, increases with increasing mutation rate, the fraction (1—fo)/(1—f) increases, so that Fr
decreases. Slatkin's approximation is an upper bound for Fsr, while the first order approximation
yields a lower bound. Comparing the different models in figure 4.15, one observes once more the
enormous increase of F5 as gene flow becomes increasingly restricted to one dimension. There
is least subpopulation differentiation under the symmetric island model, where gene dispersal is
to all other colonies. There is more differentiation in the torus, where migration is restricted
to the four neighbouring colonies. The value of FST increases from a square 10 x 10 torus to
a narrow 25 x 4 torus, and is largest under the one-dimensional circular stepping-stone model,
where gene flow is most restricted. Furthermore, going from figure 4.15a to figure 4J5d (from the
island model, via the toruses, to the circle), the derivative of FST at 0 = 0 becomes increasingly
negative. Whereas under the symmetric island model, FST depends only very weakly on the
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Figure 4.15: FST and its approximations as a function of the scaled mutation rate, compared between different
models of population structure.
This figure shows the global values of Fg and both its approximations for a symmetric island model (figure a), a
stepping-stone model on a 10 x 10 torus (figure b), a stepping-stone model on a 25 x 4 torus (figure c) and a circular
stepping-stone model (figure d). For all models we assumed 100 subpopulations and migration rate M = 5. In all
plots, the thick solid line is the exact FST value, the thin solid line represents Slatkin's approximation F, and
the long-dashed line shows the first order approximation FJ?.
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mutation rate, the dependence of FST on 0 becomes more important as gene dispersal is more
restricted. Under the one-dimensional stepping-stone model (figure 4.15d), FST depends strongly
on the scaled mutation rate, even for small mutation rates. Under the parameters of figure 4.15,
FST decreases under the symmetric island model by only 14% as 0 increases from 0 to 1; under the
circular stepping-stone model (figure 4.15d), FST falls off by 70% as 9 increases from 0 to 1 and
by almost 40% as 0 increases from 0 to 0.1. As a consequence of the increasing dependence of FST
on the mutation rate, the accuracy of both Slatkin's and the first order approximation decreases
markedly from the island model to the circle. While it is seen that both approximations are very
accurate for the island model even for quite high scaled mutation rates, when dispersal is very
restricted they rapidly become highly inaccurate with increasing scaled mutation rate and some
care should be taken when using these approximations. Under the parameters of figure 4.15d,
neither approximation should be used for 0-values of order larger than 10-2. For 0 = 10- 2 ,
 the
values of Fs, F° and F' are 0.69, 0.77 and 065, respectively. For 9 = 0.1 (for example, a
Wright-Fisher model with N = 10000 and p = 2.5 x 10-6), the value of F° is 64% higher than
the real FST value (0.77 against 0.47), while the value of F'1? is negative.
In figure 4.16 we illustrate how FST values of pairs of colonies depend on the scaled mutation
rate, for the finite and infinite stepping-stone models in one and two dimensions. It is seen at
once that this dependence on 0 is very similar to that of the global FST values in figure 4.15.
The values of FST(d) (Fsr(0, d) for the two-dimensional models) and its approximations are
plotted for two colonies at distance d = 100 on a circle with 200 subpopulations (figure 4.lGa), an
infinite line (figure 4.16b), a 200 x 200 torus (figure 4.16c) and an infinite two-dimensional lattice
(figure 4.16d). Under the stepping-stone models, FST depends more strongly on the mutation rate
as there are more subpopulations. (As a consequence, both Slatkin's and the linear approximation
lose accuracy as the number of subpopulations increases, as was seen in figures 4.6 and 4.12.)
The dependence of the pairwise value of FST on the mutation rate is maximal under the infinite
stepping-stone models in one and two dimensions, where the derivative of FST(d) and FST(0, d)
with respect to 9, at 9 = 0, is -oo. Under the infinite one-dimensional stepping-stone model, a
scaled mutation rate of 9 = 36 x iO (for example, groups of N = 9000 diploids and mutation rate
p = 10 under a Wright-Fisher model) suffices (under the parameters of figure 4.16) to reduce
the value of FST(d) to only half the value of its limit as 0 J. 0. Although under the two-dimensional
stepping-stone model the decrease of the pairwise value with increasing mutation rate is less
substantial than under the one-dimensional model, it may still be important if the number of
colonies is very large. Under the parameters of figure 4.16d and with 0 = 36 x iO as above, the
value of FST(0,d) is 64% of the value of F?(0,d) (0.18 against 0.28).
The rapid decrease of FST (or FST(d)) with increasing scaled mutation rate 0, observed most
distinctly for the one-dimensional stepping-stone model with a large number of colonies, contradicts
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Figure 4.16: Pairwise FST values as a function of the scaled mutation rate, compared between the finite and
infinite stepping-stone models in one and two dimensions.
Pairwise values of Fg.j' and its approximations are shown under a circular stepping-stone model with 200 subpop-
ulations (figure a), an infinite linear stepping-stone model (figure b), a stepping-stone model on a 200 x 200 torus
(figure c) and an infinite two-dimensional stepping-stone model (figure d). The distance between the two colonies
considered is d = 100 in the one-dimensional stepping-stone models and (d1 , d2 ) = (0,100) in the two-dimensional
stepping-stone models. The thick solid line is the pairwise value of Fgr, the thin lines those of its approximations
F (solid line) and F) (long-dashed line). For the infinite stepping-stone models (figures b and d), the first order
approximation F) could not be shown, as its value is -oo. In all four models, a scaled migration rate of M = 5
was assumed.
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the common belief that FST would be nearly independent of the mutation rate when the mutation
rate is small. The derivative of —oo at 9 = 0, found for the infinite stepping-stone models in one
and two dimensions, implies precisely that for small mutation rates, the dependence of FST on 9
(and hence on js) under these models could not possibly be any stronger. Nevertheless, mutation
rates at loci coding for electrophoretic enzymes can be so small that even under very restricted
dispersal it may not make much difference if the FST value is calculated assuming too small a
mutation rate (although care should be taken). With the parameters used for the figures in this
subsection, the mutation rate 0 should be taken into account when it is of order 10-2 or larger
and dispersal is restricted. (Even smaller mutation rates may have an important effect on the FST
value of a pair of subpopulations, compared to the limit of zero mutation rate, if their distance
is much larger than in figure 4.16.) If it is known that the structure of the population resembles
that of a symmetric island model or the population occupies a truly two-dimensional habitat with
not too large a number of colonies, the mutation rate seems to affect the value of FST only weakly
as long as the scaled mutation rate 9 is of order smaller than one. A scaled mutation rate 9 of
order one or larger (which may occur, for example, at VNTR loci) is likely to cause an important
reduction of FST, compared to FST values for small scaled mutation rates.
While we have observed that FST strongly depends on the details of population structure for
the range of mutation rates shown in figures 4.15 and 4.16, this is no longer true, for the models
studied, for very large scaled mutation rates (which may still be realistic for VNTR loci). This
is illustrated in figure 4.17, where we plot the exact values of FST under the same models and
parameters as used in figure 4.15, but this time for a very large range of the scaled mutation rate
9. For the parameters of this figure, FST is approximately independent of the precise population
structure when the scaled mutation rate 0 is of order 10 or larger. We have checked that the
FST values of the island and stepping-stone models are always very close to each other when 0
is at least an order of magnitude larger than M. In fact, denoting U = nO (which is, under the
Wright-Fisher model for reproduction within colonies, twice the number of mutations expected in
the total population per generation), we have under both the island and stepping-stone models
that
urn 
FST
1	 =1.
1+U/(n-1)
This asymptotic behaviour of FST for very large mutation rates is established under more general
conditions in Chapter 5 (Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3). For the pairwise FST values under the
symmetric island and stepping-stone models,
FST(i,j)lim 1	 =1,
where FST(i, j) denotes the FST value of the pair of colonies i and j.
(4.46)
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Figure 4.17: Global FST values as a function of the scaled mutation rate, for different models of population
structure.
The global value of FST is shown for a symmetric island model (solid line), a 10 x 10 torus (dotted), a 25 x 4 torus
(long-dashed) and a circular stepping-stone model (dot-dashed). The circle, filled diamond, open diamond and
square on the vertical axis represent the corresponding F'°1 values. For all models we assumed 100 subpopulations
and a scaled migration rate of M = 5.
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16M
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(4.48)
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4.2.7 Discussion
We have shown that the decrease of FST with increasing mutation rate may be more important
than is generally believed, particularly when gene flow is restricted to one dimension. The figures
indicate that Slatkin's approximation F°j will be an accurate approximation for Fr under most
realistic conditions. However, a substantial discrepancy between F° and the exact FST value may
occur in the case of highly mutable loci and/or a narrow habitat (dispersal restricted to essen-
tially one dimension). Although it seems hard to prove this for an arbitrary model of population
structure, the various figures showing the dependence of FST on the mutation rate suggest as a
general fact that FST is a monotonically decreasing and convex function of the mutation rate. As
a consequence, Slatkin's approximation F?, which is the limit of FST as the mutation rate tends
to zero, yields an upper bound on FST, while the first order approximation F) is a lower bound
for FST.
Among the models studied in this section, the decrease of Fsr with increasing mutation rate,
and hence the discrepancy between FST and its approximation Fe?, was (for a fixed number of
subpopulations) largest under a one-dimensional stepping-stone model, where gene dispersal is
most restricted. Upper bounds on the discrepancy between F° and the exact FST value under a
circular stepping-stone model are readily derived from equations (4.31), (4.32), (4.25) and (4.26).
For the global FST values, we have for the absolute error:
F$?) —FgT ^
<
and for the error6 relative to F):
i;,(0)	 (1)
ST - FST£!. n4---10n2-11
5 (n2-1+6nM)2
no
(i)2 (4.47)
F?) F
	
(0)	 (1)
- ST	 FST—FST
(0)	 (0)
FST	 FST
-	
n4+10n2-11
- 5 (n2-1)(n2-1+6nM)
(n ^ 2). For the pairwise FST values, it follows similarly that
F?,?(d)—FST(d) ^
<
l+d(nd)
3 
(1+ 
2Mn
d(n_d))
no
(1i2L)2
6 WhC before, we measured the error relative to the exact Fsr value, it is more convenient here to measure it
relative to F).
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<
and
F?)(d) - FST(d)
F°(d)ST
1 + d(n—d)
3	 1-i.. 2Mnd(n—d)
no
__ 
2M
Hence, under the circular stepping-stone model, Slatkin's approximation for FST is accurate when-
ever (nO) is small relative to max(1, M/n), in the case of global FST values, and whenever (nO)
is small relative to max(1, Mid), in the case of pairwise FST values. Note that these criteria are
in terms of the absolute number of mutations occurring in the ioial population per generation.
They are consistent with the observation made earlier that under a one-dimensional stepping-stone
model with many colonies, a large discrepancy between FST and F°? can still occur when M is a
few orders of magnitude larger than 0.
Because among the models studied in this section, the one-dimensional stepping-stone models
are the ones for which (for a fixed number of subpopulations) Slatkin's approximation F°) is least
accurate, we believe the error bounds and criteria for accuracy given above to be valid also under
the two-dimensional stepping-stone model (replacing d by d1
 +d2 in the error bounds and criteria)
and the symmetric island model. As one might think of gene flow being maximally restricted under
the one-dimensional stepping-stone models, one might expect these bounds and criteria to be valid
under any model of population structure. However, we will show in the next section that this is
not true, as in less symmetric population structures the decrease of FST with increasing mutation
rate can be even more rapid than under the (finite) one-dimensional stepping-stone model.
For many population structures, the above criteria (based on a situation in which gene dispersal
is very restricted) will be much stronger than necessary. For example, under the symmetric island
model, it follows from equations (4.16) and (4.17) that
F.?)_FST< 28(°)	 1-I-MFST
Hence, when the structure of the population is well described by the symmetric island model, FST
will be close to Slatkin's approximation F°1? as soon as 0 is small relative to max(1, M). Note
that the latter criterion is in terms of the number of mutations per colony per generation, and
does not depend on the number of colonies.
The above criteria for F°T to be a good approximation for FST all involve the migration rate
M. Since in real studies M is usually unknown and often to be estimated from the FST value, the
following bound on the discrepancy between the global values of F°) and FST may be of more
practical interest: for both the symmetric island model and the finite stepping-stone models in
one and two dimensions, the global FST values satisfy
F°) - FST ^ u (F?) 2 ,	 (4.49)
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where U = nO. Hence the error relative to F°1? is subject to
F$?) - FST UF$?,	 (4.50)(0)FST
so that F°) is an accurate approximation for F5 whenever (uF°)) is small, which is a criterion
in terms of the number of mutations occurring per generation in the total population and the
value of Slatkin's approximation F. For the pairwise FST values, it is easily seen that the
inequalities (4.49) and (4.50) are valid under the circu'ar stepping-stone model and under the
symmetric island model. For the stepping-stone model on the torus, we have checked (4.49)
and (4.50) for a very large number of parameter values: these inequalities are true (and in fact
less tight than under the circular stepping-stone model) for all the values checked, yet they have
not been proved analytically for the torus.
The various bounds we have derived above on the error made by using F°) as an approximation
for FST also give an idea of how much the FST value is affected if an incorrect value of the scaled
mutation rate is used. Because for the models studied, FST is monotonically decreasing and convex
in the mutation rate, the difference between the exact FST values for two different mutation rates
01 and 02 is subject to
I FsT(01) — F5T(02)l <—IOi —02 1 lim-jFsT = lF,?(Oi)—F,?(02)l.8J.0 0
From this and from the analytical results obtained in the previous subsections it follows that all
the bounds derived in this subsection on the absolute and relative discrepancies between F°T
and FST change into upper bounds on, respectively, the absolute difference between FST(01) and
FST(92) and their difference relative to F, if in the inequalities in this subsection, one replaces
(F? - FST) by IFsT(91) - FST(02)I in the left-hand side, while 0 is replaced by IO i
 - 621 in the
right-hand side. In particular, the global FST values of both the symmetric island model and the
finite stepping-stone models satisfy
IF5T(01 ) - FST(02)I ^ n l Oi - 021 (F)2.
In this way, the various criteria for F°? to be an accurate approximation for FST give rise to
criteria under which (assuming Oi and 02 are an upper and a lower bound on the real mutation
rate 0) the use of an incorrect mutation rate (in the range 0 to 02) has negligible effect on the
FST value.
The figures shown for the stepping-stone models indicate that the first order approximation
F'T in itself is, in the absence of information on the population structure, too unreliable to be used
as an approximation for FST in practical studies. Nevertheless the value of F) may be useful for
assessing the accuracy of Slatkin's approximation F?. If it is possible to obtain reliable estimates
of both F°T and F, then, because of the conjectured monotonic decreasing and convex character
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of FST as a function of 9, the real FST value would be expected to lie in between these estimates
(and the difference between these estimates yields an estimated upper bound on the error made
by using Slatkin's approximation for FST). Assuming the infinite sites model7 of neutral mutation
(which can be regarded as a specific and more detailed case of the infinite alleles model) and
denoting by S0
 the number of nucleotide differences between a pair of genes sampled at random
from a single subpopulation and by S that between two genes sampled from the collection of
subpopulations considered, the two approximations for FST can be expressed as
F°— ES—ES0
ST	 ES
and
F' - F° E(S2 )ES0 - E(S)ESST - ST -
	 2(ES)2
(provided S and S0
 have finite second moments), where we have used equations (4.8) and (4.10) and
the fact that, given the coalescence time i of a pair of genes, their number of nucleotide differences
is Poisson distributed with mean Ut (where 0 is the scaled mutation rate and time-scaling is as
before). This implies that the values of both Slatkin's and the first order approximation for Fr
could be estimated from DNA sequence data by counting the numbers of nucleotide differences
between pairs of sampled genes. However, in any such estimation procedure, one should keep
in mind the uncertainties and possible biases arising from correlations between the numbers of
nucleotide differences of even disjoint pairs of genes, induced by the common genealogical tree of
the population.
The coefficient FST is mainly used to estimate levels of gene flow between subpopulations,
assuming a symmetric island model of population structure with a large number of subpopulations
and a small mutation rate. However, we have shown that the rate of decrease of FST with increasing
migration rate varies importantly between different population structures. It would therefore be
of interest to investigate explicitly the impact of the actual population structure and mutation
rate on the accuracy of these estimated levels of gene flow. We also note that it may be possible to
use the derivative of FST with respect to the mutation rate at mutation rate zero (which may be
estimated from DNA sequence data) to infer information on the underlying population structure.
4.3 Some less symmetric structures
To our knowledge, nearly all published theoretical studies of genetic differentiation have been
restricted to population structures in which all subpopulations are identical with respect to size
7 Under the infinite sites model, the locus considered is composed of an infinite number of nucleotide sites, at
each of which a mutation can occur. The number of mutating sites per gene per generation is assumed to be Poisson
distributed with mean . Because of the assumption of an infinite number of sites it follows that no two mutations
will ever affect the same site.
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and migration pattern. Most analyses assume also that all non-zero migration rates are equal
(a few exceptions are studies by Kimura and Weiss 1964, Maruyama 1970 and Malécot 1975 of
genetic variability in two- and three-dimensional stepping-stone models with different migration
rates in the different dimensions of the model, and studies by Nagylaki 1988 and Nagylaki and
Barcilon 1988 of the probability of identity of a pair of genes in an infinite linear stepping-stone
model with spatial variation in the migration rates or with a geographic barrier). For many nat-
ural populations these assumptions are, of course, unrealistic. In this section we examine how
asymmetries in the population structure may affect the amount of subpopulation differentiation,
as measured by FST. In Subsections 1 to 3, the values of FST and its approximations are calcu-
lated explicitly for the three models of population structure introduced in Section 3.3. Figures
illustrate for each model how FST depends on the different parameters of the model, where atten-
tion is paid particularly to the dependence of FST on the level of asymmetry in the structure. In
Subsection 4, our observations are discussed and compared with some of the observations made
for the symmetrical models in the previous section.
We will in this section be concerned only with the global values of FST and its approximations.
In Subsection 4.1.2, FST was expressed in exact and approximate ways in terms of coalescence
times of pairs of genes sampled from the population. When a gene is sampled from the population
and subpopulation sizes are unequal, there seem two distinct, natural, sampling schemes. If the
population subdivision is geographic and genes are sampled at specified locations, it is known
which subpopulation each gene is taken from, but the relative sizes of the different subpopulations
are, in most cases, unknown. In those cases, equal weighting of the subpopulations may be
appropriate, that is, to choose a gene at random from the population, we first choose one of the
subpopulations, with each choice being equally likely, regardless of its size, and then choose a gene
uniformly at random from the chosen subpopulation. Assuming that the population consists of n
subpopulations (where n is finite) and labelling the subpopulations as 1,2, . . ., a, the probabilities
of identity, fo and f, of, respectively, two genes sampled from a single subpopulation and two
genes sampled from the total population are in this context given by
fo =	
fii	
(4.51)and	
n
I=
where f is the probability of identity of a gene from subpopulation i and a gene from subpopu-
lation j. In other settings (perhaps for example human populations), one may suspect population
subdivision, but it may be difficult to outline the different subpopulations and one may have a
random sample from the population, not knowing which individuals belong to which subpopu-
lations. In such cases, it may be realistic to assume that all individuals in the population are
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equally likely to be sampled, so that the various subpopulations are naturally weighted by their
relative sizes:
Jo =	 Pifii
and
	
	 (4.52)
J=
1=1 j=1
where P1 is the proportion of the total population that belongs to subpopulation 1. Other weight-
ings, for example weighting by sample size (Weir and Cockerham 1984), seem less appropriate for
a theoretical analysis of the kind performed in this thesis. For many purposes, equal weighting of
subpopulations seems a natural choice and this will be our primary focus in this section.
As in the previous sections, 0 denotes the scaled mutation rate (every gene mutates at scaled
rate 0/2). If the size of subpopulation i is 2c1 N genes (i = 1, . . . , n) and reproduction within
each subpopulation is according to the neutral Wright-Fisher model, time-scaling is in units of
2N generations and 0 = limN...(4Np), where p is the probability of mutation per gene per
generation. In that case, c1 0 is (in the coalescent approximation) twice the number of mutations
expected in subpopulation i per generation. We also denote
U := dl	 (4.53)
(recall that c = E.1 c), which will also be referred to as the "mutation rate". Under the
Wright-Fisher model, U is twice the number of mutations expected in the total population per
generation.
4.3.1 The general two-population model
We recall the definition of the "migration rate" M for this model (see equation (3.55)). In the
case of the Wright-Fisher model, M is (in the coalescent approximation) twice the number of
genes exchanged between the two subpopulations each generation. Our analysis is in terms of the
parameters M, U, c and P, the proportion of genes in subpopulation 1.
The (global) value of Fsr under equal weighting of the subpopulations is calculated from
equation (4.3), where fo and f are calculated according to equations (4.51) from the results
for the moment-generating function of the coalescence time of a pair of genes, equations (3.56)
to (3.58) (recall that the probability of identity by descent of a pair of genes is equal to the
moment-generating function of their coalescence time, evaluated in s = 9). We find:
M+2P(1—P)(2+U)
FST = M(3 +4M)+ P(l - P){4+ 6U + 8P(1 - P)U 2
 + 8M + 12MU}	 (4.54)
To calculate the value of Slatkin's approximation F°j under equal weighting, the mean coales-
cence time of two genes sampled from a single subpopulation, ET0 , and that of two genes sampled
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from the total population, ET, are obtained from equations (3.59) to (3.61) by taking averages
analogous to (4.51). Whereas under the symmetric models studied in the previous section, the
mean coalescence time of two genes from a single subpopulation is independent of the migration
rate, we found in Section 3.3.1 that ET11 and ET22 under the general two-population model do
depend on the migration rate, unless P = 1/2. Note in particular that under equal weighting,
ETh = (ET11 + ET22)/2 also depends on the migration rate. Equation (4.8) gives
F°—	 4P(1—P)±MST - 4P(1 - P)(1 + 2M) + M(3 + 4M)
Alternatively, this result could have been obtained from (4.54) according to the definition of F,
equation (4.7).
The value of the first order approximation F' under equal weighting is found from result (4.54)
according to equation (4.9), or from equation (4.10), where E[Tfl and E[T2] are calculated from
results (3.62) to (3.64) analogously to equations (4.51):
4P(1 - P)(1 + 2M) + M2F) = F9) - 4P(1 - P)U{	
- P)(1 + 2M) + M(3 + 4M)}2
Figure 4.18 shows the values of FST and its approximation F° under equal weighting of the
subpopulations, plotted as a function of the proportion P of genes in colony 1, for two different
values of the mutation rate and for two different levels of gene flow. Because there appears to be
some confusion in the population genetics literature about the generality under which ET0 = c
(for example, Slatkin 1993), we have also plotted the values (dotted lines) that would be obtained
for F°T if one incorrectly assumed that ET0 = c. Clearly, this value is not a good approximation
for FST if the colony sizes are unequal. It is seen that under equal weighting, FST depends less
on the relative colony sizes than one might have expected. Unless the mutation rate is very high
or the subpopulations are very near complete isolation, the FST value is maximal when the two
subpopulations are of equal size and decreases as the model is increasingly asymmetric. Under
those conditions, both the amount of genetic variation in the total population (as measured by
i—f) and the average amount of genetic variation within the subpopulations (1 
—fo) are maximal
in the symmetric model; as P deviates further from 1/2, the amount of variation between colonies
is affected more than that within colonies, so that FST decreases. The dependence of FST on the
relative colony sizes is seen to be more important when there is fairly little gene flow between the
two colonies (at larger values of M, the plot of FST against P is almost a straight line) and, for
the range of mutation rates shown, when the mutation rate is very small (Fe? depends more on
P than FST). Finally, it is observed that the approximation F° (solid lines) is more accurate as
the model is more asymmetric.
Figure 4.19 shows the decrease of FST (under equal weighting) with increasing level of gene
flow, for a symmetric two-population model (dotted line), a model in which nine tenths of the
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Figure 4.18: Fgr values as a function of the relative subpopulation sizes in the general two-population model,
under equal weighting of the subpopulations.
The Fg.j' values under equal weighting are shown for two different values of the "migration rate" M: the thick lines
are for M = 1, for the thin lines we assumed M = 5. The dot-dashed and long-dashed lines are the exact FST
values for, respectively, U = 1 and U = 0.1. The solid lines represent the approximation F. The dotted lines
indicate the value one would obtain for r sr falsely assuming ET0 = c.
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Figure 4.19: FST values as a function of the scaled migration rate, compared between symmetric and asymmetric
two-population models, under equal weighting of the subpopulations.
This figure shows the exact FST values of three two-population models, with respectively P = 1/2 (dotted line),
P = 1/10 (long-dashed) and P = 1/100 (dot-dashed). For all three models, we assumed U = 0.1. The solid line
represents Slatkin's approximation F? for the symmetric model (P = 1/2).
population belong to one colony and one tenth to the other (long-dashed line), and one in which
99% of the genes belong to the same colony (dot-dashed line). The limiting value of FST as the
colonies approach complete isolation,
2+UJim FST =MjO	 2+3U+4P(1—P)(J2'
is nearly independent of P if U is small. Surprisingly, this limiting FST value is higher as the
model is more asymmetric: under almost complete isolation, unequal colony sizes can enhance
subpopulation differentiation (as measured by FST). An increasing level of gene flow has a stronger
homogenizing effect on the genetic composition of the population (FST values decrease faster with
increasing M) as the colony sizes are more unequal. Because in practical studies the subpopulation
sizes are usually unknown, one might want to approximate FST by the F9 value of the symmetric
model (solid line). In doing so, one does not make a big error, provided there is a fair amount of
gene flow between the two colonies and the mutation rate is not too large. Note however that, if the
two subpopulations are quite isolated (M smaller than 1, that is under the Wright-Fisher model,
less than one gene exchanged per two generations) and have very unequal sizes, the discrepancy
with the real FST value can be large: about M = 0.1, the F°) value of the symmetric model is
twice the FST value of the model with P = 1/100. As the F° value for P = 1/100 (not plotted)
practically coincides with the FST value shown (dot-dashed line), this large discrepancy still occurs
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Figure 4.20: F5j. and its approximations as a function of the scaled mutation rate, compared between a symmetric
and an asymmetric two-population model (equal weighting).
The thin lines are the values of FST and its approximations for a symmetric two-population model (P = 1/2), the
thick lines those of a two-population model with P = 1/20. The exact Fr values are indicated by a solid line,
the approximations F and F by dotted and long-dashed lines, respectively. The values are plotted against
U = cO. A migration rate of M = I is assumed.
for smaller mutation rates as well.
In figure 4.20, the values of FST and both its approximations are shown as a function of the
"mutation rate" U, for P = 1/2 (thin lines) and for P = 1/20 (thick lines). It is observed that the
decrease of FST with increasing mutation rate is much weaker in the asymmetric model than in
the symmetric one. As a consequence, both approximations F° and F'? are highly accurate for
the asymmetric two-population models, unless the mutation rate is very high. One also sees that
at very large mutation rates (for example, at VNTR loci), Fsr under equal weighting depends
strongly on the relative colony sizes. From equation (4.54) it can in fact be seen that in the limit
as 0 tends to infinity, the FST value under equal weighting of a two-population model in which a
proportion P of the genes live in colony 1 is a factor 1/[4P(1 - P)] larger than the FST value of
the symmetric model. Hence, in contrast with the observations made for the symmetric island and
stepping-stone models in the previous section, FST under equal weighting in the two-population
model still depends on the details of population structure when the mutation rate is very large.
The (global) value of F5r under weighting by size is calculated from equation (4.3), where fo
and f are calculated according to equations (4.52) from results (3.56) to (3.58). We find:
P(1 - P){M + 4P(1 - F) + 2P(1 - P)U}
= P(1 - P){M +2U + P(1 - P)(4— 2U +2U2 )+3MU}--M(1 + M)	 (4.55)
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,	 .	 (0)	 .	 .The value of Slatkin s approximation FST under weighting by size is found by letting 0 (and
hence U) tend to zero in (4.55):
F° -	 P(1 - P){M +4P(1 - P)}ST - P(1—P){M+4P(1—P)}+M(1+M)
Alternatively, this value could have been found from equation (4.8), where ET and ET0 are
calculated analogously to equations (4.52) from results (3.59) to (3.61). We note that under
weighting by size,
ETh = PET11
 + (1— P)ET22 = C.
Strobeck (1987) showed that under weighting by size, the mean coalescence time of two genes from
the same subpopulation is, under quite general conditions, independent of the migration rates and
pattern and equal to that of two genes from a panmictic population of the same total size (see
also Theorem 5.1).
The value of the first order approximation F) under weighting by size is calculated either
from result (4.55) according to equation (4.9), or according to equation (4.10) where E[T] and
E[T2] are obtained by averaging results (3.62) to (3.64) analogously to (4.52):
F)=F?)_P2(1_P)2U_8P(1—P){1-2P(1—P)+M}+M2
[P(1 - P){M + 4P(1 - P)} + M(1 + Al)]2
Figure 4.21 shows that under weighting by size, FST (given by equation (4.55)) depends much
stronger on the relative sizes of the two colonies than under equal weighting (compare with fig-
ure 4.18). In particular, FST under weighting by size (still maximal in the symmetric case of
P 1/2) converges to zero as an increasing proportion of the genes belong to the same subpopu-
lation, while FST calculated with equal weights on both colonies does not. This limiting behaviour
under weighting by size is what one would expect intuitively, as in the limits of P j 0 and P 11
the population approaches a panmictic population.
In figure 4.22, it is seen that (as was also the case under equal weighting) the decrease of
FST with increasing mutation rate U under weighting by size is (when there is a fair amount of
gene flow) much weaker under an asymmetric two-population model than when the colony sizes
are equal. The dependence of FST on P is most important at small mutation rates and becomes
weaker as the mutation rate increases. In contrast with the situation under equal weighting (com-
pare with figure 4.20), Fsr under weighting by size is approximately independent of the relative
subpopulation sizes when the mutation rate is very large. In fact, it is seen from equation (4.55)
that under weighting by size,
FST H-U
(recall the notation "-i" introduced on page 10), regardless of the relative subpopulation sizes.
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Figure 4.21: FST values as a function of the relative subpopulation sizes in a general two-population model,
under weighting by size.
The thick lines are for a migration rate of M = 1, the thin lines for M = 5. The solid lines are the values of the
approximation F. The long-dashed and dot-dashed lines are the exact FST values assuming mutation rates of
U = 0.1 and U = 1, respectively.
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Figure 4.22: FST and its approximations as a function of the scaled mutation rate, compared between a symmetric
and an asymmetric two-population model under weighting by size.
The thin lines are the values of Fgj' and its approximations for a symmetric two-population model (P = 1/2),
the thick lines those of a two-population model with P = 1/20. The exact FST values are shown by a solid line,
the approximations Ff and F) by dotted and long-dashed lines, respectively. A migration rate of M = 1 was
assumed.
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4.3.2 The continental island model
We recall that the "migration rate" M for this model is defined by equation (3.66), while the
"mutation rate" U is defined by equation (4.53). Under the neutral Wright-Fisher model for
reproduction within the colonies (and in the coalescent approximation), M is twice the number
of genes exchanged between the continent and each of the islands every generation and U is twice
the number of mutations expected to occur in the total population every generation. All results
are in terms of the parameters M, U, c, n (the number of subpopulations, including the continent)
and F, the proportion of the total population that lives in the continent.
The global value of FST under equal weighting of the subpopulations follows from equa-
tion (4.3), where Jo and J are calculated from results (3.67) to (3.70) according to equations (4.51):
FST =
w + P(n - 1)5 M2 - 6Pn(n - 1)2MV
+ P(n - 1)2 MA + n(n - 1)2 (1 - 4P2 )MV + n2(n - 1)2(1 + 3P)M2 V + n2(n - 1)(3 + 2P)MV2 + 2n(n - 1)V2 + 2n2V3
(4.56)
where
V = P(1—P)U
= M(n3—n2-1+2Pn+Pn2-2P2n2)-l-n2(n--1)M2
= P(n - 1)2 Mic + 2P(1 - P)n(n - 1) 2 V + (n - 1)2(1 + 2P + 3Pn2)MV
+ 2(n - 1)(1 - 2Pn + Pn2)V2,
where in the latter equation
= (1 - P)(2Pn2 - 2 + n2 - n - 4Pn + 4P).
Taking the limit of (4.56) as 9 (and hence U) decreases to zero, we find the value of Slatkin's
approximation F°? under equal weighting of the colonies:
o) ic+M(n— i)FST =	 .	 (4.57)
This value could also have been found from equation (4.8), where ET0 and ET are calculated
analogously to equations (4.51) from results (3.71) to (3.74). We note that, again, the mean
coalescence time of two genes sampled from the same subpopulation, ET0 , under equal weighting
of the subpopulations, depends on the migration rate. Inappropriately assuming in the calculation
of F°? that ET0 = c (as is the case for the symmetric island and stepping-stone models) again
leads to highly inaccurate FST values.
The value of the first order approximation F'T under equal weighting is found from result (4.56)
according to equation (4.9):
ST - ST - n(1 - P)U° 
+ 1 M + n(n - 1)(n 2 - 2n + P)M2
F' - F° (ic+))2
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Figure 4.23: Fsr values as a function of the relative size of the continent in a Continental island model, under
equal weighting of the subpopulations.
The values of Fg and are shown for a continental island model with n = 3 (figure a) and a continental island
model with a = 21 (figure b). The level of gene flow between each island and the continent is the same in both
figures and is also the same as in figure 4.18: the thick lines are for M = 1, while the thin lines correspond to
M = 5. As in figure 4.18, the solid lines indicate the approximation F, while the long-dashed lines show the
exact FST values for U = 0.1 and the dot-dashed lines those for U = 1.
where ,c and are as above and where in addition
= (l—P)(n2—n-2-4Pn-24P2n+16P3n
+4Pn2 + 6P2n2 - 4P3n2 - 8P + 32P2 - 16P3)
= (1—P)(2n3+4Pn3-4n2-5Pn2—n-6Pn-g-8P2n+2).
This result could also have been obtained from equation (4.10), calculating E[Tj] and E[T2]
analogously to (4.51) from results (3.75) to (3.78).
Figure 4.23 illustrates the dependence of FST and F.°T (under equal weighting) on the relative
sizes of continent and islands, for a continental island model consisting of a continent and two
islands (figure 4.23a) and one with twenty islands (figure 4.23b). As was the case for the two-
population model (see figure 4.18), which is in fact a continental island model with only one island,
this dependence is seen to be weak, for the range of mutation rates shown, particularly when there
are many islands or a high level of gene flow.
Figure 4.24 shows the FST values under equal weighting in a continental island model, plotted
against the number of subpopulations, for different relative sizes of the continent. For interest,
we have also plotted the corresponding FST values under the symmetric island model described
in Section 3.1 (indicated by pluses). Both the "mutation rate" U = cO (where c = n in the case
of the symmetric island model) and the "migration rate" M are assumed to take constant values
(independent of the number of islands) which are the same under both models. In the case of the
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Figure 4.24: FST as a function of the number of subpopulations in the continental island model, compared
between different relative sizes of the continent and compared with the symmetric island model (equal weighting).
The filled symbols, joined by a line, represent the exact value of a continental island model consisting of a
continent and n—i islands, for P = 1/100 (diamonds), P = 1/2 (circles) and P = 99/100 (squares). The pluses are
the exact FST values of a symmetric island model with n colonies. All models assume a migration rate of M = 1:
every two generations, there is, under the Wright-Fisher model, one gene exchanged between each island and the
continent (in the case of a continental island model) or between each island and the rest of the population (in the
case of the symmetric island model). In all cases a mutation rate of U = cO = 0.1 was assumed (where c = n for the
symmetric island model): under the Wright-Fisher model, one mutation is expected in the total population every
20 generations.
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neutral Wright-Fisher model for reproduction within the colonies, U is both under the symmetric
and the continental island models twice the expected number of mutations in the total population
every generation; for the continental island model, M (defined by equation (3.66)) is twice the
number of genes exchanged between each island and the continent, every generation, while for
the symmetric island model, M (defined in Section 3.1) is twice the number of genes exchanged
between each island and the rest of the population, every generation. Surprisingly, the F$T value
of the symmetric island model is (for small mutation rates) a reasonable approximation for that
of the continental island model, particularly when there are many islands. Indeed, as the number
of colonies becomes large, F°? approache3 the same limiting value under both models, namely
Wright's value of 1/(1 + M), independent of the relative sizes of continent and islands (this follows
from results (4.57) and (4.16)). If U is held constant as n -' 00, FST and F') also converge to
this value, under both models. We have checked that, for small mutation rates, the FST value
under the symmetric island model is generally a good approximation for the corresponding value
under the continental island model, except when there are only a few islands and the continent is
much larger than the islands and is isolated (M less than 1, say). For n = 2 and P = 99/100, both
values differ by as much as a factor of two for M 0.1 and small mutation rate (see figure 4.19).
Figure 4.25 illustrates the dependence of Fsr on the mutation rate U and the performance of
the approximations F° and Fr), under a continental island model with five islands and equal
weighting of the subpopulations. The extent to which FST depends on the mutation rate varies
considerably with the relative size of the continent. While the decrease of FST with increasing
mutation rate is never rapid under a continental island model, it is much slower as the relative
size of the continent is larger. As a consequence, both approximations F°? and F are much
more accurate when the continent is large than in the case of a small continent. Whereas for
small mutation rates, the dependence of FST on P is weak and gets even weaker as there are more
colonies (see also figure 4.23), it is seen that on the contrary, FST under equal weighting depends
very strongly on the relative sizes of continent and islands when the mutation rate is very large.
The exact values of the two models shown differ by up to a factor of 14 at very large mutation
rates. This difference can be larger if the number of colonies is larger.
In the previous section it was observed that (for the symmetric models studied there) FST
depends more strongly on the mutation rate as gene dispersal is more restricted. For example,
the decrease of FST with increasing mutation rate was seen to be faster under a stepping-stone
model than under a symmetric island model. Comparing the continental island model with the
symmetric island model, we have checked that, depending on the relative size of the continent,
the decrease of FST with increasing mutation rate under the continental island model can be both
faster or slower than under the corresponding symmetric island model. Under a continental island
model with n = 3 and P = 1/3 (which is a linear stepping-stone model with three subpopulations),
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Figure 4.25: FST and its approximations as a function of the scaled mutation rate in the continental island
model, compared between different sizes of the continent (equal weighting).
The values of FST and its approximations are shown for a continental island model with n = 6 and M = 1. The
thin lines correspond to P = 1/6 (equal-sized colonies), the thick lines to P = 19/20 (large continent). The solid
lines are the exact FST values, while the dotted lines indicate Slatkin's approximation F) and the long-dashed
lines represent the first order approximation F.
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FST decreases more rapidly with increasing mutation rate than under the symmetric island model
(which is for n = 3 equivalent to the circular stepping-stone model), as one would have expected
intuitively since under the linear stepping-stone model gene dispersal is more restricted than under
the circular one. As the relative size of the middle colony decreases, the decrease of FST with
increasing mutation rate becomes even faster than under the linear stepping-stone model with
n=3.
Because (under equal weighting) the FST values of the continental and symmetric island models
are close to each other when the mutation rate is small, and because the rate of decrease of FST
with increasing mutation rate can be very different under the two models (depending oa the
relative size of the continent in the continental island model), the FST value of the symmetric
island model is often very different from (and cannot serve anymore as an approximation for) that
under the continental island model when the mutation rate is very large.
We also calculate the global values of FST and its approximations under weighting by size.
Calculating fo and / according to equations (4.52), from results (3.67) to (3.70), and substituting
the resulting values into equation (4.3), we find the value of FST under weighting by size:
F - R+2P2(1_P)S(n_1)U2+P(1_P)2(3n+2P_5)WU+(n_Pfl+3p_2)W2
ST-	 R+Xo+X1W+(n-3P2U+2PU+U+P-1)W2+W3
(4.58)
where
W = (n-1)M
R = 2P(1—P)3(n+Pn-2)U+(1—P)2(3Pn-6P+n-2+4P2)W—P2W2
Xo = 2P(l—P)2{P(1—P)U4.P2-4-Pn-3P4-1}U2
X1 = ( 1—P)(3PU—P2U-2P3U+3Pn-3P-3P2+2p3+1)U.
The value of F°? under weighting by size is obtained either from result (4.58) according
to equation (4.7), or by averaging the mean coalescence times (3.71) to (3.74) analogously to
equations (4.52) and substituting the resulting values of ET0 and ET into equation (4.8):
F° -	 (1— P) 2(3Pn - 6P + n - 2+4P 2) + (1— P)(P+ n - 2)WST - (1 - P)2 (3Pn - 6P + n - 2 + 4P 2 ) + P(1 - P)W + W(W + n - 1)
We note that under weighting by size, the mean coalescence time of two genes sampled from the
same subpopulation satisfies
ET0 =PET00 +(1—P)ET11 =c.
The value of the first order approximation F) under weighting by size is found from re-
suit (4.58) according to equation (4.9). Alternatively it is calculated according to equation (4.10),
where E[T09 and E[T2 ] are obtained from results (3.75) to (3.78) analogously to equations (4.52).
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Figure 4.26: FST values as a function of the relative size of the continent in a continental island model under
weighting by size.
The FST values under weighting by size are shown for a continental island model with n = 3 (figure a) and a
continental island model with n = 21 (figure b). The migration and mutation rates are as in figure 4.23.
The result is:
Zo+Z1W+(n+P2-2)W2F?=F?)_(1_P)2U
((1 - P) 2 (3Pn - 6P + n - 2 + 4P 2) + P(1 - P)W + W(W + n - 1)}2
where W is as above and where in addition
Z0 = (1—P)(n-1)(24P4+7P3n-33P3+P2n-3P2+3P+1)
+ (1 - P)3 (16P3
 - 8P2 - 5P - 1)
Z1 = 2(1 - P)(4P3
 + P2n - 2P2 + 2Pn - 4P + n - 2).
As observed for the two-population model and illustrated in figure 4.26, the dependence of
FST on the relative colony sizes in the continental island model is, for small mutation rates, much
stronger under weighting by size than under equal weighting. In particular, the FST values under
weighting by size converge to zero (which corresponds to a panmictic population) as an increasing
proportion of the genes belong to the continent (P 11). The coefficient FST decreases more slowly
with increasing mutation rate as the relative size of the continent is larger (except possibly when
the colonies are nearly isolated). When the mutation rate is very large (no values shown), FST
under weighting by size is approximately independent of the relative sizes of continent and islands,
and is also approximately the same as the FST value under the corresponding symmetric island
model. This is opposed to the situation under equal weighting. For small mutation rates, the FST
value of the continental island model under weighting by size is very different from that of the
symmetric island model if the continent is much larger than the islands.
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4.3.3 Four-population model with geographic barrier
We recall that according to Subsection 3.3.3, M is the total scaled migration rate from each colony,
where time-scaling is such that two genes in the same colony coalesce at rate 1. Each gene leaves
its colony at rate M/2 and mutates at rate 0/2, 0 being the scaled mutation rate. In the case of the
neutral Wright-Fisher model for reproduction within the subpopulations, M = !imN_(4Nm)
and 0 = limr. (4N), where 2N is the number of genes per subpopulation, m is the proportion
of each subpopulation that is replaced by immigrants every generation and L is the probability of
mutation per gene per generation. In that case, M and 0 are, in the coalescent approximation,
twice the number of migrant genes and twice the expected number of mutant genes, respectively,
per subpopulation per generation. Recall also that e is the proportion of the immigrants into
each subpopulation that come from across the abarrier which separates colonies 1 and 2 from
colonies 3 and 4 (0 < e < 1).
As all colonies have the same size in this model, equal weighting is equivalent to weighting
by size. The global value of FST is calculated according to equation (4.3), where fo is given by
result (3.79), with s = 0, and where
I = (E[e°"] + E[e_8T12] + E[e_T13] + E[e_8T14])	 (4.59)
is calculated from results (3.79) to (3.82). We find:
F -	 4M2{1+c(1—e)}+8M9+302ST - 4M2
 {1 + c(1 - f)} + 8MG + 392 + 16f(1 - M 2 (2M + 0) + 16M0(M + 9) + 493
(4.60)
The values of Slatkin's approximation F° and the first order approximation F') are found
from equations (4.7) and (4.9), letting 9 1 0 in result (4.60) and in its derivative with respect to 0:
1+ ((1—C)
F$? = 1+c(1—e)+8e(1—f)M
{1 - (1
	
)}2
FW = F-40
{1 +(1 - e) + 8e(1 -
Alternatively these values could have been obtained from equations (4.8) and (4.10), where ET0
and E[T] are given by equations (3.83) and (3.87), respectively, and where ET and E[T2] are
calculated from results (3.83) to (3.90) analogously to equation (4.59).
In figure 4.27, we plot the values of FST and its approximation F°) against , which indicates
the level of asymmetry in the population structure, for two different levels of gene flow and for
different values of the mutation rate. It is observed that the amount of genetic differentiation
among the subpopulations, as measured by FST, is minimal in the symmetric case without barrier
(i.e. the circular stepping-stone model; C = 1/2) and increases as the level of asymmetry induced
by the barrier increases. This is because, as deviates further from 1/2, two genes from the same
colony become more likely to be identical by descent, while two genes sampled at random from
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Figure 4.27: FST values under the four-population model with geographic barrier, as a function of the fraction
of the gene flow that is across the barrier.
The thick lines are for M = 1, the thin lines for M = 10. The solid lines are the values of the approximation Fr).
The long-dashed lines are the exact Fg values for 9 = 0.1, the dot-dashed lines are those for 0 = 0.5.
the total population become less likely to be identical by descent. The increase of FST is mainly
important for t close to 0 or 1, in which case two of the subpopulations are nearly isolated (and
hence very differentiated) from the other two colonies. The dependence of FST on the level of
asymmetry is seen to be weak as long as at least a quarter of the gene flow is across the barrier
(0.25 0.75). The dependence of FST on t is stronger as the mutation rate is smaller.
Note also that the approximation F°) becomes considerably less accurate as the barrier is more
important.
Figure 4.28 shows the decrease of FST with increasing level of gene flow for different values of
t. The solid, long-dashed and dot-dashed lines assume respectively that half, 10% or 1% of the
total amount of gene flow is across the barrier. The limiting value of FST as M decreases to zero is
independent of the value oft, which is expected intuitively since this limiting situation corresponds
to the complete isolation of all four subpopulations. An increasing (total) level of gene flow has
a stronger homogenizing effect on the genetic composition of the population as the model is more
symmetric. If the fraction of the gene flow that goes across the barrier is very small, the (global)
FST value can still be high even when there is a lot of gene flow on the whole. If one were not
aware of the presence of a substantial barrier and calculated FST values assuming € - 1/2 (while
the actual structure of the population is highly asymmetric), a considerable error may be made:
for large M and small 0, the FST value for e = 1/10 is more than twice that of the symmetric
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Figure 4.28: FST as a function of the scaled migration rate under the four-population model with geographic
barrier, for different levels of asymmetry.
The values shown are the exact ST values at a scaled mutation rate of 0 = 0.01 and scaled migration rate M. The
solid line is for = 1/2 (the circular stepping-stone model with n = 4), the long-dashed line assumes = 1/10 and
for the dot-dashed line it was assumed that f = 1/100.
model, while that for e = 1/100 is up to 20 times larger than the FST value of the symmetric
model.
In figure 4.29 the decrease of F5r with increasing mutation rate is compared between a sym-
metric (thin liuies) and a highly asymmetric (thick lines) four-population model. Whereas the
dependence of FST on the mutation rate is already fairly important under the symmetric model,
which is the circular stepping-stone model with four colonies (see also the previous section), FST
decreases even faster with increasing mutation rate when there is a barrier. As a consequence, both
approximations F5 ?) and F), which are already not too accurate under the circular stepping-
stone model with n = 4, are much less accurate under the asymmetric model. For 8 = 0.25 under
the asymmetric model (that is under the Wright-Fisher model, one mutation expected in the total
population every two generations), Slatkin's approximation F? is more than 50% larger than the
exact FST value, while the first order approximation FST is 40% smaller than FST. While the
dependence of F5 on e is very important for small mutation rates, the value of FST is, on the
contrary. approximately independent of € (and approximately the same as the F5 values of both
the circular stepping-stone and symmetric island models with four colonies) when the mutation
rate is very large.
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Figure 4.29:
	 and its approximations as a function of the scaled mutation rate, compared between four-
population models with and without geographic barrier.
The thick lines are the exact and approximate FST values under the four-population model with = 1/20, the thin
lines are those with = 1/2. In both cases, the exact FST value is indicated by a solid line, the dotted line is the
approximation F, and the first order approximation F is plotted by a long-dashed line. A scaled migration
rate of M = 1 is assumed.
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4.3.4 Discussion
We have illustrated how asymmetries in the population structure can affect the amount of sub-
population differentiation, as measured by FST, in very different ways. In the two-population and
continental island models, unequal colony sizes have at small mutation rates only a weak effect
on the value of Fsr, calculated with equal weight on all subpopulations, except possibly when
there are only a few colonies which are at the same time fairly isolated. Unequal colony sizes do
strongly affect the FST value under equal weighting when the mutation rate is very large (under
the Wright-Fisher model: more than one mutation in the total population per generation). If all
subpopulations are weighted by their relative sizes, the effect of unequal subpopulation sizes is,
on the contrary, important for small mutation rates but weak when the mutation rate U is much
larger than both the migration rate (M) and 1. Under both weightings, unequal colony sizes have
a strong impact on the rate with which FST decreases with increasing mutation rate. In the two-
population model under equal weighting, unequal subpopulation sizes weaken the dependence of
FST on the mutation rate, increasing the accuracy of both approximations F° and FW. In the
continental island model under equal weighting with more than two colonies, the decrease of FST
with increasing mutation rate is slower (and hence the approximations F° and F'1? are more ac-
curate) as a larger proportion of the population belongs to the continent. Unequal colony sizes can
both decrease or increase the value of FST. If in the continental island model, all subpopulations
are equally-sized (so that it is only the migration pattern which makes the continent different from
the islands), the F5 value of the continental island model is close to that of the symmetric island
model, at all mutation rates. Of course, other characteristics are likely to be very different between
the two models. Studying an example of a population structure with unequal migration rates, we
have shown that unequal migration rates can substantially increase both the (global) FST value
and the dependence of FST on the mutation rate as particular migration rates become relatively
small and groups of subpopulations become increasingly isolated from each other. In such cases,
(0)	 .	 .	 (1)Slatkin s approximation FST and the first order approximation FST can be highly inaccurate at
realistic mutation rates.
In the previous section we observed that, for the symmetric models of population structure
considered there (which all assumed equal-sized subpopulations), FST depends strongly on the
precise structure of the population at small mutation rates, but is approximately independent of the
details of population structure when the mutation rate is very large. At present we have illustrated
that this is not true for models with unequal-sized colonies, if all colonies are assigned equal weight.
However, the above property does hold in the case of unequal colony sizes if all subpopulations are
weighted by their relative sizes. We will prove in Chapter 5 that when the mutation rate becomes
very large, the global value of FST under weighting by size is approximately independent of the
details of population structure and behaves asymptotically as 1/ {1 + U/(n - 1)) (see Corollary 5.3
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for a precise formulation of this result), where U = cO is, under the Wright-Fisher model, twice
the number of mutations expected in the total population per generation (for the models with
equal-sized subpopulations, c = n and U = nO). This fact may be of interest when studying loci
with very high mutation rates in populations where the different subpopulations are very isolated.
The rate at which FST decreases with increasing mutation rate at small mutation rates always
depends strongly on the precise structure of the population.
We observed in the previous section that, among the symmetric models studied there, the
dependence of FST on the mutation rate is (for a fixed number of subpopulations) maximal under
the one-dimensional stepping-stone model, where gene dispersal is maximally restricted. In this
section, we have illustrated that unequal migration rates or subpopulation sizes under restricted
dispersal can cause the decrease of FST with increasing mutation rate to be even more rapid than
under the one-dimensional stepping-stone model. Under the four-population model with barrier
(e ^ 1/2), the absolute value of the derivative of FST with respect to the scaled mutation rate 0 at
o = 0 is larger (much larger, if the model is highly asymmetric) than under the circular stepping-
stone model with four colonies. For three colonies in a line, with the middle colony smaller than
the outer ones (this is a continental island model with n = 3 and P < 1/3), the absolute value
of the derivative of FST with respect to the mutation rate at mutation rate zero is (both under
equal weighting and under weighting by size) larger than under the linear stepping-stone model
with three colonies (which is a continental island model with n = 3 and P = 1/3), where it is
in turn larger than under the circular stepping-stone model with three colonies. The bounds on
the discrepancy between F°? and FST derived in the previous section on the basis of the circular
stepping-stone model (inequalities (4.47) and (4.48)), do not hold for the four-population model
with barrier. For three colonies in a line, these error bounds (with nO replaced by U = cO) are
valid if M is defined as under the continental island model (i.e. the scaled migration rate between
neighbouring colonies is M), but not if the scaled migration rate between adjacent colonies is only
M/2 (which is the usual setting of a stepping-stone model). However, the bounds (4.49) and (4.50)
on the absolute and relative errors made by using F°) as an approximation for Fs'r are still valid
for the less symmetrical models studied in this section, if all colonies are given equal weight (this
can be shown from the analytical values calculated in this section):
F9)—FST <UF?),
	 (4.61)(0)FST
where U = cO. Hence for all the models studied in this chapter, the global value of F°) is, under
equal weighting, an accurate approximation for the global value of FST if (UF0?) is much smaller
than 1. Also, for all the models studied, the difference between the global FST values under equal
weighting, FST(U1) and FST(U2), at two different mutation rates Uj = cC1 and U2 = c02 (under
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the same model of population structure) is subject to:
IFST(Ul ) - Fsr(U2)I ^ IUI - u2 (F?) 2 .	 (4.62)
However, it appears hard to prove the inequalities (4.61) and (4.62) under an arbitrary model of
population structure and it is not known whether they hold generally under equal weighting. They
are not valid in general under weighting by size.
For all the models of population structure studied in this chapter, FST is (both under equal
weighting and under weighting by size) a monotonically decreasing and convex function of the
mutation rate, so that the approximations F°? and F'? are, respectively, an upper and a lower
bound for FST. Again, it is not known whether this fact is true in general.
Summarizing our observations, we conclude that asymmetries in the population structure can
have an important impact on the FST value when groups of subpopulations are relatively isolated
from each other, when the overall level of gene flow is low, or, if FST is calculated with equal
weights on all subpopulations, at very high mutation rates. Under weighting by size, asymmetries
can strongly affect the value of FST at small mutation rates, while little effect on FST is seen
at very high mutation rates. We have illustrated that (under both weightings) asymmetries have
a strong effect on the rate with which FST decreases with increasing mutation rate. Slatkin's
approximation F°) seems accurate in most realistic situations, but can be inaccurate at highly
mutable loci or when some subpopulations are relatively isolated from each other, either by the
presence of some kind of barrier or because dispersal is restricted to an essentially one-dimensional
or very large two-dimensional habitat (see also the previous section).
Chapter 5
GENERAL RESULTS
In Chapters 3 and 4, coalescence times and FST values were calculated for specific models of
population structure. Some results were highlighted which are the same for various population
structures. In this chapter, several of the observations made are proved with more generality.
Section 1 is concerned with some basic identities on coalescence times and probabilities of identity
by descent, valid under weighting by size. Section 2 deals with the asymptotic behaviour of FST as
the mutation rate becomes large. In Section 3 some graph-theoretic conditions on the population
structure are set out under which the mean coalescence time of a pair of individuals from the same
subpoulation is independent of the migration rate. In Section 4 it is shown that for a range of
sufficiently symmetric models of population structure there is a uniform relationship between the
migration rate and the value of Slatkin's approximation F°T calculated for a pair of neighbouring
subpopulations.
Throughout this chapter it is assumed that the genealogy of a sample from the population is
well described by the structured coalescent, given by equation (2.2), where the c correspond to
the relative subpopulation sizes, where
Vi€S:M=>JM1j <co	 (5.1)
j^i
and where migration is assumed to be "conservative", that is,
Assumption 5.1
	 Vi E S :	 cM1 
=	
cjM
(cf. Assumption 2.1). Assumption 5.1 is satisfied if the subpopulation sizes are not affected
by migration. When concentrating on genealogy, we talk about "individuals" rather than genes.
Recall however that these individuals are assumed to be haploid, for example genes (see Chapter 2).
We denote by T, the coalescence time of an individual from subpopulation i and an individual
from subpopulation j, and by f, the probability of identity by descent of a gene from subpop-
ulation i and one from subpopulation j . We recall that c :=	 c and we use the notation
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U = ce, which is, under the Wright-Fisher model for reproduction within subpopulations, twice
the number of mutations expected in the total population per generation. As was also the case in
the previous chapter, the results on FST obtained in this chapter are exact only for the infinite
alleles model for mutation, in which the probability of identity of a pair of genes is equal to their
probability of identity by descent.
5.1 Genealogical results under weighting by size.
In Chapter 3 it was observed that the mean coalescence time of two individuals from the same
subpopulation is often independent of the migration rate and, in the time-scaling used, equal
to c. Strobeck (1987) proved that the mean coalescence time of two individuals from the same
subpopulation is equal to c under any model of population structure (satisfying Assumption 5.1) if
the various subpopulations are weighted by their relative sizes. The following theorem states this
result (identity (ii)), together with related results on the probability of identity by descent of a
pair of genes and the moments of higher order of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals. As
defined in the previous chapter, Ia denotes the probability of identity by descent of a pair of genes
sampled at random from a single subpopulation, while f is that of two genes sampled from the
total population. Similarly, T0 and T denote the coalescence times of, respectively, two individuals
from a single subpopulation and two individuals from the total population.
Theorem 5.1 Assume the population consists of a finite number of subpopulaiions. Weighting
each subpopulation by its relative size (see equations (4.52)), the following identities hold:
(i) f0+UJ=1.
(ii) If Vi,j E 5: ET, <co, then
ET0=c
(Siro beck 1987).
(iii) If 1.' E 1P o and Yi,j ES: E[7] <cc, then
E[Tfl = vcE[T'].
We proved in Chapter 2 that the condition of identity (ii), that every two individuals in the
population have finite mean coalescence time, is fulfilled if the Markov chain generated by the
scaled migration rates is irreducible (Theorem 2.3). An equivalent condition will be given in
Section 3.
Proof of the theorem: As the probability of identity by descent of a pair of genes is the
moment-generating function of their coalescence time, evaluated in the scaled mutation rate 0 (see
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the argument preceding equation (4.4)), equations (2.44) can for a sample of two individuals and
for s = 0 be written as
(+!!+!L+o)f1_	 ±fIk=.L	 (5.2)
kES:k^i	 kES:k^j
(i,j E S), where P1 = c1 /c is the proportion of the population that lives in subpopulation i.
Multiplying equation (5.2) by P1P, and summing the resulting equation over all i,j E 8, we
obtain:
MIk	 M,k '1M M
IESJES	
P^2-+-2+0)fuj2fki >fik I =PiPi
k ^i	 k^j	 )	 'ES jES
which simplifies to
(5.3)
sESjES	 iESjES	 IESJES	 k^i
Changing the order of the summations over i and k in the fourth term of the left-hand side and
using Assumption 5.1, this term can be written as
PiPi > M,f,1 =	 >Pjfkj>PjMjk
'ES JES	 k^i
	
kESJES	 1^k
=
kESIES
Hence in the left-hand side of equation (5.3), the fourth term cancels against the second term.
Multiplied by c, the remaining equation is
Pifii+c0>>PiPjiii = 1.
IES	 1ESJES
Substituting the definitions of fo and f under weighting by size, (4.52), into this equation, iden-
tity (i) is obtained. The identities (ii) and (iii) follow by differentiating result (i) with respect to
o once and v times, respectively, and taking the limit as 0 0. 0
Theorem 5.1 lists some useful relationships between samples from a single subpopulation and
samples from the total population, valid under weighting by size. These relationships suggest that
FST under weighting by size may be estimated from a random sample of genes from the total
population (all individuals in the population being equally likely to be sampled; no knowledge
of which individuals belong to which subpopulations is needed) and an estimate of the number
of mutations expected in the total population every generation. Alternatively, if it is reasonable
to assume that all subpopulations are identical with respect to size, migration and mutation, a
sample of genes from one subpopulation, together with an estimate of the expected number of
mutations in the total population per generation, may be sufficient to estimate Fsr. If reliable
estimates of both fo and f under weighting by size are available, these yield according to result (i)
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an estimate of the mutation rate U = dl. We stress that the identities in Theorem 5.1 do not
hold under weightings other than by size or when not all subpopulations are sampled (as is the
case for pairwise FST values or when there is gene flow from a subpopulation which has not been
considered as belonging to the population). For example, the mean coalescence time of a pair of
individuals sampled from the same subpopulation under equal weighting in the two-population
and continental island models depends on the migration rate (see Chapter 3). Note also that
Theorem 5.1 heavily relies on Assumption 5.1 that the subpopulation sizes are maintained under
migration.
5.2 The asymptotic behaviour of FST at large mutation
rates.
In Chapter 4 it was observed that at very large mutation rates, FST under weighting by size is
approximately independent of the details of population structure (migration pattern, migration
rates and relative subpopulation sizes) and dependent only on the number of mutations expected
in the total population every generation and on the number of subpopulations. This asymptotic
behaviour of FST under weighting by size as the mutation rate becomes large is established in the
following theorem in a more general setting. Recall that S denotes the set of the subpopulation
labels. The theorem is concerned with the FST value, FST(C), of a collection of subpopulations
with labels in C C S. Weighting the subpopulations with labels in C by their relative sizes,
where, denoting c(C) :=
iEC
fo(C) - J(C)
FST(C) = 1 - J(C)
fo(C) 
=
iEC
J(C) =	 5fii.
1EC .tEC
(5.4)
We use the notation card(C) for the number of subpopulations with labels in C and we denote
U(C) := c(C)9.	 (5.5)
If 9 = 4Np, as is the case under the Wright-Fisher model for reproduction within subpopulations,
U(C) is twice the number of mutations expected per generation in the collection of subpopulations
with labels in C. Recall the notation "-i" introduced on page 10.
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Theorem 5.2 If C c S is finite and the subpopulations in C are weighted by their relative sizes,
then
1
FST(C) -	 as1+U(C)/{card(C)-1}	 8—+oo.
Corollary 5.3
(i) If the population consists of n subpopulaiions (n < oo), then the global value of FST under
weighting by size satisfies
1
FST—' 1+U/(n-1) asO—+oo.
(ii) The FST value of a pair of subpopulations with labels i and € $ (i ^ i) with c • = c = 1
satisfies
1
FST(i,j) n	 asO'—.00.
1 + 28
Proof of the corollary: Statements (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 5.2 by choosing C = S and
C = {i, j}, respectively. 0
Proof of Theorem 5.2: We let 8 tend to infinity in equation (5.2). Because by the domi-
nated convergence theorem, fj = E[e_T3] = 0 for every i,j E S and because
>1ES•k^i M,k = M1 < oo for every i E S (equation (5.1)), we obtain (again by the dominated
convergence theorem if S is infinite) that
lim (Of j ) =8—.00	 Cj
for all i,j E S. Hence, using equations (5.4) and (5.5),
urn {U(C)f0(C)} = urn {ciofii } = card(C)
6—oo	 8—oo
IEC
and
urn {U(C)j(C)} = lim	 c e1 1
8—oo	 e—cc c(C) j = 1.
Since	 fo(C) = lirne... 1(C) = 0, it follows that
lim	 FST(C)	 = lim card(C) - I + U(C) fo(C) - J(C)
8	 1+U(C)/{carC)-1) 	 9oo	 card(C) - 1	 1 - f(C) }
= lim U(C)fo(C)—U(C)j(C)8—.00	 card(C) - 1
= 1.
0
The intuition behind this result (and behind the above proof) is the following. If the mutation
rate is much larger than the migration rates, two genes in different subpopulations are likely to
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have undergone a mutation by the time they get together into a single colony, regardless of the
precise structure of the population. Hence in that case, FST depends largely on the probability
that two genes in the same subpopulation coalesce before either of them migrates or mutates,
which depends mainly on the mutation rate if this is much larger than the migration rates; the
dependence of this probability on the different coalescence rates, i.e. on the relative subpopulation
sizes, cancels out under weighting by size. At small mutation rates, on the contrary, the probability
that two genes in different subpopulations are identical by descent depends strongly on the time
it takes them to get together into a single subpopulation and hence on the details of population
structure.
We have illustrated in Chapter 4 that the asymptotic behaviour of FST at very large mutation
rates, established above under weighting by size, does not hold under equal weighting of the
subpopulations when subpopulation sizes are unequal.
5.3 The mean coalescence time of two individuals from a
single subpopulation.
In Section 1 it was proved that under weighting by size, the mean coalescence time of two individ-
uals from the same subpopulation is independent of the migration rates and pattern and, in the
time-scaling of this work, equal to c. We recall that under the Wright-Fisher model of reproduction
within subpopulations, a continuous time-span of length c corresponds to a number of generations
equal to the total number of (haploid) individuals in the population. In Chapter 3 it was observed
that under various models of population structure the mean coalescence time of two individuals
from any single subpopulation is equal to c. The population structures for which this was the case
all exhibited a lot of "symmetry". In this section, population structure is related to graph theory
and we examine under what symmetry and regularity conditions ET1, = c for all i E S.
The lemma below follows immediately from identity (ii) in Theorem 5.1 and from the fact
that E18 P1 = 1. In identity (ii) of Theorem 5.1 it is required that the mean coalescence
time of every pair of individuals is finite. A sufficient condition (which is in fact necessary - see
Theorem 5.5 below) for this to be true was given in Theorem 2.3 in terms of the migration chain
of the population, which is the continuous-time Markov chain with Q-matrix (M15 )1,158 , where
M, = —M1 for every i E S.
Lemma 5.4 Assume the population is divided into a finite number of subpopulaiions and assume
the migration chain is irreducible. If the mean coalescence time ET 1 of a pair of individuals from
subpopulation i does not depend on i E 5, then
Vi E S : ET11 = c.
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In this section we will give two sets of conditions under which the mean coalescence time
of two individuals from the same subpopulation does not depend on the specific subpopulation
and is hence equal to c. Both sets of conditions are closely related to symmetry and regularity
conditions on graphs. A (simple) graph is an ordered pair consisting of a (countable) set of
vertices and a set of edges, each edge being specified by an unordered pair of vertices (see, for
example, Bollobás 1979). Equivalently, a graph is determined by a set V = {vì} of vertices and
an adjacency matrix (a12 ) whose entries are
a3= {
1 if{v1,v,}isanedge
0 otherwise.
In the remainder of this chapter we similarly define a population structure r as a triplet
r	 (s, (cj)IES, (Mj)a,jEs)
consisting of a (countable) set of subpopulation labels, 5, an ordered set of relative subpopulation
sizes, (cj)SES, and a matrix of scaled migration rates, (M$j ) IJES . Considering the subpopulations
as vertices and drawing edges between subpopulations if there is gene flow between them, every
population structure naturally induces a graph:
Definition 5.1 The induced graph of a population structure r (s(ci )1Es(M1J )1jEs) is the
graph with vertex-set S and where Vi,j ES : {i,j} is an edge if and only if M1, + M31 > 0.
In the theorem below, the assumption of irreducibility of the migration chain, made in Lemma 5.4,
is translated in terms of the induced graph. It was seen in Theorem 2.3 that if the number of
subpopulations is finite, this assumption is a sufficient condition to ensure that every finite sample
of individuals has with probability one a common ancestor within a finite time. We will show here
that this assumption is also a necessary condition. For the theorem below to be valid it is of crucial
importance that migration is conservative (Assumption 5.1), as has been assumed throughout this
chapter.
A graph is said to be connected if for every two vertices v and v1 there exist k E V and a
sequence of vertices
(5.6)
such that u1 .... 1
 and tt are adjacent for 1 = 1, . . ., k. The sequence (5.6) is called a walk joining v
and v2 ; k is the length of the walk (Biggs 1974).
Theorem 5.5 Assume the population is divided into a finite number of subpopulaiions. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
We show that also
Vu€ V8 ,Vv ES\V :M =0.
Assumption 5.1 yields
c, M,A,, =	 c,, M.
uEV. vES:v^u	 UEV, VESV^U
Using (5.10), the left-hand side of this equation can be written as -
(5.13)
(5.14)
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(i) Vi,jES:P{71<oo}=1
(ii) Vi,jES:ET<oo
(iii) he migraiion chain is irreducible
(iv) ihe induced graph is connecied.
Proof: It was proved in Theorem (2.3) that (iii)
	 (ii), while it is evident that (ii)
	 (i). To
prove the theorem, we show that (i)
	 (iv) and that (iv)	 (iii).
(iv) . (iii) As the migration chain has Q-matrix (MjJ)1 ,, Es, denoting by M°)
 the matrix
whose entries are
M,°:=1 M
1 ifj^i
.1	
ifj=i
(i, i E S), irreducibility of the migration chain means that
Vi,jES,3kEN: (M(o)k) >0.
Denoting by M' the matrix whose entries are
f M11 +M, 1 ifjiM,,._
0	 ifj=z
for i,j E S (cf. Definition 5.1), connectedness of the induced graph means that
Vi,j E 8,3k E 1: (M1k) >0.
We prove that (5.9) = (5.7).
Assume (5.9) holds and fix i,j E S. We define the set
{ E S I 3k E N: (Mo) > o}.
We must prove that j E V. First note that if ii E V8 and Ma,, > 0 then also v E 1': if
(M(o)k) > 0 for some k E N and Ms,, > 0, then (M(0)') ^ (M(°)k) Me,, > 0. Hence
VuEV1 ,VvES\½:M=0.	 (5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
=
uEV IiES:v^u
i
uEV. VEV.V^U
>
VEV. UEV..u^u
uEV. VEV,:v^u
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where (5.13) was obtained by swapping the summation indices, and where we have subsequently
changed the order of summation to obtain (5.14). Substituting this into equation (5.12) gives
c	 = 0,
UEV, vES\V.
so that (5.11) holds. Combining (5.10) and (5.11) we obtain that
VuEV,,VvES\V1 :Mc=0.	 (5.15)
Now be k E IN such that (Mlk) > 0 (assumption (5.9)). If k = 0 then j = i E V, and the
proof is completed. Assume k > 0. Then there exist i = uo, ui,.. . ,
	 tk = j E S such that
fl.1 M',,,_,,, >0. Weknowthatu0 = i € '. Ifui
 E V1 forsomelE {0,...,k-1}then by(5.15)
also u,1 
€ ½ because	 > 0. By induction, it follows that j € ½.
(i) = (iv)	 We prove the contrapositive. If the induced graph is not connected, choose
i, j 
€ S in different connected components (Wilson 1972) of the induced graph. Define :=
inf{t ^ 0fr(t) € {2k; k € S}} when 0) = e + S to be the first time at which the ancestors of
an individual from colony i and an individual from colony j are first simultaneously in the same
colony. Note that 	 ^ 7,') So
0P{T1<oo}<P{T<oo}=0,
contrary to condition (i). 0
Many symmetry and regularity conditions of graphs are defined in terms of automorphisms:
permutations of the vertices that preserve the edges. We introduce an analogous concept for
population structures.
Definition 5.2 An automorphism of a population structure is a permutation of the subpopula-
tion labels that preserves migration rates and subpopulation sizes,
i.e. a permutation : S - S is an automorphism of the population structure r (s, (ce), (M12))
if and only if
Vi,j E 8: M ()() = M11
and
	
	
(5.16)
Vi E S : C(j) = C.
We denote by Aut(1') the set of all automorphisms of the population structure r. It is easily
seen that Aut(F), with the operation of composition, is a group.
A permutation ' : S —+ S induces an action on every sample from the population: instead
of sampling an individual from subpopulation i E 5, an individual is sampled from subpopula-
tion (i). Formally, the permutation of S thus induces a permutation of LW 8 : for a = (cr,) € INs
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we denote by 4(a) the element of IN8 with components (q(a))1 = a_1(I) (i E S). We prove that
if 4 is an automorphism of the population structure, the coalescence time of a sample from the
population has the same distribution as the coalescence time of the "image sample".
Theorem 5.6 Assume a populaiion with sLriciure 1' and se S of subpopulalion labels. For every
4 € Aui(F) and for every a E jftjS
d
Ta = T#(a).
Proof: By a coupling argument. Let € Aui(F). Consider the continuous-time Markov chain
C() := (a(.),f3(.)) where a( .) is the structured coalescent and where Vt ^ 0 3(i) := 4(a(t)).
Denote by B = (Baa) the infinitesimal generator of the process /3( . ). By construction,
= Q#-1(a),-1(p)
for every a,/3 € INS , where Q, given by equation (2.2), is the infinitesimal generator of the
structured coalescent a( . ). If f3 = a then q'(/3) = 4f'(a) and
Bap = Q-1(a)p-1(a)
=	
(1(	 M	 1 ( (4), ) }
Because q E Aut(F), substituting i := 4r'(k) in the above sum gives
Baa =	
{_	 M#_1(k) 
+ 
1 ( (-1)
)}kES	
q'(k)	 2	 C#_1(k)	 2
{ Mk	 1(ak'
= -
	
ak+	
2 jJk ES
= Qa,a.
For f3 = a - ? + & (i,j ES with j ^ i), we have that '(/3) = 4r'(a) -	 + e 1 (i) and
Ba13 = ('(a)).1 M_l(,)_l(J)( s )	 2
=
= Q.
Similarly, if/3 = a - € (i E 8) then q'(f3) =	 -	 and
1	 ( (1tY),_j(,)
	
- C0_I(; )	 2
1( .
cj	 2
= Qa,fr
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Finally, if/3 {a}U{a—e';i E S}U{a—e'+S;i,j E S,j ^ i}, then	 = 0 
= Qaf3 Hence
B = Q so that the process (.) is a version of the structured coalescent.
Starting the structured coalescent a( . ) at t = 0 from state a(0) = a E i&, the process /3(.)
starts, by definition, from state q(a). The coalescence time Ta of a sample with configuration
a is the time until the structured coalescent a( .) enters into the absorbing set of states {-y E
.WS; frvl = 1). As Ia(t)I = Ii3()I, Vt ^ 0, this time is also the time until the process /3( .) enters
into the set {-y E I'T; H = 1}. Because f3( .) has the distribution of the structured coalescent, the
latter absorption time has the same distribution as the coalescence time T#(a) of a sample with
configuration qS(a). Thus the distributions of T and T(a) are the same. 0
One way to meet the condition in Lemma 5.4 that ET 1 does not depend on i is simply to
require that all subpopulations are identical with respect to size, migration pattern and migration
rates. Formally, this intuitive description corresponds to the following definition.
Definition 5.3 A population structure 1' is said to be isotropic if its automorphism group Aut(r)
acts transitively on the set S of the subpopulaiion labels, that is, if
Vi,j E S,3q5 E Aut(1') : (i) =
According to this definition, a population structure is isotropic if all subpopulations have the
same size and the migration model is isotropic as defined by Strobeck (1987). If a population
structure is isotropic, its induced graph is vertex-transitive (see Biggs 1974 for a definition of
vertex-transitivity). Examples of isotropic structures include the symmetric island model, the
stepping-stone models and also the four-population model with geographic barrier, discussed in
the previous chapters.
Theorem 5.7 (Strobeck 1987) Assume the population is divided into a finite number of subpop-
ulations and assume the induced graph is connected. If the structure of the population is isotropic,
then
ETj=c
for every i € S.
Proof: Fix i and j E S. Because the population structure is isotropic, there exists an automor-
phism of the population structure such that qS(i) = j. By Theorem 5.6 it follows that T,
As this holds for every i and j E S Lemma 5.4 gives ET = c, Vi € S. 0
Strobeck's result, Theorem 5.7, states that in a population with finite number of subpopu-
lations, connected induced graph and isotropic structure, the mean coalescence time of a pair
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of individuals from any single subpopulation is independent of the migration rate and equal to
that of two individuals from a panmictic population of the same total size. An alternative set of
conditions under which this is the case is in terms of distance.
In a graph there exists a natural distance on the vertices: the distance d(v8 , v,) between two
vertices v1 and v1 is the length of the shortest walk joining v and V1 (Biggs 1974, Bollobás 1979).
In terms of the adjacency matrix A,
d(v1 ,v1 ) = min{k E V; (Afl.. > O}/ $2
(where mm 0 +oo, so that the distance between two vertices is infinite if there does not exist a
walk joining these vertices). We define the distance between two subpopulations in a population
structure to be their natural distance in the induced graph:
Definition 5.4 Consider a population structure r (s, (Cj)IES,
The natural distance between subpopulaiions i and j (i,j E S) is the number
d(i,j) := min{k E IV; (M") > O},
where M' is the matrix defined by (5.8).
The natural distance between two individuals (or ancestral lineages) in the population is the natural
distance between the subpopulations where they are resident.
Tracing the ancestral lineages of a pair of individuals, each time either one lineage migrates,
we have, with probability one, one of the following three possibilities: the distance between the
lineages either increases by one, decreases by one, or remains the same (this follows from the
triangle inequality for the natural distance on the subpopulations). The lineages can coalesce
only at times they are resident in a single subpopulation, i.e. when their distance is zero. If
every time one of two lineages migrates, the probability that their distance increases or decreases,
respectively, depends on the lineages' locations before migration only through their distance before
migration, the distribution of their distance at any time will depend on their locations at time zero
only through their distance at time zero. If in addition the coalescence rate is the same in every
subpopulation, the distribution of the coalescence time of a pair of individuals will depend on their
locations at time zero only through their distance at time zero. In particular, the distribution of
the coalescence time of two individuals from a single subpopulation will be independent of the
specific subpopulation, so that, under the assumptions of Lemma 5.4, their mean coalescence time
will be equal to c. This is the idea behind the following theorem.
and
Then
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Theorem 5.8 Consider a population with structure r	 (s(c$ )1Es, (Mij )IJES), where $ =
{ 1,. . ., n} (n <oo). Assume the induced graph is connected and assume
(i) ViES:c=ci
(ii) both
M1+	 =	 M51
k:d(k ,j )=d(ij )— 1	 l:d(i,l)=d(ij)— 1
and
M,,+	 frI11
k:d(k ,j)=d(ij )4-1	 1:d(i,l)=d(i,j )+1
depend on i,j ES only through their distance d(i,j), i.e. if i,j,i',j' ES and d(i,j) = d(i',j') = d
then
M +
	
fri,1 =	 M + >	 M,, =: Ad
	 (5.17)
k:d(k,j)=d-1	 l:d(i,I)=d-1	 k:d(k,j')=d_l	 I:d(i',l)=d—1
>	 Mo + >	 M,, =	 M +	 M1 q =:
	 (5.18)
Ic :d(k ,j )=d4-1	 t:d(i,I)=d.4-1	 k:d(Icj')=d.4-1	 1:d(i' ,l)=d+1
Vi E 8: ET11 = C.
Proof: First note that for i, k E S with k i, M > 0 implies that d(i, k) = 1, so that
assumption (5.18) for d = 0 implies that for every i,j S M M, =: M (M Bo/2), i.e. the
total scaled migration rate out of each subpopulation is the same.
Consider two individuals in subpopulation i at time zero and denote by D 1 (t) the natural
distance between their ancestral lineages time I ago, where we define D 1 (t) : —1 if the two
individuals share the same ancestor time I ago. In terms of the structured coalescent {(t) : t 0),
starting from c(0) = 2€', we have that
D,,(t) 
.= { 
d(k, 1) if a(t) = k +
—1	 if k()I = 1.
From the assumptions (and from the Markov character of the structured coalescent) it follows that
the process {D,,(t) : I ^ 0) is Markov with state space I'J Li {-1) and with Q-matrix = (L,)
given by
{	 (1
— .. +M) ifs=0
	
I	 ifs=-1
A0,, =
	
M	 ifs=1
	
0	 otherwise,
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( 
_1
I	 ('r+Br)
I Ar
Lr,a = IBr
10
if s =
if $ = i• - 1
if 8 = r + 1
otherwise
(r E .W0 ), and A_ j,, = 0 for all s. As this Q-matrix does not depend on i E S and as D11 (0) = 0,
independent of i E 5, the distribution of D 1 (t) is for every i ^ 0 independent of i. Because
P{T <t} = P{D11 (t) = —1)
it follows that the distribution of the coalescence time T11 of two individuals from subpopulation i
does not depend on i. Hence Lemma 5.4 yields ET1
 = c, Vi E 5. 0
The assumptions of Theorem 5.8 are closely related to the graph-theoretic concept of distance-
regularity. A distance-regular graph is a connected graph with the following property: for
every d € IN there exist numbers ad and bd E IN such that for each pair (u, v) of vertices satisfying
d(u,v) = d it holds that
(i) the number of vertices adjacent to u and at distance d - 1 from v is a
(ii) the number of vertices adjacent to u and at distance d + 1 from v is bd
(Biggs 1974). Note that a distance-regular graph is always regular, that is, for every vertex,
the number of vertices adjacent to it is the same, namely b0 (Biggs 1974). The condition of
distance-regularity provides the following special case of Theorem 5.8.
Corollary 5.9 Consider a population with structure I'
	 (s, (c)€s, (M1J ) JEs), where $ =
{l,.. .,n} (n <oo). Assume that
(i) ViES:c=c1
(ii) the induced graph is distance-regular
(iii) for every i, j E S with j i : M 3 = M11 E {O, L} (where b0 is as in the above definition of
distance-regularity), i.e. migration between subpopulaiions is symmetric and all non-zero migration
rates are equal.
Then
Vi € S : ET, = c.
Proof: With ad and bd as in the definition of distance-regularity (assumed to hold for the induced
graph), we have for every i,j E S with d(i,j) = d that
M+ >	 M11 =2a411=:Ad
Xc d(k,j)=d-1	 l:d(i,)=d-1	 0
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and
M8,+ >	 M,=2bd—=:Bd,
k:d(kj)=d.4-1	 I:d(i,I)=d+1	 0
independent of i and j with d(i, j) = d. Hence the conditions of Theorem 5.8 are satisfied. 0
Theorems 5.7 and 5.8 state two sets of conditions under which the mean coalescence time of
two individuals from any single subpopulation is independent of the migration rate and equal to
that of two individuals from a panmictic population of the same total size. One may ask about
the relationship between these two sets of conditions.
We first note that both sets of conditions require that
(i)	 all subpopulations have the same size
(ii) the induced graph is regular
(iii) the total scaled migration rate from each subpopulation is the same (i.e. all M1 are equal).
Statements (i) and (iii) are obvious. From the condition of isotropy (Theorem 5.7), statement (ii)
is immediate, as every vertex-transitive graph is regular (Biggs 1974). Similarly, (ii) follows im-
mediately from the conditions of Corollary 5.9, as every distance-regular graph is regular. To see
that the conditions of Theorem 5.8 also require (ii), first note that condition (5.17) for d = 1 yields
that M, + M1 = A 1 for every i,j E S with d(i,j) = 1. As all subpopulations have the same
size, Assumption 5.1 gives that M1, 
= M for every i E S. Hence, denoting by k1 the
valency of subpopulation i, that is, the number of subpopulations adjacent to subpopulation i in
the induced graph, we have that
M4 =
j ^i
=
I ^i
1
= –k1A1.
By condition (5.18) for d = 0, all M1 are equal (M1 = B0 /2, Vi E S). Hence all k are equal
(k1 = B0 /A 1 , Vi E 5), i.e. all subpopulations have the same valency in the induced graph, which
means that the induced graph is regular.
These observations are helpful in recognizing population structures that do not meet the condi-
tions of Theorems 5.7 or 5.8. For example, the continental island model (where the induced graph
is not regular) and the two-population model with unequal subpopulation sizes do not satisfy
either set of conditions. Indeed, we calculated in Chapter 3 that in the two-population model, the
mean coalescence time of two individuals from the larger subpopulation is always larger than c,
while that of two individuals from the smaller subpopulation is smaller than c. In a continental
island model with at least two islands (n ^ 3), the mean coalescence time of two individuals from
the continent is always larger than c and that of two individuals from a single island is always
smaller than c, regardless of the relative sizes of continent and islands. Another example of a
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population structure whose induced graph is not regular is a stepping-stone model on a finite line
(see figure 5.1). For n = 5 subpopulations, we have checked that under this model, the mean
coalescence time of two individuals from a single subpopulation is larger as the subpopulation
is more central and smaller as the subpopulation is situated closer to the ends of the line (see
also Hey 1991). Recall that if one takes the average over all the subpopulations, weighting each
subpopulation by its relative size, the mean coalescence time of two individuals from the same
subpopulation is equal to c, for all these population structures (Theorem 5.1.ii).
Among the models of population structure described in the previous chapters, the symmetric
island model and the circular stepping-stone model meet both sets of conditions: those of The-
orem 5.7 and those of Corollary 5.9. It is easily seen that a stepping-stone model on a K x L
torus, with K, L ^ 2 and max(K, L) ^ 3, and the four-population model with geographic barrier
(e ) do not meet the conditions of Theorem 5.8. Yet for both these models the conditions
of Theorem 5.7 are satisfied and ET1 = c, Vi E S. It is more difficult to find an example of
a population structure meeting the conditions of Theorem 5.8 and not those of Theorem 5.7.
Adel'son-Velskii (1969) have found an example of a distance-regular graph which is not vertex-
transitive (see also Biggs 1974, p.139, 20D): the graph 'I' whose vertices are the 26 symbols z,, y
(i E Z13 ) and where
z and zj are adjacent	 Ii-i = 1,3,4
y andy5
 are adjacent	 li-il = 2,5,6
z1 andy3 areadjacent	 i—j=0,1,3,9
is distance-regular (with bo = 10, b 1 = 6, a 1 = 1 and a2
 = 4) but is not vertex-transitive. Placing
equal-sized subpopulations at the vertices of this graph (S = {x 1 ; i E Z13 } Li {y2 ; i E Z13 }) and
assigning a migration rate of
	 between every pair of adjacent vertices, in both directions (i.e. for
t, V E S with u v: = if u and v are adjacent in W, = 0 otherwise), a population
structure is obtained which satisfies the conditions of Corollary 5.9 but which is not isotropic,
as its induced graph is not vertex-transitive. Hence the conditions of Theorems 5.7 and 5.8 are
different, and neither implies the other.
O
M/2	 M/2	 M/2	 M/2
Figure 5.1: The finite linear stepping-stone model. This model assumes a finite number, n, of subpopulation5
(in this picture: n = 5), equal-sized subpopulations and symmetric nearest neighbour migration: S = {1.....
c, = 1 fort=1,...,nandM1, =M/2i1 I i —,I = 1, M,, =Ootherwise(i,j1..... n;j i).
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oo
Figure 5.2: Example of a model of population structure under which the mean coalescence time of two individuals
from any single subpopulation is equal to that of two individuals from a panmictic population of the same total
size, but which meets the conditions of neither Theorem 5.7 nor Theorem 5.8.
We also note that the conditions given in Theorems 5.7 and 5.8 are sufficient but not necessary
for the mean coalescence time of two individuals from any single subpopulation to be equal to c.
For example, the population structure with n = 3 subpopulations, c = 1 and c2 = c3
 = 2, and
M12 = M13 = 6M, It!21
 = M31 = 3M and tv!23 = M32 = M (see figure 5.2), meets neither set of
conditions, yet satisfies
ET = 5 for I = 1,2,3.
However, in this model of population structure, the disiribuiion of the coalescence time of two
individuals from a single subpopulation depends on the subpopulation:
E[e_3T ] = 450M3 + 300M 2s + 62Ms2 + 43 + 42M 2 + 23Ms + 2s2
E[e_aT } = 450M3 + 300M 2s + 47Ms2 + 2s + 42M2 + 23Ms + 282
= E[e_9T33]
where
= 225OM3s+900M2s2 + 1 lOMs3
 +4s +450M3
 +51OM2s+ 1O9Ms2
 +6s +42M2
 + 23Ms+ 282.
The results described in this section are specific to samples of size two. It was seen in Chap-
ter 3 that under the symmetric island model (which meets the conditions of both Theorems 5.7
and 5.8), the mean time since the most recent common ancestor of three individuals from a single
subpopulation (ET36 ., given by equation (3.14)) depends on the migration rate and is larger than
that of three individuals from a panmictic population of the same total size. The mean time since
three individuals from a single subpopulation descended from two distinct ancestors (ET 6., given
by equation (3.12)) also depends on the migration rate and is smaller than in the panmictic case.
Both ET3f. and ET'3 . converge, as the migration rate M tends to infinity, to the corresponding
mean times in a panmictic population of the same total size.
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5.4 The FST value of a pair of neighbouring subpopula-
tions.
The quantity Fsr is commonly used by population geneticists to estimate the effective level of
gene flow among subpopulations, defined as
(Nm) = (_ - 1).	 (5.19)
For a diploid population under an island model of population structure (and the neutral Wright-
Fisher model of reproduction), with a large number of subpopulations and a small mutation rate,
(Nm)e is approximately the number of migrants (i.e. half the number of migrant genes) per
subpopulation per generation. However, it was shown in Chapter 4 that the relationship between
FST and the actual migration rate varies considerably among population structures, so that (Nm)e
provides at most a vague idea of the actual level of gene flow between subpopulations. In this
section we prove that the relationship between the actual migration rate and the FST value of a
pair of neighbouring subpopulations is the same for a range of (sufficiently symmetric) models of
population structure, in the limit as the mutation rate tends to zero. This uniform relationship
might give rise to better methods for inferring information on the actual level of gene flow between
subpopulations.
Theorem 5.10 Assume
(i) ViES:cj=landM1=M
(ii) the distribution of the coalescence time of two indzvzduals from the same subpopulation does
not depend on the subpopulation; say 7, T0 , Vi E S
(iii) the distribution of the coalescence time of two individuals from neighbouring subpopulations
does not depend on the specific subpopulations; say
	 T1, Vi,j E S with d(i,j) = 1.
Then, denoting by FST(d = 1) and F°(d = 1) the values of FST and F°T , respectively, of a pair
of subpopulations at distance one,
1
	
FST(d = 1) =	 (5.20)
'-'p1 + 2M,_(,9)J0
(0)	
-	 1+2M _ET0
 if ET0<oo
d 1
	
{	
1
FST ( =	 -	 ET0-1	 (5.21)1
ifETo =001+2M
where, as in Chapter 4, ía is the probabiliiy of idenLiy by descent of two genes from the same
subpopulation and 0 is the scaled mutation rate.
Proof: As all subpopulations have the same size, two genes randomly sampled from the union of
two subpopulations are with probability 1/2 from the same subpopulation and with probability
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1/2 from different subpopulations. Hence, calculating the FST value of a pair of neighbouring
subpopulations, the probability of identity by descent of two genes sampled from the union of
these subpopulations is
f(d=i) = (fo+fi)/2
(where fi denotes the probability of identity by descent of two genes at distance one), so that
fo —Ii
FST(d=l) = 2— fo — Ii
1
= 1+2)L9.	 (5.22)
In the system of equations, ( 2.44), for the moment-generating function of the coalescence time of
a sample from the population, the equation corresponding to a = 2€' is for every i E S and for
s = e given by
(1+M+9)f0 —Mfi = 1,
so that
- l—(l-l-9)fojo—li—	 M	 5.23
Substituting this result into (5.22), equation (5.20) is obtained.
To prove equation (5.21), we calculate the limit of FST(d = 1) as 8 1 0. If ET0 <co then, by
the monotone convergence theorem,
limb = P{T0
 < oo} = 1
ejo
and, applying l'Hopital's rule,
1—b - EThlim
10 1—(1--9)f0 - ET0-1
Hence in that case,
F?(d=1) = limFsT(d=1) =	 19 10	 l+2MET0l
If ET0 = oo and P{T0
 < oo} = 1, l'Hopital's rule gives
1 - fo	 E[Toe_$T0]Jim	 =lim = 1,
GjO 1 (1 + 8)fo	 10 (1 + 9)EJToe_OTo] - ía
so that
F?(d=1) = lim	 1
OjO 1+2M '°	 1+2M1+9) .fo
If limfo = P{T0 <co) < 1, then
910
i—Jo - 1—P{To<oo}Jim	 =1,
OjO l—(l+O)fo - 1—P{To.(oo}
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so that also in this case
F?)(d=l) =	 1
l+2M
0
Result (5.21) with El'0 = oo applies to the infinite stepping-stone models in one and two
dimensions, discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. The infinite stepping-stone model in three dimensions
(a three-dimensional rectangular lattice of equal-sized subpopulations with an infinite number of
subpopulations in all three dimensions, where every gene has a scaled migration rate of M/12
to each of the six neighbouring subpopulations) also meets the conditions of Theorem 5.10, with
ET0 = oo because the symmetric random walk in three dimensions is transient. Hence also under
the infinite three-dimensional stepping-stone model,
F?(d=1)= 1+2Mrn
For the case of a finite number of subpopulations, some conditions under which assumptions (i)
and (ii) of Theorem 5.10 are fulfilled were set out in the previous section. Combined with these
conditions, result (5.21) with ET0 <Co leads to Corollary 5.11. In that Corollary we also use the
following definition.
Definition 5.5 A population structure r (s, (c)1 €s, (Mij )$JES ) is said to be edge-transitive
if
Vi,j,lc,l ES with d(i,j) = d(lc,l) = 1, J E Aut(r): {g5(i),4'(j)} = {k,l).
Note that edge-transitivity of a population structure does not imply isotropy. For example,
the two-population model with unequal subpopulation sizes (c1 c2 ) and the continental island
model are edge-transitive but not isotropic. The stepping-stone model on the torus with K L
(K, L ^ 2) and the four-population model with barrier (e ^ 1/2) are isotropic but not edge-
transitive.
Corollary 5.11 Assume the population is divided into n subpopulations (S = {1,. . ., n}, n <oo)
and assume its induced graph is connected. If c1 = 1, M1 = M and either
(a) the population structure is isotropic and edge-transitive
or
(6) the population structure satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.8,
then
F?)(d=1)=	 1
1+2M
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Proof: It was noted earlier that both the condition of isotropy and the conditions of Theorem 5.8
imply equal subpopulation sizes and the same migration rate from each subpopulation. Hence
c1 = 1 and M1 = M, for every i E S. Under assumption (a), it follows from Theorem 5.6 and the
definition of isotropy that
Vi,j ES: T	 T,,
while Theorem 5.6 and the definition of edge-transitivity yield
Vi,j,lc,l ES with d(i,j) d(k,l) = 1: T11 =
If assumption (b) holds, it was shown in the proof of Theorem 5.8 that the distribution of 7 does
not depend on i E S. The same argument can in fact be used to prove that under the conditions of
Theorem 5.8, the distribution of the coalescence time of any pair of individuals depends on their
locations only through their distance. In particular, the distribution of the coalescence time of a
pair of individuals from neighbouring subpopulations does not depend on the pair of neighbouring
subpopulations they are taken from. Hence, both under assumptions (a) and (b), the conditions
of Theorem 5.10 are satisfied and equation (5.21) holds, where ET0 = n by Theorems 5.7 or 5.8,
respectively. 0
Examples of population structures that are both isotropic and edge-transitive include the sym-
metric island model, the circular stepping-stone model and a stepping-stone model on a square
torus (K = L).
If it is reasonable to make the assumptions of Theorem 5.10 or Corollary 5.11, the results
proved in this section may be used to estimate the actual migration rate between subpopulations,
rather than the effective level of gene flow estimated according to equation (5.19). For example,
under the assumptions of Corollary 5.11,
M=	 ______
n—i
= ET1—n
Alternatively, it follows from equation (5.23) that
M= 1—(1+8)fo
b—li
under the assumptions of Theorem 5.10. In addition, an estimate of the fraction of the
actual over the effective migration rate may provide information on the underlying population
structure. For example, if the symmetric island model is an appropriate description of the structure
of the population, 4(I) should be smaller than one (under this model, 4(Nm) equals one in the
limit as n - oo and 8 0), while a value of 4(1m) significantly larger than one suggests isolation
by distance.
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